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ABSTRACT 

Humans have utilized glass for over five thousand years. This dissertation seeks 

to show how, following a variety of anthropological avenues, one can come to a richer 

understanding of glass-working in the past. The research deals with the application of 

ethnoarchaeology, excavation, experimental archaeology, archaeometry and physical 

anthropok)gy to an archaeok)gical case study in an integrated manner. The case study in 

question is the production and distribution of glass in the Galilee region of Israel during 

the Byzantine period (363-640 C.E.). Remains of glass production, vessel production, 

and even the transportation of glass have all been excavated in the Galilee dating to this 

era. Integrating the data fixim the various anthropok)gkal sources yiekls a glimpse into 

the lives of glass-workers in antiquity. 
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In Punuit of the Byzantine Period Glass Industiy in Northern Israel 

Fire has the alnlity to transform materials. Wet cJay dug from the earth becomes 

stone-like when subjected to fire, while other materials such as wood, straw and even 

human remains can be reduced to ash under the same conditions. Havii^ been created 

fire, the manu&cture of glass has piqued the curiosity of people for millennia. Even 

today, when glass is so common that people do not stop to notice that they are looking 

through it, eating ofif it, and watching television shows projected onto it, the act of 

working with hot glass is still exciting enough to draw people from hours away simply to 

get a glimpse of a glass-blower at work. 

In the foUowing chapters an attempt is made to get a glimpse into the life of a 

Byzantine period glass-worker. The glass-workers involved in the 4/5"' c. glass industry 

in the tower Galilee regton of Israel are the particular focus of this dissertatkin. In order 

to reconstruct this early industry, a variety of anthropological methods were emptoyed. 

One aim of this dissertation is thus to show how following a variety of anthropobgical 

avenues one can come to a richer understanding of the past. Thompson's (1956: 332) 

vision of an archaeok)gist as a ''general anthropok)gist who happens to prefer to pursue 

the study of man through an anafysis of the unkjue documents of human activity which 

can be found in prehistoric rubbish heaps" is seen as an kleaL Anthropok)gkal skills 

related to ethnoarchaeology, excavation, experimental archaeok>gy, archaeometry and 

physical anthropotogy were utilized with the goal of attaining "a more complete and 

accurate, if never perfect, understanding of the past** (Oklani 1998:94). 
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This particular industry was chosen because the archaeologicai evidence relating 

to glass technology from this period was unusualty complete. Remains of glass 

production, vessel production, and even the transportation of glass have all been 

excavated in the Galilee dating to this era. Archaeological remains, of course, represent 

only data and must be interpreted to have any real meaning. As Watson (1980:55) has 

pointed out, "archaeology is of necessity and by definition a highly eclectic discipline; its 

practitioners require detailed data and models from a wide variety of sources." 

This wealth of archaeological data, coupled with historical accounts, created a 

sound base from which to make inferences about the way humans interacted with glass 

during the Byzantine period. Many of these interactions are related to the production of 

glass objects. Costin (1991: 1) has suggested that "it may be that production is easier 

[than distributk)n or consumption] to study weir (emphasis in original), as "production 

events often leave a clearer and more easily interpreted record in the form of debris, tools 

and features, if not the products themseKes.'' Reid (1995:16) has made a similar point, 

writing that "the material items of the archaeok>gical record, especial^ those of 

prehistory, are most often and most direct^ the products of human action—that is, 

human behavior—and not of human thought." The stiidy of ancient glass production is 

not the sole focus of this dissertation, and was used as a way to gain information about 

more elusive human behaviors like trade, learning frameworks and overall lifestyle. 

The research undertaken for this dissertatwn was aimed at answermg the 

foUowing questions about human-glass interactions: I) How and where was glass moved 

around the landscape, and what does that suggest about trade networks and human 
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mteractions in the region? 2) Where were glass-blowers located on the landscape? 3) 

How were glass furnaces designed and operated in the Galilee region during the 

Byzantine period? 4) Do the raw materials used to make glass and construct furnaces 

reveal whether the glass-workers were making chok»s based on partKular performance 

characteristics, or were there other considerations? And 5) How were the glass-workers' 

lives affected by their craft, both socially and physkally? 

It would not have been possible to answer these questions without utilizing 

methods drawn from the wider field of anthropobgy. Thus, this dissertation coincides 

with the archaeological trends noted by Shanks (1997: 395), which include a '̂ stress on 

the importance of interdisciplinary links, and on the possible complementarity of 

archaeological approaches that may well have had their origin in very different 

disciplines." Without inferences drawn from research that depended on methods 

generated by cultural and physical anthropolo^, the archaeological data would not have 

come alive. Instead of gaining a glimpse into certain human lives in antk^uity, one would 

be left with descriptions of arti&cts and drawings of ancwnt architectiire. A variety of 

archaeological techniques were also empk>yed m this endeavor; inchiding excavatk)n and 

subsequent archaeometric investigation of arti&cts associated with the glass industry at 

the site of Sepphoris. 

When one is in pursuit of an understanding of the ancient glass production and 

distributkin network in Israel, using all of these methods aOows for a much rkher 

database. This database can then be used to create more lines of evidence. Most 

important^, this approach yiekis a glonpse into the lives of the people who interacted 
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with the technology, either as artisans or consumers. After all, archaeologists are really 

interested in the people behind the material culture they excavate, rather than simply the 

intrinsic value of their detritus. 

The Archacological Evidence 

The primary archaeological evidence used in this dissertation research comes 

&om the site of Sepphoris, and is supplemented with data fivm the sites of Cana and 

Nabretain. These three sites were chosen because they represent an interconnected city, 

town and village, and because I have worked on the glass materials fiom all three. 

Sepphoris is widely acknowledged to have been a city, or *core' site, during the Roman 

and Byzantine periods. It was excavated by a variety of teams from 1989 to 2000. I 

excavated with the University of South Florida from 1991-1996, with the Sepphoris 

Regk>nal Project from 1996-1997, and with the Sepphoris Acropolis Excavations in 

2000. At Sepphoris, the remains of two glass workshops have been excavated, allowing 

the conskieration of trade within the site itself ak>ng with toer-site trade. 

Ethnoarchaeological Field Work 

Watson (1980:56) has described ethnoarchaeok>gy as **a very rich source of 

hypothetKal interpretatk>ns for archaeological materiaL" Matson (1974:345) pointed 

out, in reference to potters, that talking with craftsmen and their frunilies "can provide 

some understanding of the traditranal and economk pressures influencmg the shsqies they 

produce, the clays and fuels used, kiln ma^enance, variations in productwn through the 

year, and the ways in which the fired wares are distributed.'" In order to understand the 

glass woricshops at Sepphoris, ethnographic fieUwork was conducted with glass-workers 
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in the United States, Turkey, Egypt and Jordan. The ethnographic data were 

supplemented by my own background as a glass-bbwer. 

Glass and Archaeology 

The Byzantine period glass industry was chosen for a variety of reasons. As 

mentioned previously, the corpus is unusually complete, but that was only one &ctor 

leading to its selection. A glass case study was also chosen to highlight the advantages of 

studying this arti£tct class. Unlike other arti&ct classes such as ceramics, glass arti&cts 

are relatively underutilized by archaeok)gists. While glass objects have been £ishioned 

by humans for the last five thousand years, little is generally known about the technology 

of glass production. This is somewhat baflOing, as glass makes up a signi&ant portion of 

the arti&ct assemblages at Old World sites dat^ fix)m the Roman period onward. It is 

also strange because there is archaeobgKal evidence for each of the stages in the chaine 

operatoire, some of it still unpublished despite having been excavated years ago. 

While glass is simOar to pottery in many ways, with its ability to be used for 

dating through seriation and cross-dating and the evidence it offers about the daily lives 

of people in antiquity, glass arti&cts also have something unique to offer. From a pureb' 

processual standpoint, glass objects shoukl be a much more sensitive indicator of cultural 

change than ceramks. This is because glass is a more fragile medhmi than pottery and 

therefore makes its way into the archaeological record with greater frequency than the 

less fragile arti&ct classes (see Ch^er 2). It shoufal be noted that in some periods and 

regions, such as Medieval Europe, there are problems with glass preservation resulting 

from particular glass recipes, but generally glass preserves well. 
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Once embedded in the archaeological record, glass objects can inform 

archaeologists about more than chronology. Glass vessels have associations with wealth 

and, at least in ancient Palestine, Jewish ritual purity (Avi-Yonah 1976:24). This makes 

glass objects useiiil indicators of social change. The production and subsequent 

distribution of glass is also of interest when considering human interactions within and 

between ancient sites. As Palmer and Neaverson (1998: 7) have pointed out, '̂ objects or 

structures are the result of deliberate choice rather than environmental determinism." 

Knowledge of the materials and means of production makes it possible to begin 

formulating a model of trade networks in the Galilee region of Israel (see Chapter 2). It 

is hoped that this noodel will be applied to other areas with glass remains. Glass research 

also has the potential to shed light on the lives of indivuiual artisans and their fiunilies 

(see Chapter 7). 

The majority of glass research related to archaeological excavations &lls into two 

main categories. The first category is the specialist report, in which an individual studies 

all of the glass from a site and creates a catalogue and description (Cohen 2000; Lapp 

1983; Meyers et aL 1981; Young 1993). While these reports may contribute to an 

interpretation of the site, this is general^ not their function. The second type of research 

is archaeometric in nature, with the glass being sent to specialists who ana^ the glass 

to determine its raw ingredients. Typically these individuals have not been invoked in 

the excavation of the materials, and so their interpretations are often very general Blame 

for the lack of integration between specialist and archaeometric reports and the final 

interpretation of sites must ultimate^ rest with the archaeotogists whose task it is to 
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publish reports on those sites. The manner in which they employ specialists does not 

usually allow the glass data to play a major role in reconstructing past human activities at 

the site. 

There are a few exceptions to this generalizatk)n. A noteworthy glass study that 

does take into account questions other than the forms of the glass and its recipe was the 

excavation and publication of the site of Jalame, also located in Israel, Weinberg 

(1988). Weinberg's treatment of the glass workshops at Jalame suggests what is possible 

when glass is no longer treated as simpty one of the "small finds" (see fiirther discussion 

in Chapter 2). 

A further example of well-integrated glass research is the work of Nicholson and 

others at Amama in Egypt (Jackson et al 1998; Nicholson 1993, 1995). This site has 

long been fiunous for having the earliest glass fiictory yet excavated. Contenqraraiy 

archaeok)gists and glass specialists have worked together to reconsider Petrie's early 

claims and buikl a more convincing picture ofthe early glass industry at the site. They 

have utilized a combination of excavation and experimental replication to convincingly 

show how glass coukl have been produced, and not just remelted, at the site (Nicholson 

1995: 15; Jackson et al. 1998; 15). Their work is fiirther discussed in Chapter 2. 

As tempting as it may be, one cannot lay aU the blame for the under-use of glass 

data at the feet of archaeotogists. A willingness to work on glass from excavatwns that 

they did not particle in is part of the scenario that undervahies the work of glass 

specialists. This is not to say that glass qiecialists shoukl be unwilling to publish glass 

they dkl not help excavate, for to say this woukl be hypocritical (Fischer ad.) and wouU 
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suggest that leaving the material unpublished would somehow have ooore merit. Instead, 

this is a call for the consideration of how finds will be studied and incorporated into the 

final publication from the very beginning, before the first trowel of dirt is removed. 

Further recommendations are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Another deficiency in current glass studies is the lack of practical glass experience 

on the part of the glass scholars. In order to reconstruct the technical knowledge, relative 

skill, and social organization of glass productkin, one could argue that some practkal 

experience with glass technok)gy is necessary, whether it is tune spent as an apprentice in 

the craft or simply observing a craftsperson at work. Kingery and Vandiver (1986:306) 

made a similar point regarding ceramics, noting that 'It is easy to forget both the 

challenge and the joy of working with clay" when k)oking at ceramics from a 

researcher's viewpoto. The same coukl certainly be said of any other craft, for 

anthropok)gists often take an overly technical approach. A notable exceptk>n would be in 

the realm of lithk; studies, where many researchers believe it is necessary to gain personal 

experience creating fru:simfles of arti&cts in order to accurate^ interpret the excavated 

examples (Whittaker 1994:1). 

McCray and Kingery (1998:11) have suggested that combining "the careftil 

physKal examinatk)n of glass objects and artifiicts" with "the tacit knowledge and skill of 

the practicing glass-maker, woukl be a powerful tool m understanding how such ot^ts 

were made." It is hoped that the conchisuns of this dissertation will prove their 

statement correct. Personal experience as a g]ass-bk)wer, as well as data derived fix)m the 

observation of other glass-workers, is being used in this dissertation (Chapters 4 and 6). 
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This experwnce made it possible to evahiate the activities of the glass-blowers, and also 

made it easier to engage the glass-workers in conversations about their craft. Langness 

(1970; 220) has noted that "prior training and fieldwork are admittedly advantageous, but 

not if they result in bias.'' Every effort was made, therefore, to be aware of potential 

biases resulting from the way I was trained to work with glass. 

The Craft of Glass-Blowing 

Glass-blowers, rather than glass-makers, are the focus of this dissertation because 

of my own experiences with the craft. Keller and Keller (1996; 157) have pointed out 

that '*one needs to practice an activity in order to represent knowledge appropriate to it." 

Most glass-blowers today learn the craft through what amounts to an apprenticeship, 

although it is not always given the formal title. During the apprenticeship period, which 

may last years, a master of the craft demonstrates skills to an apprentice. The apprentice 

then practices these skills and attempts to perfect thev technique. In what amounted to an 

apprentkeship, I spent over two years learning glass from Stephen Rolfe Powell at Centre 

College. In addition to taking glass courses for five semesters, I was also a member of 

Powell's glass crew for one year. This crew of four, inchiding Powell, worked twice a 

week in the hot shop creating his glass sculptures. Being a member of the crew had other 

duties, which inchided charging the fiimace at night, programming the annealing ovens 

and opening and closing the hot shop. 

This intensive period of glass-working was followed by a semester of graduate 

work in glass and ceramics at Washington University in St. Louis. During this time I was 

working on my own art as well as helping to maintain the glass workshop and gukle 
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beginning glass students. During the final stages of writing this dissertation, I returned to 

Centre College to work with Stephen Powell as his studio manager. This return to 

working with hot glass also allowed me to construct an experimental fiimace while 

drawing upon the knowledge of active gbss-bbwers. 

The knowledge base this dissertation draws from includes, therefore, the 

viewpoint ofa glass-bk)wer. Keller and Keller (1996:169) have discussed the possible 

pit&Us of this type of research in Charles Keller's work as a blacksmith-anthropok)gist, 

but point out that in order to answer certain questwns "the investigator must draw on 

knowledge rooted in experience as well as observatk)nal insights." In short, this type of 

experwnce helps the researcher to "generate contextually appropriate questkins to 

pursue" (Keller and Keller 1996: 170). 

This dissertation research fills a gap in the history of glass by integrating data 

collected using methods from the anthropok)gical sub-disciplines. A coherent pkture of 

the production, distribution and consumptk)n of glass in northern Israel during the Roman 

and Byzantine periods can be inserted into the long history of glass. This research also 

buiMs upon the previous research of Weinberg (1988) and Nicholson (1995), by 

reiterating the poto that glass researchers have more to ofifer archaeologists than arti&ct 

catalogues. 

Near Eastern Archaeology and Technology Stadks 

The pedigree of this dissertatwn research lies not onfy in the realm of glass 

studies, but also within the history ofarchaeotogy in the Near East. The Near East, as 

described by Kramer and Delson (1988:372), is a ''geographic region extending fit>m 
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western Turkey to eastern Afghanistan and to the Persian/Arabian Gul^ sometimes 

referred to as the Middle East or Southwest Asia." The term Near Eastern Archaeology 

is being used here rather than Syro-Palestinian Archaeology or Southwest Asian 

Archaeology, although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably. 

From the point of view of many anthropologically trained archaeologists, 

archaeology in the Near East has had a checkered past. If one picks up an Anthropotogy 

textbook and k}oks up "Near Eastern Archaeobgy," one might find comments relating to 

the biblical emphasis of past, and admittedly some present, excavatk)ns in the region 

(Trigger 1995:184). Focusing on the interests of a portk>n of the excavatk)ns in the 

region, which Hanbury-Tenison (1986:108) claimed "helped to create an indivklual 

discipline measurably unaffected by methodok)gicai and intellectual devek)pments 

elsewhere," is doing the majority of archaeok)gists who work in the Near East a 

disservice. 

What shouki be read between the lines is that many archaeok)gists working in the 

Near East are not anthropologists, and their methods and kleas are consklered suspect to 

many of those who are. Soffer (1999:43), an archaeobgist, revealed this anthropok)gical 

bias when she stated that "we archaeotogists woukl be a lesser breed of scholars outside 

its [anthropok)gy's] context." Many Near Eastern archaeok>gists hokl Ph.D.s in Religk>n 

or Near Eastern Studies, with others coming &om Classks or History. Typical^, training 

in Classics or Religwn does not inchide courses in archaeotogical fiektwork, or the 

recording and ana^rsis of data, much less archaeotogkal theory. 
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It should be remembered, however, that while Anthropology departments 

typically have a course or two dealing with these subjects, it is understood that much of 

this material is learned in the field, either at field schools or in the pursuit of individual 

research. Baerreis pointed this out in 1963, stating "the professional archaeologist learns 

his discipline through field and laboratory experience, since there is no substitute for 

what amounts to apprenticeship under a skilled practitioner" (253). What makes 

Anthropology departments different is their subsequent focus on the interpretation of 

data, which leads to an **anthropok)gically-infi)rmed archaeok)gy" (Gillespw 1999:40). 

Near Eastern archaeologists, then, are trained in excavation technkiues much like 

anthropological archaeologists; they team the craft by doing. The interests of the 

Classics or Religion scholars are quite different, though, so they focus on materials, such 

as texts, that anthropotogical archaeobgists traditk>nally ignore. Historical 

archaeok)gists would be an obvk)us exception to this trend in anthropok)gy. Applying an 

anthropotogical viewpoint to a Near Eastern data set means that the researcher is not only 

interested in the arti&cts and how they relate to historical documents, but also in the 

context of the activities associated with them, the larger community a£fected by them, as 

well as human interactions with the environment. As these fiictors were not traditionally 

of interest to Near Eastern Archaeotogists, one might think that their data sets cannot be 

used to glean this type of infonnatron. 

First, it shouki be noted that maiQr current Near Eastern excavatwns have adopted 

methods and theories from anthropok>gkal archaeotogy. Some of these excavatk>ns are 

headed by anthropokigists and many others have anthropotogists serving on their stafi^ 
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most notably zooarchaeologists. Second, the intellectual history of Near Eastern 

Archaeology yielded the refinement of such practices as ceramk sedation and the use of 

stratigraphy, which were subsequently adopted by anthropologists (Dever 1993:23). 

Near Eastern Archaeology, as practiced today, does find its roots in the so-called 

'Biblical Archaeology' espoused by Albright (1956), Wright (1%9,1971), Kenyon 

(I960,1978) and others. While those scholars typically focused upon periods that they 

could relate to the Bible, the Bronze and Iron ages. Near Eastern Archaeology has grown 

to encompass a much larger range of studies. At the time that they began fieldwork, 

Albright, Wright, and Keiqron were among the foremost minds in the discipline of 

archaeology. The order that they brought to archaeological pursuits in the Levant was 

unprecedented and much needed. In the first half of this century, however, the scope of 

Syro-Palestinian archaeology was not very broad. Wright described the field as having 

been ''dominated by a museum mentality which requires objects for display to a 

contributing public primarily interested in art and art history" (1971: 71). Although 

Albright (1956; 19) did lament that '̂ vhile Palestinian excavations may not yield many 

museum objects, they are not monotonous,'' he was also interested in furthering the 

scientific methods of archaeology. With the new methods of Petrie, Albright, and 

Kenyon, "pottery chronology and the stratigraphy of the deposits of earth" became the 

primary aims of excavations, a significant move away from the treasure hunting for 

museums that has been popularized by the Indiana Jones films (Wright 1971; 71). These 

aims also became the primary aims of anthropological archaeology. Meyers (1984:37) 

has pointed out that in the 1960s Wr^ht '*q)earfaeaded" an effort among Near Eastern 
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archaeologists to accommodate the "new approaches and methods for information 

retrieval and interpretation" that were emerging from New World archaeology. 

The recording of arti&cts and stratigraphy is still the primary focus of Syro-

Palestinian excavations, and in most cases meticulous records have been kept. Because 

Near Eastern archaeologists are trained that the recording of whatever information they 

excavate is the most important part of what they do, and typicalfy have systems where all 

information is recorded in three separate places, an anthropological archaeologist can 

often utilize their data, within given limitations. Some classes of data were never 

recovered or recorded, and techniques such as flotation have only recently become 

standard on some excavations. As a resuh, not all Near Eastern excavations yield the 

kinds of data anthropok)gists may be interested in, especially as we kx)k at material from 

the beguming of this century, but the probfems are often the same as those encountered 

when looking at okl anthropological excavatrans. 

Technology Studies 

Near Eastern excavators have, however, histork:ally had an interest in technology, 

beginning with Sir Flinders Petrie in the 1890s. While in many ways Petrie was a typk»l 

archaeologist of his day, he diverged from the rest on the issue of technobgy. His 1923 

work The Arts and Crafts of Ancient Egypt inchided detailed reconstructions of maiQr of 

those crafts. His discussion of glass craft is especially interesting, in light of his 

excavation of a glass workshops at Tell el-Amama (Petrie 1923: 123). Though Petrie did 

not move beyond technkal descr^tnn and otto social ana^is, his work was in maiqr 

ways groundbreaking. 
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In the last two decades there has been a resurgence of interest in technology 

studies in Near Eastern Archaeology. That technology is becoming an important topic is 

evident from a simple check in the indexes of books on Near Eastern Archaeology. 

Checking these indexes is a way of taking the pulse of the discipline. Albright's 1923 

work The Archaeology of Palestine and the Bible and Kenyon's 1957 Beginning in 

Archaeology do not list technology in their indexes. In the index of the recent book The 

Archaeology of Society in the Holy Land, edited by Thomas Levy, there are eleven entries 

under the heading of technology (199Sa: 622). 

The importance of technology studies in Near Eastern Archaeology has led to 

many experimental and ethnoarchaeologkral studies in the region. Harlan's (1967) early 

attempt to harvest wild wheat in Turkey was induative of the burgeoning interest in 

experimental archaeok>gy. Crowfoot had ushered in the era of ethnoarchaeok)gy as early 

as 1932 (179) when she observed Palestinian potters at work for the express purpose of 

throwing "light on the humbler fr^ments turned up in excavatnns." Both the March and 

June 2000 issues of Near Eastern Archaeology were devote to ethnoarchaeology. The 

technok)gies under conskieration were cooking (Grantham 2000), agrkulture (Yerkes 

2000), threshing (Whittaker 2(X)0) and pottery productk)n (Kalentzkiou 2000, London 

2000b, Tekkdk-Bifken 2000). London (20(X)a: 2) pointed out that "observatrans of 

traditk>nal industries in the eastern Mediterranean and in the Levant in particular can be 

traced back to the late eighteenth century.'* This dissertation research therefore &IIs 

within a k)ng history of technok)gy studies m the Near East. It is certainly not the first 

research to conskler the glass technok>gy of the region, as Chariesworth (1967) 
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investigated the furnaces in Cairo during the 1960s, and Weinberg and Nicholson both 

excavated glass sites in the region. 

Along with a renewed interest in ancient technology, Syro-Palestinian 

archaeology has shifted toward ''broader social and economic questions," spurred on by 

the developments in Amerwan archaeology (Levy 1995b; 49). By utilizing data from 

Near Eastern excavations, this dissertation reiterates their inq)ortance, while 

simultaneously calling for more carefiil recovery of certain arti&ct classes than is 

currently practiced in some areas. Pointing out how glass art^Kts can be used to 

determine trade networks, as well as to gain insight on the lives of individuals in 

antiquity, should be proof enough that these arti&cts deserve more attention than they 

have been afforded in the past. It is not enough to save the intact vessels, or just the rims, 

if one is to utilize the glass objects from a site as someth^ more than filler m an 

excavation volume. 

Toward an Integrative Anthropology 

This dissertation calls upon archaeologists to take a new approach to studying the 

glass arti&cts they excavate. This new approach comes not from glass studies or Near 

Eastern archaeotogy, but rather from an integrated anthropok>gical program. The call for 

an integrated anthropok)gy is not new. In 199S Nader (427) pointed out that we "need an 

anthropology with a deep respect for integrative thmking," and this dissertation attenq)ts 

to provide an example of the sort of research possible when a single researcher empfeys 

methods from the broad spectrum of anthropology. Latefy it has t^peared that 

anthropotogy has been rather enthusiasticaify split into sub-disciplines, with very 
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research projects drawing upon the strengths of more than a single branch. The general 

view that fosters this situation was summed up Thomas (1998; 30), who claimed. The 

Renaissance anthropologist—the individuai who does everything—has long since passed 

into folklore. Today nobody can hope to do everything welL" 

The idea that a single person cannot engage in all the &cets of Anthropology is 

due, no doubt, to the scope of the discipline. Simpty defining anthropology is no anall 

task. In 1995, the American Anthropok)gical Association (AAA) determined that 

anthropology is discipline that studies humankind in aU its aspects, through 

archaeological, biological, ethnok)gical and linguistic research," a somewhat tautological 

definition that seems to say that anthropok)gy is whatever anthropok)gists do (Moses 

1997; 8). While the AAA purports to speak for anthropologists everywhere, there is 

actually a range of kleas about what anthropology should include. This range stretches 

from strong support of the four-field approach at some universities to disintegratwn and 

dispersal into separate departments at others. 

To determine what anthropologists do, one need only look at introductory 

textbooks. There one can find the neatly defined pursuits of four types of 

anthropologists. Cultural Anthropologists '̂analyze people as creatures of their culture" 

(Thomas 1998:54) and ''study society and culture" (Kottak 1997; 5). Physical or 

Biological Anthropologists "view people chiefly as bk)logical organisms" (Thomas 1998; 

64) and seek to "[generalize] about human evohition" (AUand 1980; 11). Archaeok)gists 

"specialize in the reconstruction and analysis of past cultures" (AUand 1980; 12), 

although there are some who woukl expand this definition to mchide all "toeractwns 
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between people and material objects" vrespective of time depth (LaMotta and Schiffer 

2001). A useful definition of archaeology comes fi-om Kottak (1997:7), who defines it 

as "reconstruct[ing], describ[ing], and interpret[ing] human behavior and cultural patterns 

through material remains." Linguistic anthropologists study "language in its social and 

cultural context, in space and through time" (Kottak 1997:9). Some textbooks also 

include a fifth branch. Applied anthropology, which seeks to use the information 

collected by its practitioners, rather than simply reporting it. 

The four-field approach, described as an "integrated anthropok>gy" by Watson 

(1995:690), and as "well-integrated" by the AAA, suggests that it is possible for the four 

fields to co-exist and, ideally, interact (Moses 1997: 8). While there is a certain 

admiration for the ideal of an integrated anthropology, it rarely exists. The delineation of 

the four fields, five if applied anthropology is included, is probably part of why there is 

little interaction. Rather than labeling the four aspects of anthropok>gy sub-disciplines, 

which suggests clearly defined boundaries, it would be more useful to consider them 

categories for organizing what anthropok)gists do. 

This compartmentalization is mirrored in the typical training of Anthropologists. 

Although many graduate programs demand that their students take introductory courses 

in all of the sub-disciplines, these core courses are often taken in the first year and then 

the student chooses one in which to specialize. Due to the sheer volume of material that 

&lls under the umbrella of anthropok)gy, this situatton is unlike^ to change. As Schiffer 

(1988:478) has pointed out, "specializatk>n is of course both cause and consequence" of 

the rap^ growth of knowledge in the field of archaeok)gy. The pigeon-holing of 
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graduate students into a single sub-discipline, while logical in some respects, also serves 

to ignore one of the main strengths of anthropology—its breadth. 

As has been seen in the university system generally, the most interesting projects 

are often the product of interdisciplinary endeavors. These projects allow the researchers 

to think outside of the defined boundaries of their own disciplines. Oldani (1998: 83) has 

called 'interdisciplinary breadth" the main strength of anthropology. Because 

anthropology is such an encompassing field, with varied interests, it is the ideal locus for 

intra- rather than inter-disciplinary research that integrates diverse perspectives. 

The division between the sub>disciplines is also made clear through the creation 

of sub-subdisciplines. New ''sub-subdiscipiines" evolve when two of the branches come 

back together, such as "ethnoarchaeology" or "forensic archaeology" (Watson 199S; 

686). Really, these are just part ofAnthropok>gy as a whole, although the &ct that they 

get named and remarked upon shows just how unusual it is for there to be this sort of 

discourse between the sub-disciplmes. Ethnoarchaeotogkal research, m particular, a 

form of'iniddle-range research" (Thomas 1998:266), has become increasingly important 

in archaeok)gy. Abng with other types of middle-range research, such as experimental 

archaeology, it serves the very important fimction of "generating the knowledge 

necessary to relate the world of archaeotogical fiicts to the workl of general behavioral 

theory" (Thomas 1998:266). 

Ethnoarchaeok)gy has been created by archaeotogists, and &lls with the 

boundaries of one of the four ''strategies of a behavioral archaeok)gy" (Schiffer 199S: 

69). It is important to note that it is within archaeobgy that many of the sub-disc^linaty 
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'cross-pollinations' have occurred. Researchers within most of the other sub-disc^I^ 

have been less interested in embracing archaeological methods or theorws, and 

ethnoarchaeology has been virtually ignored by cultural anthropologists. 

While agreeing with Schiffer's (1999:62) statement that '*no effort to re-form 

anthropology can succeed if it denies the reality of sub-field expertise," a more integrated 

approach that involves significant cross-over between the sub-fields is being championed 

here. The tension between generalization and specialization is not new, nor is it confined 

to anthropology. A similar situation can be seen in the field of medicine, where there are 

a multitude of specialties a doctor can choose. Unlike the current situation in 

anthropology, however, if patients are concerned about their overaQ health, they will first 

go to a general practitioner. While this individual lacks the specific expertise of a 

specialist, he or she serves as a gatekeeper, fimneling patients toward an appropriate 

specialist when necessary. Anthropology is also in need of general practitioners. 

An oitegrative ^proach, as discussed in this dissertatun, is defined by the 

simultaneous use of methods fix>m two or more of the sub-disciplines. The adoption of 

methods, rather than theories, fi'om the other sub-disciplines is bemg championed here. 

This is in part because of'̂ anthropology's propensity to be trendy," which one could 

argue affects theory more than method (Schififer 1999:64). Methods are also bemg 

en[:f)hasized here because, as Margaret Mead pointed out in 1965, "Anthropobgy is 

fieMwork" (1). For the purposes of this dissertation, fiektworic, rather than the outdated 

notion of''culture," is seen as the common thread that binds the four fields of 

anthropobgy. Kutsche (1998:1) goes so fir as to say that &kiwotk '̂ defines the 
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American cultural anthropologist." The stance of this dissertation is not that all 

anthropologists must actively participate in fieldwork, rather that anthropologkal 

research is always related to &ldwork of one kind or another. 

The integration can take many forms, three of which will be discussed here. In 

Fig. 1, Anthropology is depicted as a box divided into four separate, but equal, 

compartments representing the sub-disciplines. Strategies A and B represent integrated 

projects where two or more researchers from different sulnlisciplines bring their 

intensive knowledge of their specialty to bear on the same research problems. Strategy A 

represents a research project with a single aim, perhaps developing a theory concerning 

the advent of language based on changes in hominid morphology and an understanding of 

how the brain processes language. In this type of research, the work of the two 

researchers would be integrated throughout the process, resulting m a single outcome, in 

this case a theory. 

Strategy B represents two researchers whose work is parallel, but not integrated 

throughout the process. One example of strategy B would be an archaeologist and a 

cultural anthropologist who design a research program where the archaeologist excavates 

a site while the cultural anthropologist studies the living populations in the area. This 

research could be brought together in a final publication, where issues such as the 

interaction between humans and their environment over time could be discussed. There 

coukl be other interactions between the two researchers as well It is possible to imagine 

a situation where the cultural anthropologist's informants might be able to help the 

archaeok>gist with the ^erpretation of some aiti&cts fivm the site. It shouU be noted 
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that within this strategy, the two researchers continue to use their own methodologies, but 

bring their results together. While the examples here show onty two anthropologists 

integrating their research, it would also be possible for anthropologists from all four sub-

disciplines to work together on a research project. 

Strategy C illustrates the integrative approach taken in this dissertation. In 

strategy C, a single researcher uses methods derived from a combination of the sub-

disciplines in order to tackle a research question or group of related questions. An 

anthropologist trained rigorously in one sub-fiekl and exposed properly to the others 

shoukl be able to undertake research integrating multiple sub-fiekls. This dissertation 

deals with primary data that are archaeological, and seeks to show that by applying 

methods from the expansive tool-box of Anthropology, it is possible to say more than if 

the research remained within the boundarks of the sub-discipline of Archaeology. 

Archaeology as Part of an Integrative Anthropology 

It is not difBcuh to imagine how an archaeok)gk:al data set can be investigated 

using methods drawn from the other sub-disciplines, and that is precisely what has been 

done in this dissertation. A more difiBcuh question might be how archaeok)gical methods 

can be used in research projects whose primary data come from one of the other sub-

disciplines. The answer depends on how atchaeok>gy is defined. Schiffer inchides the 

"study of present material obgects in ongoing cultural ^ems" as one of the four 

strategies of behavioral archaeology (1995; 72). 

If we define archaeok)gy as the behavioral archaeok)gy program does, as "the 

study of the relationships between human behavwr and material cutture in all times and 
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places" (Schiffer 1995:13), then archaeological methods can certainly have an impact on 

the way we understand the data collected by any anthropologist. This viewpoint is 

productive, because one rarety writes an article or book about a group of people at the 

exact same time he or she is studying those people. There is always a point at which the 

anthropologist casts beck into his or her memory, or fieklnotes, or tape-recordings. 

Sanjek (1990:95) has discussed the variety of written materials that cultural 

anthropologists create while in the field; "scratch notes, fieldnotes proper, fieldnote 

records, texts, journals, diaries, letters, reports, and papers." Unlike much archaeobgy, 

cultural anthropology appears to suffer fi»m a lack of a standardized way of recording 

observations in the fiekl, including those who rely heavify or on^ on iKadnotes" 

(Sanjek 1990:93). There is also a certain amount of interpretation at work in cultural 

anthropok>gy, as Kutsche (1998:11) aUudes to when he says '̂ cultural anthropok)gy is at 

once science and art." All of the products of anthropological research then, deal with 

some degree of chronok>gical separation from their subject as well as the interaction of 

investigator with research arti&cts. As archaeological methods are based, in large part, 

upon using written and drawn observatwns to reconstruct past events, these methods 

should be of relevance to the other sub-disciplines. 

The subsequent chapters are arranged so that each depends heavily upon the data 

collected utilizing one methods drawn from one of the anthropotogicai sub-disciplines. 

Giapter 2 provides a background to the Byzantine era century glass industry, compilmg 

the relevant texts and archaeotogical references. The archaeok>gical data related to glass-

bk)wing from the site of Sepphoris can be found in Qiapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses 
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preliminary ethnoarchaeological fieldwork undertaken with glass-workers in the Near 

East and how it can be used to interpret the materials from Sepphoris. Chapter 5 presents 

and evaluates the evidence from archaeometry and experimental archaeology. A 

discussk>n of tacit knowledge, as investigated through ethnographic work with late 

twentieth century North American glass-blowers, is the main focus of Chi^ter 6. The 

effects of glass-working on the human body are consklered in Chapter 7. Finally, 

Chapter 8 brings these various lines of evidence together and makes recommendations for 

future work. 
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Byzantine Period Gkus Trade in Noithera brael 

The 4/5"'century was as good a time as any to be a glass-worker in Northern 

Israel. Following a period of relative peace in the Near East that was beneficial to craft 

production and distribution, the center of the Roman empire shifted from Rome to 

Byzantium in 330 C.E. This move was &vorable for the Near Eastern glass-workers, 

who no longer found it necessary to migrate toward the west as '̂ better money couki be 

earned at home and in the East in general" (Stem 1977:157). The Emperor Constantine 

(306-337 C.E.) encouraged intensi&d commercial activities in Palestine (Arts 2000:22). 

In 337, glass-workers, ak)ng with other skilled craftsmen, were exenqited fi-om 

compulsory services and pubUc levies so they coukl pursue their craft and train their 

sons. During the fifth century, Theodosius II (408-450 C.E.) Anther encouraged the craft 

of glass-working by exempting glass-workers fix)m personal taxatun (Vose 1984:53). 

While the economic situation was rather rosy in Palestine, there was significant 

turmoil on the religious front. The conversion of Emperor Constantine to Christianity 

and his focus on the East were fectors leading to "aggressive efforts at Christianization" 

that began to change the demography of cities such as Sepphoris (McCoUough and 

Glazier-McDonald 1999:277). At Sepphoris, this situatron was fiuther volatilized by the 

rek)cation of Egyptian Christians, with orthodox notions about the trinitarian nature of 

God, to the outskirts of the city in 374 C.E. (Geanakoptos 1984:148). 

Even this coukl have been advantageous to k)cal glass-workers. The Jewish 

population at sites like Sepphoris may have felt threatened by the Christian influx. 

Hodder (1977:266), in his ethnoarchaeologkxd work in western Kenya, has shown that 
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"feelings of identity within a group may be expressed most strong^ in reference to 

outside groups." Following Hodder's model, one response to the threat of 

Christianization could have been a stricter use of Jewish purity laws, as a means of "self-

identification with the local Jewish community'' (Goodman 1983: SI). Glass was subject 

to these purity laws, as will be discussed later, and so Jewish glass-workers may have 

benefited from this tension. War&re and earthquakes fiuther destabilized the region in 

the middle of the fourth century. A more detailed account of the particular events that 

impacted the Galilee region will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

In order to interpret the 4/5"* century archaeotogkal remains from the site of 

Sepphoris, it is first necessary to conskler all the other available evidence concerning the 

glass industry in northern Israel By drawing from both archaeological evidence and 

dociunentary accounts, it is possible to construct a general model for the way glass was 

produced and distributed throughout the Galilee region during the Roman, Byzantine, and 

perhaps Islamic periods (37 B.C.E.-I291 C.E.). This bnger, diachronic view is 

necessary in order to gather together sufBcient data to create a model that accurately 

descnbes the trade and exchange of glass in the regk>n. 

For a model to portray trade and exchange in literate, complex societies, it too 

must be complex. As Amokl has suggested, an appropriate model woukl use "a 

trianguiation of technk)ues" (1980: 147). Although Schiffer's (199S: 25) life cycle of 

durable elements (shown in Fig. 2) is meant to address questnns regarding "the 

archaeok)gical record [as] formed by behavior in a cultural system," it can also be applied 
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to trade and exchange. An ideal craft exchange model would include the interactions that 

would occur at or between each stage of the life cycle of an arti&ct. 

Schiffer's (1995: 28) "life cycle of durable elements," has therefore been 

modified to reflect the particular cycle of the glass industry (Fig. 3). Although this life 

cycle yields a compelling picture of glass trade, it must be remembered that it is a general 

one. Reade (1987: 31) has pointed out the problems with oversimplifying the situation, 

suggesting: 

Factors such as political disunity, economic constraints, variable access to raw 
materials, and professional reluctance to hand technical information to potential 
competitors, are liable to militate against the development of unilinear traditions 
in the manufacture of vitreous goods. 

In order to capture a macro-view of glass trade in the Galilee, this chapter is 

divided into the various stages of the life cycle of glass objects, as shown in Fig. 3; 

procurement: raw materials, manu&cture: glass, procurement: glass, manufacture: glass 

objects, transfer, use, recycling/lateral cycling/maintenance, and discard. By dividing the 

archaeological and documentary evidence in this way, the relationships between 

individuals, technology and the glass objects become clearer. Lateral movements in the 

model, represented by arrows, highlight human agency, making it impossible to consider 

the glass industry in the Galilee from a purely technological standpoint. 

Before entering the life cycle, however, it is necessary to briefly discuss the texts 

that will be used. As Smedley et al. (1998:146) have pointed out, 'it is accepted that all 

written histories may be open to misinterpretation, both on the part of the author, the 

translator and the reader." With this in mind, three main textual bodies were utilized: 

historical accounts, selections from the Nfishnah, and selections from the Talmud. 
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The historical accounts were written by a variety of individuals who commented 

on glass or its history. Most often they were individuals passing through the Near East 

who felt compelled to comment on its resources. Other individuals, such as Josephus, 

descnbed the region as a backdrop for battle accounts. These references date fix)m the 

first century B.C.E to the fifth century C.E. 

The Mishnah is a compilation of rabbinical discussions that were compiled and 

edited at the end of the second century C.E. at the site of Sepphoris by R. Judah HaNasi 

(ca. 180-225 C.E.), and therefore the references to glass are considered to be relevant 

indicators of how glass was used there durmg that time. The seiectwns from the Mishnah 

deal with a variety of glass-related subjects, inchiding breakage and purity. As Reed 

(2000:12) has noted, "the rabbinic literature is most helpfiil in those areas that are 

inculental to its point and that its authors care the least about." 

The Talmudic selections were compiled later, at the end of the 6"* century C.E. in 

the case of the Babytonian Talmud, and contain passages concerning the transport of 

glass. Though the editing of the Talmud does not have a ck)se association with the 

Galilee region, its cities are featured in some discussions, and the texts are still 

considered relevant to the current discussion. 

Procurement: RawMatcriab 

In order to form glass, one must first procure its raw ingredients. Compositional 

research has shown that the gkus from Sepphoris is a typical soda-Ime-silka glass 

(Fischer and McCray 1999; 899). The necessary raw ingredients for glass in antkiuity 

were natron, lime, and sand or pebbles. Compositwnal research has shown that the glass-
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makers in the Galilee region used sand as their silica source, rather than pebbles. Brill 

(1988:265) has pointed out that the lime was likely added unintentk>nalfy ak)ng with one 

of the other ingredients, and so natron and sand are the two ingredients that are of interest 

here, as they are the materials that wouki have been intentwnally selected by the glass-

makers. 

The making of glass is complicated by the &ct that the melting point of the silka 

sand is 1720°C, which would have been at the upper limits of the most sophistkated 

furnaces in antiquity. This is where the flux becomes necessary. With the addition of 

fluxes such as natron or plant ash, the melting point of silka can be lowered to a 

temperature attainable in pre-industrial furnaces. Halem (1996:6) describes the 

consequences of adding soda to silka, pointing out that it "gives easy melting and rapklly 

lowers the viscosity of glasses, reduces resistance to chemkal attack, lowers the 

mechankal strength, and increases thermal expansk>n." The compositknal analysis of 

the gkiss from Sepphoris showed that only natron was intentionally used as a flux in the 

glass at the site (Fischer and McCray 1999:904). 

Silica accounts for the heaviest of the raw materials, comprising 75% of the 

composition. Silica sand suitable for the productkn of glass was attested at the mouth of 

the river Behis, near Akko (Fig. 4), by maiqr sources in antk^uity. Strabo (Geography 

16.2.25), who wrote from 64-23 B.C.E., described a "sandy beach, the sand of whkh is 

used in making glass,** kx:ated between Akko and Tyre. He also reported that the sand 

was transported to Sklon for fiising (Geography 16.2.25). Tacitus (Book V, 7), a member 

of the Roman amQr that ?*tacked Jerusalem in 70 C. E., described the River Behis in this 
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way: "About its mouth is a kind of sand which is collected, mixed with nitre and fiised 

into glass. This shore is of limited extent, but fiimishes an inexhaustible supply to the 

exporter." Josephus described "a round hollow which yields crystalline sand" north of 

Akko that was used in glass-making (Jewish War II: 191). He claimed "the winds, which 

as if on purpose sweep common sand into the basin from outskle. This is at once 

converted by the mine into crystal [glass]" (Jewish War II: 193-194). Josephus 

mentioned that from time to time numerous boats came and exhausted the quarry, after 

which it filled up again (Jewish War II: 192). 

William of Tyre described how the Belus river sand was brought to distant 

provinces, and was used to produce glass that was admired for its transparency (13.3 

P.L.201.551). Pliny (23-79 C.E.) also described how the beaches at the mouth of the 

river Belus "provkled the raw materials for glass-making" for many centurws (Natural 

History XXXVI: Ixv-lxvi). 

The sand north of Akko originally came from the Nile, as does all of Israel's 

coastal sand, so it was necessary to determine what made it more suited for glass-making 

than the other sand atong the Levantine coast. Turner (19S6:282) described the Belus 

sand as "a quartz-calcite deposit, much cateite being fossiliferous shell detritus." Brill 

(1988:267) has shown that the sand at the mouth of the river Behis includes more lime 

than typical sands in the region. This lime is in the form of crushed shells. Thisaddition 

of lime to the coastal sand makes it highfy suitable for gkiss-makmg. The lime acts as a 

stabilizer in the glass, and is one of the reasons wi^r Roman period glass has weathered m 

the archaeologkal record weO, while some more recent glasses have not Brill (1988: 
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268) was also able to show that the glass used at the site of Jalame (Fig. 4) was made 

with Belus river sand. Compositional analysis has shown that the glass &om Jalame and 

the glass from Sepphoris have similar compositions, making it possible to infer that the 

Sepphoris glass was also made using Belus river sand (Fischer and McCray 1999:901). 

The overall similarities between the glasses from the two vessel production sites suggests 

that they had a common source for their raw glass. 

A local source of glass-making sand was therefore located within the Galilee 

region. This is important, due to the large quantities of sand necessary. The glass recipe 

was apparently a 2:1 silica:natron ratio (Brill 1988:269), meaning that iq)proximately 6-7 

tons of sand was necessary for each glass melt, as will be discussed in the foUowing 

sectran. Ethnographic research with potters has shown that they tend to situate their 

workshops close to clay beds, as it represents the heaviest material they use (Rice 1987: 

116). They are willing to go much greater distances, either personally or through trade, 

for lighter ingredients (Amokl 1981:36). This seems to have also been true for the glass-

makers, who were bcated near reliable sources of both sand and wood fuel. The decline 

in the size of the forested areas in northern Israel during the Roman and Byzantine 

periods has been tentatively linked to forest clearing activities (Baruch 1986:45). While 

this would have created more arable land, it woukl have also supplied craftsmen with 

an:q)ie fiieL They exploited a much wider network to procure their flux, and perhaps their 

cobrants. 

The natron fhix had to be imported from a much greater distance, although it still 

represented a large portbn of the overall glass recipe. Natron occurs naturally, as sodium 
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cariwnate and sodium bicarbonate. The natron used by the glass-makers likety came 

from the Wadi Natrun in Egypt. The Wadi Natrun is a dry lake-bed in a volcanic 

environment, the necessary conditions for the formatron of sodium carbonate. Brill 

(1988:265) asserts that this Wadi was the onfy known source of natron used for glass-

making in the region, although Shaw and Nk;holson (1995; 197) point out that there are 

two other deposits in Egypt, at EDcab and in the Beheira Provuice (Fig. 5), and that EOcab 

was also known in antkiuity. 

Pliny wrote an often repeated tale of the discovery of glass, reporting that; 

There is a story that once a ship belonging to some traders in natural soda (natron, 
an Egyptian product) put in here and that they scattered along the shore to prepare 
a med. Since, however, no stones suitable for supporting their cauldrons were 
forthcoming, they rested them on lumps of soda from their cargo. When these 
became heated and were completely mingled with the sand on the beach a strange 
translucent liquid flowed forth in streams; and this, it was said, was the origin of 
glass. (Newton and Davison 1989:19) 

If anything is to be believed of Pliny's tale about the origin of glass, it is perhaps his 

description of trading ships carrying hmps of natron along the Syro-Palestinian coast. 

The natron wouM have entered the Galilee regk>n via mkidlemen ak)ng the coast who 

in^rted it from Egypt. A rabbinical text admonished glass-makers to use natron from 

Alexandria and not natron from Antipatris, which is kjcated north of Jafi&i. It is likely 

that the rabbis were trying to avoid having the Samaritans of Antqsatris profit from the 

Jews through the importatran of natron. Instead, it would have been better to buy natron 

that had been imported through one of the other ports. Of course, the frict that the rabbis 

believed it necessary to direct the glass-makers not to use natron from Antq)atris is one 

mdkator that some glass-makers were biqing natron inqwrted through that port. It 
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should also be noted that while the rabbis were speaking to Jewish glass-makers, this 

does not necessarily mean that aO glass-makers in the regk>n were Jewish. 

In addition to collecting the necessary ingredients, the glass-maker also needed a 

fiimace in which to fiise them This furnace woukl have necessitated clay suitable for 

furnace building as well as fuel; fortunately the Galilee region was rich in both. Clays in 

the region were prized for the thermal abilities they afforded cooking pots. The area was 

also much more densely forested than today, offering a wealth of fuel The pollen core 

data from Lake Kineret, also known as the Sea of Galilee, and elsewhere in the Huh 

Valley shows that oak {Quercus), pine {Pinus), olive {Olea) and pistachk) (Postacia) 

were the most prevalent tree types in the regk)n (Horowitz 1974:408). While there had 

been a general decline in the arboreal species beginning in about 1900 B.C., there was a 

brief increase noted around 300 C.E. (Horowitz 1974:413) or 550 C.E. (Baruch 1986: 

37), depending on the data employed. The combined data seem to suggest that around 

300 C.E. Olea was intensively cultivated and that foUowing the ''abandonment of the 

olive groves" around 550 C.E. "the natural forest regenerated" (Baruch 1986: 37). From 

these data, it is possible to suggest that the glass-workers, and practitioners of other 

pyrotechnic crafts, would have been using oak and pine to stoke their ftimaces. WhUe 

trimmings from the olive and pistachio trees may have made their way into the fiiel 

stores, the active cultivation of these species for their fruit would have deterred the glass-

workers from using them as a primary fiiel source. 
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Manufiicture: RawGbss 

In order to melt all the ingredients and create glass, it was necessary to heat the 

ingredients to lOSO^C for five to ten days (Brill 1967:90). Ren&ew and Bahn (1991: 

295) have argued that this process was "easy and cheap," but Shaw and Nicholson (1995: 

112) have pointed out that the production of glass in antiquity was difBcuh and 

necessitated "sophisticated installations." Regardless of its relative difficulty, the melting 

process would have necessitated a particular type of furnace. A glass-making furnace 

had to be large enough to contain the tons of raw materials used, and tough enough to 

withstand days of high temperatures. 

In order to consider the archaeological remains of glass-making furnaces, it is 

necessary to move slightly outside of the Galilee region and beyond the Byzantine period. 

While the most &mous glass-makmg fiimace, at Bet She'artm, is located m the Galilee, 

two sites with similar furnaces, Arshuf and Hadera, are not. The remains of glass-making 

industries at the sites of Bet She'arim and Arshuf were investigated in the 1950s and 

1960s, while the Hadera furnaces were not excavated until the 1990s. The Bet She'arim 

glass slab was anafyzed as part of the Survey of Glass Factories in Western Galilee 

conducted by the Coming Museum of Glass and the University of Missouri between 

1964 and 1966 (Brill 1965:260). Arshuf was excavated as part of a salvage project north 

of Tel Aviv in 1950 (Brill 1967; 89). 

Both Bet She'arim and Arshuf contained 8 to 10 ton glass wasters resulting from 

fiuled glass melts. When these glass slabs were original^ discovered, it was 

hypothesized that they might have been glass floors, so great was their size-and the lack 
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of information about glass-making at that time (Brill 1967: 95). Further analysis, 

especially at Bet She'arim, showed that these slabs were fired in situ, although in both 

cases bulldozers had obscured the construction of the fiimaces (Brill 1967:90). The 

evidence of two very large &ilures suggests that glass was not "easy" to make, regardless 

of modem notions to the contrary (Renfrew and Bahn 1991: 29S). 

The dating of both Bet She'arim and Arshuf is problematic. When the bulldozers 

removed the furnace materials, they also removed contextual data with which to date the 

industries. The Bet She'arim slab is dated to after the fourth through sixth centuries C.E., 

based on potsherds found under the slab, as well as the settlement size (Brill 1967:92). 

The excavators claim that '*afler the beginning of the seventh centuries there coukl have 

been no occupation on the site which would be consistent with such an undertaking as the 

manu&cture of the slab" (Brill 1967:94). Recent reinterpretation of the archaeobgical 

data by Freestone and Gorin-Rosen (1999: 111) suggests that it is more likely that the 

glass-making industry at Bet She'arim which produced the slab is the result of either the 

eighth to ninth century occupation of the site or that of the 13-14"* c., both of which were 

described by Brill as "minor occupations" (1967:94). Freestone and Gorin-Rosen (1999: 

111) are inclined toward the earlier dates, based in part on the use of plant ash in the glass 

con:qK)sition. 

There are very little data available on Arshuf but the "glassmaker's shops" were 

dated to the Early Arab perk)d (seventh through tenth centuries C.E.) (Brill 1%7:92). 

While the furnaces at Bet She'arim and Hadera are later than the industry that is the focus 
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of this dissertation, they are parallei to the fiimaces excavated at the site of Hadera, 

located near the Mediterranean coast north of Arshuf (Fig. 4). 

In 1992, Yael Gorin-Rosen of the Israel Antiquities Authority oversaw the 

excavation of 16 Late Byzantine or Early Arab glass-making furnaces at the site of 

Hadera. Although Bet She'arim and Arshuf contained remains of fiiiled glass mehs, the 

Hadera excavations uncovered 16 fiimaces that had apparently been used in glass 

production (Gorin-Rosen 1993:42). These fiimaces provided a great deal of information 

that can be used to contextualize glass productran. As a result, it was possible for the 

excavator to reconstruct the actual fiimace plan from the archaeobgical remains. In Fig. 

6 it is apparent that the glass-makers first constructed about SOcm of their furnace bek>w 

ground level to create an insulated firebox. 

When using the arti&cts found in association with the Bet She'arim slab for 

dating purposes, it is in^rtant to recognize that the glass-makers there probably 

foUowed a similar plan, excavating into previous strata in order to construct the fiimace, 

exposing earlier strata in the process. Dating coukl therefore be skewed toward an earlier 

period if it is based solely on the ceramic evklence. After excavating the firebox area, the 

glass-makers then buih the furnace walls and an upper dome. It should also be 

mentioned that the chimney of the fiimace as shown in Fig. 6 is significantly taller than 

that reconstructed by the excavator. This taller chimney woukl have been necessary in 

order to draw the appropriate volume of air through the stmcture. 

At Hadera it was apparent that each fiimace was used onfy once, then dismantled 

to remove the glass inskle. Interestmgfy, Gorin-Rosen noted that while each of these 
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furnaces produced 8-10 tons of glass, only "about 25 kg of glass chunks of various sizes" 

were found at the site (Gorin-Rosen 1993:43). Clearly, the glass was transported oflf-

site. The excavator also noted that "the site seems to have functioned for a short time, 

perhaps even during only one manu&cturing season, until the combustible materials in 

the vicinity were exhausted" (Gorin-Rosen 1993:43). 

Hadera provides the basis of the argument that glass-making is not the type of 

activity that was carried out in a large settlement. First, there is evidence that even a 

large manu£icturing center such as Hadera was relatively short-lived. The site is 

described as a large manu&cturing center because of the 128-160 tons of glass that were 

produced there, rather than the size of the settlement. Second, the activity itself woukl 

deplete the fuel resources in the area, making prok)nged occupation difficult. Therefore, 

these sites were more likely small ephemeral settlements based around the availability of 

one or more of the ingredients necessary for glass-making, rather than large population 

centers. 

Large popukition centers would have been the sites of glass vessel production, 

utilizing the raw glass made in the smaller settlements. The separatwn of glass-making 

and glass-blowing into two separate industries is implied by a mishnaic passage, where 

both a glass-bk)wer's fiimace and a glass-maker's fiimace are deemed susceptible to 

uncleanness (Kelim 8-9): 

A pit oven that has a pot-rest is susceptive to uncleanness; and that of glass-
bk)wers, if it have a pot-rest, is susceptive to uncleanness. [The kiln] of lime-
bumers, and [the fiimace] of glass-makers, and [the oven] of potters are 
susceptive to uncleanness. A large earthenware baking oven has a thick broad rim 
[that could serve as a pot-rest] is susceptive to uncleanness; R. Judah says. If it 
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have a rim [h is susceptive to mclearmess]', R. Gamaliei says, [It is susceptive to 
uncleanness] if it have a thin rim. (Blackman 1990:68) 

Avi-Yonah (1976:24) further notes that this ruling was '̂ clearly designed to protect 

Jewish glass-making, since it made the wares of Gentile con:4)etitors suspect to the 

orthodox Jews." 

Procarcmcnt: Raw Gbss 

After glass was produced at glass-making sites, it was transported to sites with 

furnaces designed for melting the glass and transforming it into vessels. Even prior to 

this period, there was a long history of trading raw glass, as shown by the Ulu Burun 

ingots found during the excavation of a 14"* c. B.C.E. shipwreck ofif the coast of Turkey 

(Bass 1996:61). Excavations of the Serce Limani shipwreck, dating to the ll"* c. C.E., 

showed that both raw glass and glass vessels for recycling were still traded in the 

Mediterranean at that later date (Bass 1996:46). 

These shipwrecks provide evidence that the raw materials for glass-working and 

some glass vessels were transported by water. Most finished glass, however, was 

probably transported overland, if it left the site of manufacture at all. The Talmud 

contains a revealing passage concerning the movement of glass around the landscape. In 

a discussion concerning what to do if Shabbat fiills before a donkey laden with sacks of 

glass reaches its destinatnn with its master, two rulings are given. If the donkey was 

carrying glass-ware, the owner was permitted to bring out bedding to place under the 

sacks, untie the string hokling the sacks to the donkey, and aUow them to M on the 

bedding. I^ instead, the donkey was canying himps of glass, the owner had to untie the 

cords and let the sacks M to the ground. This passage shows that indivkluals transported 
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glass around the landscape on donkeys, although that does not necessarily mean that all 

glass in the system was transported in this manner. It also points out the concern with 

tweaking glass vessels while transporting them. Breaking lumps of raw gkiss, in contrast, 

was not a problem for the vendors, as it was thicker and therefore more resistant to 

breakage and would still retain its value if broken fiirther. 

Raw glass hmips were sometimes stored in ceranuc vessels after reaching their 

destination, as shown by the raw glass found in a storage jar in the late Byzantine glass 

&ctory at Bet She'an (Mazor and Bar-Nathan 1998:28). It is possible that the glass was 

also transported in this vessel, as the fiibric of the pottery suggests that it was not made in 

Bet She'an (Yael Gorin-Rosen, personal communication 1996). Finally, it is possible 

that both the ceramic vessel and the glass lumps were imported from different sites and 

were placed together because the glass-bk)wer found it convenient to do so. 

Whether in sacks or in ceramic jars, glass was being moved around the Galilee 

region by its inhabitants. Because hmips of glass were harder to break and retained value 

even when broken, they would have been much easier to transport than bk)wn vessels. 

Smaller settlements dkl not need to devek)p glass-bk)wing capabilities; instead, they 

traded the raw glass to larger cities, like Sepphoris, where it was transformed imo vessels 

and other objects. In this scenark), the more breakable product was produced in the area 

of highest population density, meaning that fewer vessels had to be transported long 

distances. 

The crafts of glass-blowing and glass-making wouki have necessitated 

specifically trained practitwners with separate cfenteles. Glass-blow^ wouki have 
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necessitated skilled glass-workers, who had likely spent years learning their craft in 

informal apprenticeships. The glass-bk)wers would have also needed access to a large 

clientele in order to make a living at their craft. Glass-making wodd have necessitated 

access to a glass recipe and to sufBcient fiiel, but fewer specialized skills than glass-

blowing. The clientele base for the glass-makers would have been made up of glass-

blowers. 

Both types of glass-working would have called for an understanding of furnace 

heating and maintenance, but manipulating hot glass adds another set of complex 

activities into the mix. It is apparent from the &iled melts at Bet She'arim and Arshuf, 

however, that a certain amount of skill was still necessary for glass-making. At these 

sites it is clear that individuals without sufBcient skills or knowledge were attempting to 

produce glass, but instead created huge glass wasters. The Bet She'arim slab has been 

analyzed by Brill (1%7:90), who showed that the glass melt &iled as a result of 

insufScient heating. This is not surprising, as the slab is bcated in a large underground 

tomb where it would not have received sufScient airflow to reach the necessary 

temperatures. 

Manufiictiire: Glass Vesscb 

The second type of site related to glass is the vessel production and distribution 

center. None of the sites mentwned thus &r have any evidence of industries in which 

raw glass was transformed into vessels. Instead, Bet She'arim, Arshuf and Hadera 

probably provided glass to glass-bk)wers k)cated in Byzantine and Early Arab glass 

vessel productk)n centers such as Jalame, Sepphoris, and Somelaria (Weinberg 1966, 
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1967a, 1967b, 1988; Fischer 1996). The site of Jalame is somewhat early to have been 

supplied by these particular glass-making settlements, as it &lls on the border between 

the Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods, and Somelaria is somewhat late, dating to 

the H-H"* centuries. It is conceivable, however, that the glass-makers at Bet She'arim 

were supplying glass to vessel-makers at Sepphoris, but not possible to say conclusively 

from the current evidence. 

Sometimes it is possible to show convincingly that glass vessels were produced at 

a site. Vessel-production sites can be identified by particular fiimace types with plans 

that are different from those at glass production sites and/or by glass vessel-making 

debris, as will be discussed in Chapter 3. Glass vessel-making furnaces wouki have been 

of the "southern" furnace type, described by Charleston (1978; 11) as having, "a single 

stoke-hole at the bottom, a mkldk chamber with multiple 'glory holes' givmg access to 

the glass pots, and an upper compartment in which glass may be seen annealing." 

Charleston (1978:11) goes on to say that these fiimaces were "round in sectran." It 

shoukl be noted that the southern type was in use for over a thousand years throughout 

Europe and the Near East and that many ofthe furnaces Charleston discusses are much 

larger than the archaeologkal examples of interest here. It is unlikely, for example, that 

the Byzantine period furnaces had more than a single gtory hole, an opening whk;h 

aUows access to the molten glass, as the structures were too small to support more than 

one, or at most two, glass-bk>wers at work. 

Charleston also mentions the use of glass pots, or crucibles where the gkus would 

have been melted inskle the fiimace structure. Using crucibles in a furnace makes it 
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possible to have multiple colors in use at once, and should protect the furnace structure 

from some of the harsh properties of the glass. The archaeologkal evidence from the 

Levant, however, shows that both crucibles and tank furnaces were probabty in use 

during the Byzantine period. In a tank furnace a large amount of glass can be mehed at 

one time, but the glass is in direct contact with the furnace and will begin to corrode it, as 

will be discussed further in Chapter 5. One final difference between the "southern" 

furnace type and the archaeological examples is that the fireboxes of the archaeotogkal 

examples are not all round in sectran, as will be discussed shortly. 

Rather than considering the glass vessel-making furnace from a single historical 

period, it is more fiuitflil to look at all the known archaeok)gk:al examples and depktbns 

of glass vessel-making furnaces from the region. In order to describe the types of vessel-

producing furnaces that were (vobably in use in the Byzantine and Arab periods, 

therefore, it is necessary to begin by consklering the designs on two lamps of the 1^ 

century C.E. These lamps each depkn two glass-bk)wers in front of a small two-

chambered fiimace that can be classified under Charleston's (1978:11) "southern" type 

(Fig. 7). 

The furnaces on each lamp show a lower chamber where fuel woukl have been 

placed, and an upper chamber where gkiss woukl have mehed. In both cases an upper 

portal is depkted. This portal woukl have served as both a fiimace access point and a 

reheating portal It is this feature that marks the difference between the glass-making and 

glass-bk)wing fiimace, as well as between a glass-bk)wing fiimace and a potter's kite. 

By bemg able to remove the hot glass from the fiimace, manipulate it and then reheat it 
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with the heat of the furnace, the glass-blower has gained the ability to create a vessel 

from start to finish during a single session. 

A similar furnace can be seen in the century C.E. depiction of two glass-

blowers from a sarcophagus at the site of Aphrodisias in Turkey (Fig. 8). The lower 

portion of the sarcophagus contains a scene that clearly shows that the same type of 

furnace that was used earlier was still in use. Strangely, while there are extensive 

inscriptions on this sarcophagus, none mention the occupation of the deceased. Perhaps 

the depiction was considered explanation enough. Turning toward the furnace, the two-

chambered design with an opening to the furnace is again apparent. A controversial lamp 

fragment from Carthage may also depict a glass-blower in front of a fiimace that is 

shaped like a small house, but many experts befeve it is mis-identified (Fig. 9) (Caron 

and Lavoie 1997:197). 

There has been a gap in available information about glass furnaces in the Near 

East that stretches from the 4"*-! l"* centuries C.E. This gap is, in large part, due to lack 

of publication, rather than lack of excavated glass furnaces from these periods. The 

Sepphoris remains, discussed in Chapter 3, will help alleviate this problem, but for now it 

is necessary to turn to a later manuscript. An 11 century manuscript illustration (Fig. 

10) depicts a glass-blower in fix)nt of a fiimace that has a tower fire-box, an upper heating 

chamber, an annealing area at the very top, and a ledge for workuig with the glass off to 

the skle. Similar ledges will be seen in Chapter 4, still in use by contemporary Near 

Eastern glass-workers. 
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A relatively intact glass fiimace fix>m the VUX'i^ century C.E. was excavated 

under the direction of Gladys Weinberg and Paul Perrot at the site of Somelaria in 1968 

(Weinberg 1968). The furnace was located 7 meters outside the walls of a large 

Crusader-period building located approximately 1 km from the coast and 6 km north of 

Akko (Engle 1991:92, Weinberg 1968: 198). While the excavation was a salvage 

operation that was unable to yiekl much contextual data for the fiimace, it did yiekl the 

furnace itself as an arti£ict. While noost large pyrotechnic structures are usually labeled 

features and left in the fiekl, the Somelaria fiimace was removed intact and is currently 

on display in the Glass Pavilion of the Museum Ha'aretz in Tel Aviv. 

This fiimace has the same basic two-chambered design as the previously 

discussed furnaces. Fig. 11 shows the view of the fiimace that is fiimiliar from the earlier 

lamps and sarcophagus. The excavator describes the firebox as having extended "some 

distance below ground," and so it is unclear how much of the current structure was 

beneath ground level (Weinberg 1968:198). If the distance was known, it woukl be 

possible to infer whether the glass-bk)wer sat on the ground or on a stool, based on the 

height of fiimace access. An intriguing feature of this fiimace is the small opening on the 

side (Fig. 12) that Weinberg (1968:198) suggested was used for "keeping the bk)w-pipe 

and other tools hot when not in use." She was undoubtedfy referring to the modem 

practice of preheating bk)wpipes and pontils prior to gathering glass. If the metal is too 

coM, the glass will not adhere. The upper chamber is no k>nger intact, although the tower 

portion containing the glass is still apparent. 
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Weinberg (1968:199) does not fiilty describe the auxiliary chamber, and claims 

that **there is no trace of a cooling furnace adjacent to the structure." Fig. 13 attempts to 

foUow her description of the fiimace, while Fig. 14 is an alternative interpretation. It 

should be noted that these figures attempt to show the interior of the furnace from the 

same viewpoint as Fig. 12. Weinberg (1968:199) also noted that "terracotta pipes of a 

strange shape whose purpose is not yet understood" were also excavated at the site. 

Without seeing these arti&cts it is useless to hypothesize about their relationship, if any, 

to the glass fiimace and related activities. 

One probable feature of the Somelaria fiimace is a separate chamber devoted to 

annealing. Annealing is the process by which hot glass is brought to room temperature 

slowly so that it will not crack. When glass is brought to room temperature too quickly it 

will break immediately, or it will store stresses that cause it to break later. This annealing 

oven would have fed off the heat of the main glass tank. In order for the glass to have 

cooled, it is likely that the glass-bk)wers had to aUow the entire fiimace to cool. Like 

today, ancient annealing was probably done overnight, with the glass-bk)wers collecting 

the finished vessels from the annealing chamber the foUowing morning prior to beginning 

again. 

Consklering the similarities of the three fiimaces, it is likefy that the vessel-

making furnaces of the 4"* through 11"* centuries resembled those fiimaces that came 

before and after. Von Sakiem (1968:16) has gone so &r as to claim that '̂ fiimace 

construction, tools, and probably the quantity of glassware produced, dkl not change 

markedfy between the first century and the industrial revohition in the nineteenth 
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century." The glass-workers in the eastern Mediterranean appear to have found a system 

that worked, and chose not to change h significantly. Each glass-worker undoubtedly 

tweaked the basic design to his own advantage, as is commonplace today. The glass-

workers were evklentfy not compelled to change their recqies. The compositional data 

from the glass at Sepphoris shows that the recipe remained baskally the same from the 

1"-13* centuries (Fischer and McCray 1999: 893). 

Not only is there ample archaeological evidence with which to build inferences 

about ancient glass fiimace designs, there is also enough evidence to reconstruct the 

layout of the workshops. Using the remains of workshops at Beth She'an, Jalame, 

Corinth and Sepphoris (Fig. 15), it is possible to create a general plan for gkiss 

workshops from the 4"*-12"* centimes. Further discussion of these glass workshops and 

the tools used in them can be found in Giapter 3. 

Transfer from Producers to Consumers 

After the glass vessels were produced, how dkl they reach the consumers? One 

option was for consumers to go to a glass vendor's shop and purchase the vessels. 

Evidently the vendors would display their wares both inskle of their shop and out front. 

A Mishnaic passage describes a glass vendor displaying his wares in front of his shop, as 

well as inskie (Genesis Rabba 19.5). 

Sperber (1998:12) adds to the image by suggesting that "the columns of the 

cobnnaded stoa were still being used to display wares in the eatly third century." It is 

not clear from the texts, however, relationship vendors had to the glass-bk>wers, or 

if they were the same people. A number of possibilities exist. The glass-blowers m^ 
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have sold glass vessels from shops adjacent to their workshops directly to consumers. 

This appears to have been the situation at Bet She'an, as the remains of the glass Victory 

included "shelves for storing the glass vessels," as well as many complete vessels (Mazor 

and Bar-Nathan 1998:28-29). While an abundance of stored vessels does not necessarify 

mean they were sold there, the workshop is located in the "bazaar" near the northeast gate 

of the city, making it seem plausible (Mazor and Bar-Nathan 1998:5). 

A second scenario would have the glass-btewers selling the glass themselves at 

shops k)cated away from the workshops. Given both the specialized and intensive 

natures of glass-blowing, this seems unlikely, as the glass-blowers would have found it 

necessary to tend to their fiimace and to constant^ produce vessels to satisfy their clients. 

The glass-blowers do appear to have sold their glass through middle-men. Glass vessels 

were certainly sokl indivkiuals who transported them around the landscape on 

donkeys, as evidenced by the Sabbath ruling mentk)ned earlier. In additk)n to the 

Shabbat ruling, Goodman (1983:5) notes that there are other references to paying "ass-

drivers" to deliver goods, as well as references to wagons and people carrying goods "on 

baskets on their shouklers" to central markets in cities. 

Use 

What dkl the consumers do with the glass vessels? It is di£Bcult to reconstruct 

how arti&cts were used from the archaeotogical record. This is because, as Schiffer 

(1987: S) has pointed out, "the past...does not come to us unchanged." Very few glass 

objects are found intact in their place of use, other than those interred with individuals in 

tombs. Because glass objects are often discarded or recycled at the end of their original 
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use-life, it is necessary to consider other attributes when generating hypotheses about 

their use. 

Fleming (1999; 2) has stated that "^st glassworkers made their living from a 

rapid turnover of domestic vessels—jugs and bottles, cups and platters" throughout the 

Roman Empire. He further notes, "everything from skin k)tion to insect repellent seemed 

to need a bottle or flask of some sort" (Fleming 1999:2). One obvious indicator of 

general use is shape. Morphologically it is clear that many glass vessels were 

manufactured at Sepphoris for use as tablewares, inchiding cups, bowls and plates. 

Glass bottles were also produced in antiquity. While they were certainly meant as 

containers, it is sometimes possible to determine their specific uses. There are a few 

tantalizing clues concerning the contents of glass vessels in antiquity. Barag (1972:24) 

describes two Roman period glass bottles that contained remnants of oil Basch (1972: 

32) analyzed the oil in these bottles and came to the conchision that olive oil was "a very 

likely candklate" because it fit the resulting data the more closely than the other 

possibilities. Barag (1972:24) also calls attention to the other Roman period bottles that 

retain traces of olive oil 

These bottles are small and often, though not exchisivety, found in tombs. The 

olive ofl may be rekited to Jewish funerary rites, but the lack of known provenance for 

these bottles, both of which came finm antiquities dealers, makes this connection 

tenuous. These types of bottles are found in tombs as well as homes, and the oil-filled 

bottles coukl have been part of a toSetry kit in a home rather than sweet-smellmg oil 

placed at a tond> to ward ofif stench. 
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Literary accounts yield little help in this arena. There may be a mention of glass 

objects in use in Pliny's description of corks. McKearin (1971; 123) suggests, based on 

her reading of Pliny, that corks were 'inade into stoppers for glass and ceramic bottles 

and jars." This evidence is quite shaky and may rest on a misinterpretatk>n of the text. 

Certainly there was some way of closing the glass bottles, however. It is possible that 

wax was used, or wood. In the case of some Roman perkni perfume bottles, it appears 

that the mouth of the vessel was heated and closed, necessitating breaking the object in 

order to gain access to its contents. 

The rabbinkal literature is also virtually sflent concerning the use of glass objects, 

except for pomting out numerous times that glass vessels were susceptible to uncleanness 

(Kelim 2-1, Kelim 15-1, Kelim 30-1, Kelim 30-2, Kelim 30-3, Kelim 30-4). It should be 

noted that in the foUowing translations, the Hebrew word for glass (n^ur) has been 

translated by Blackman as "crystal" Kelim 2-1 ofifers a typical discussion: 

Utensils of wood, or utensils of leather, or utensils of bone, or utensils of crystal 
are unsusceptive to uncleanness if they are flat but are susceptive to uncleanness 
if they form a receptacle. If they have been broken, they become clean, but if 
utensfls are again made of them they become anew susceptive to uncleanness. 
Earthenware utensils and utensils of ahmi-cfystal are alike regarding uncleanness: 
they acquire uncleanness and communicate uncleanness through [their interwr] 
air-space, and they acquire uncleanness [when upturned from any source of 
uncleanness in contact] with their [concave] bottoms, but they do not contract 
uncleanness [&om aught unclean that touches] their outer skies; and when they 
are broken t^ become clean. (Blackman 19^: 34) 

It has been argued by Avi-Yonah (1976; 24) that while glass is not porous like 

ceramks, it was rendered susceptible to uncleanness by the Rabbis in order to protect 

Jewish glass-making. Most of the rabbinkal discussions center on broken glass, and so 
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the next node in the life-cycle of glass vessels wiU be considered, as it deals primarily 

with the use of broken glass items. 

Maintenance, Recycling and Lateral Cycling 

One might think that once glass vessels were broken, they woukl have been 

incorporated into the archaeok)gical record, but maintenance, recycling, and lateral 

cycling all occurred in antk^uity. Glass vessels were not ahvays discarded when broken; 

sometimes they were repaired or maintained. Because the vessels changed function, they 

were of imerest to the rabbis, who ruled on how susceptible these new forms were to 

becoming unclean. The rabbis discuss the use of tin and pitch to repair broken cups 

(Kelim 30-3, Mikvaoth 9-S). 

If the greater part of a [glass] cup be cracked, it is insusceptive to uncleanness; if 
it were crack^ in three [places, extending over] the greater part thereof it is 
insusceptive to uncleanness. R. Simon says. If it let most of the water leak out, it 
is insusceptive to uncleanness. If it were holed and it was repaved with tin or 
with pitch, it is insusceptive to uncleanness. R. Jose says, [If it be mended] with 
tin, it is susceptive to uncleanness but if with pitch, it is insusceptive to 
uncleanness. (Blackman 1990: 189). 

While it is not clear how these substances were used, it is possible that tin was 

melted and poured into missing portnns of glass vessels and that the pitch was used as an 

adhesive to hold the broken pieces together. 

If repairs were unsuccessful, and a glass vessel subsequent^ became unusable for 

its original task, it coukl avoid the archaeotogical record by being recycled. Schi£fer 

(1995:27) defines recycling as routing of an element at the conviction of its use to 

the manu&cture process of the same or a different element.*" The primary way to recycle 

glass was to remelt it and form new vessels. There is both literary and archaeotogical 
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evidence of this type of recycling. The Serce Limani shipwreck revealed an 11th century 

C.E. ship whose primary cargo was broken vessels presumably destined for remehing 

(Bass 19%: 40). The Midrash (Psalms, 2,11) also contains references to the remelting of 

glass; 

If a vessel of glass, made with breath bbwn by a mortal, can be re-formed when it 
is broken, how much more true is this of a human being made with breath blown 
by the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is said: 'The Lord God formed man fix)m the 
dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life'."* 

A second form of recycling involved breaking glass vessels to form glass tesserae for 

mosaics, a practKe mentraned in Roman texts. 

Lateral cycling also took place in antiquity. Lateral cycling is defined as 'the 

termination of an element's use (u$e-lifo) in one set of activities and its resumptk)n in 

another" (Schiffer 1995:27). A mishnaic text dealing with ritual purity states that large 

flagons of glass that have k>st their mouth remam susceptible to uncleanness, since they 

can be made to hold preserved foods (Kelim 30-4). Another passage concerning purity 

states that broken glass pieces can be used as receptacles and cannot become unclean, 

like unbroken vessels can, unless the jagged edges are filed ofif (Kelim 30-1). With the 

broken edges, the object was consklered unfit for use, even though it could be used. This 

passage refers specifically to the use of the bases of plates as receptacles. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to as.«aimg that some broken vessels were used secondarify for storage. 

Another form of lateral cycling is mentraned in a text that states that a glass 

mirror made to be a mirror cannot become unclean, but a glass dish converted into a 

mirror can, presumably because it is technk^lfy still fit to hokl Uqukls (Kelim 30-2). As 

shown here, there are a number of ways that glass vessels coukl avokl immediate 
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introduction into the archaeological record and sometimes, as in the case of recycling 

through melting, avoid ever entering the archaeological record with any vestige of their 

first use-life apparent. 

Discard 

How do archaeologists end up with so much glass at their sites, beyond the 

vessels found in tomb contexts? Eventually, a glass object was not repaired, and no one 

collected it for remelting. This may, in part, be related to shard size, which would 

partially explain why archaeologists tend to find smaller pieces of glass rather than larger 

ones. The main &ctor contributing to the small size of glass firagments would, however, 

be the fragile nature of the medium and the somewhat hostile environment of the 

archaeological context itself. Of course, archaeologists do find whole vessels, but they 

are usually from tombs, or they are small and have thick walls and are therefore more 

resistant to breakage than their more thin-walled counterparts. 

Breakability of Glass 

Curious about the breakability of glass, which woukl have an effect on its 

transportatran, strength testing was conducted on the glass fix>m Sepphoris. Strength 

testing has been applied to ceramics, especially in Southwestern Archaeok)gy, as one way 

to study 'Vessel-performance characteristics, such as durability" (Neupert 1994:709). A 

method for testing archaeologkalfy excavated sherds was devetoped by Mark Neupert, at 

that t^ a graduate student working with Michael Schiflfer in the University of Arena's 

Laboratory of Traditional Technokigy. This method utilizes a ball-on-three-ball tester, 

making it possible to test curved sherds. The ceramk: or glass sherd is placed in the 
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testing unit and subjected to increasing pressure until it breaks. The pressure at fracture 

is recorded and is an indication of the sample's strength. 

Strength testing using the ball-on-three-ball tester is weQ suited to the stiidy of 

glass durability and longevity. WhOe ceramic vessels can be tested for strength (pressure 

applkd until cracking) and durability (propagatk>n of cracks until complete breakage), 

glass has no durability and therefore strength testing shoukl be an accurate measurement 

of the relative use-life and breakability of glass. Once a pressure-related fracture begins 

in a bk)wn glass vessel, complete breakage is abnost instantaneous. The owner of the 

vessel would then have to decide whether the pieces were worth repairing, adapting to 

new uses, or recycling via meking. 

The blown vessels from Sepphoris were shown to break at well under 100 psi 

(pounds per square wh). This has been shown to be a direct fimctk)n of the thkkness of 

the glass (Fischer 2000:115). Bishop et aL (1982:313) have noted, in reference to 

ceramics, that "traded pottery was periiaps desired as much for its strength as for other 

properties. 

Other Ducardetl Glass 

At glass-making and glass-blowing sites, a significant portion of the glass found 

is manu&cturing debris. It shoukl be noted that the life cycle of glass vessels shown in 

Fig. 3 is not a closed system. Both manufacturing stages, manu&cture of glassand 

manufacture of glass objects, wouki have created glass waste that woukl not have been 

recyclable, and therefore woukl have been discarded (see Fig. 16). It is often based on 

these discarded materials afene that a glass productwn site is recognized (Weinberg 1988: 
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24). A guide for identifying manu&cturing debris can be found in Chapter 3 and 

Appendix F. 

Diacnssion 

The production of glass vessels is currently known to have taken place only at 

large, 'core' sites such as Sepphoris (Fischer 1996:212), Jalame (Weinberg 1988:24-37) 

and Bet She'an (Mazor and Bar-Nathan 1998:27-29). It spears that the raw glass was 

imported from smaller glass-making sites and then transformed into vessels and other 

objects. Archaeok)gically, however, glass objects are found at sites of every size, 

suggesting that all of the vessels &shioned at a central node did not remain there. Whfle 

the majority of vessels produced at a site such as Sepphoris may have gone to the k>cal 

populace, it is probable that the vessels found at smaller sites such as Meiron and 

Nabretain originated in the larger cities. 

The archaeological evuience shows a system in which glass is produced at small, 

possibly short-lived sites, imported into large cities, transformed into objects and, in part, 

exported to anaUer sites (see Fig. 17). These anaOer sites were likely agricultural 

villages that dkl not have a large enough population to support gkiss-bk)wers, whose craft 

necessitated the production of large numbers of fragile vessels. What is interesting about 

the data from Hadera is that it does not seem that completed glass vessels were sent back 

to the sites where the glass was originally produced in any sizable quantity, again 

underscoring that these may not have been very permanent settlements (Gorin-Rosen 

1993:43). This is in contrast with Romanr-period rural settlements such as Kefir 

Hanai^ that apparent^ specialized in crafts such as pottery making and supplied the 
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city centers consistently (Adan-Bayewitz 1993:219). Rice (1991; 262) has pointed out 

that this "site specialization" can be attributed to a number of &ctors, inchiding 

''proximity to mineral deposits (stone or clay, for example) or rich fishing areas, and so 

forth. Adan-Bayewitz (1993; 219) has commented that the predominance of wares from 

Ke&r Henanya during the Roman period at Sepphons is "archaeological evidence of the 

dependence of these Galilean cities on the manufactured products of a rural settlement,'* 

and the same was clearly true during the Byzantine period. While the cities may have 

been dependent on the villages for certain wares, the villages devoted to one particular 

craft were certainly more dependent on the cities overall for those items they were not 

producing. 

At this stage it is unclear what the role of middle-tier sites such as Cana was in 

this system Current archaeological evidence suggests that glass production, either glass 

or vessel making, may have occurred at some of these sites. Further research is necessary 

before it will be possible to fiirther clarify their role, but it is possible that glass-blowing 

was carried out sporadically at these sites, when the populatk)n grew or the economics of 

the site coukl support a specialized craftsman. 

Core-Per̂ hery Model 

One of the most often discussed regional models is the core, or centre, and 

peripheiy model Within this model sites M into two main categories. The larger, more 

influential sites are the labeled the core/centre; the smaller sites are k)cated in the 

periphery. Within this model there is not only a size hierarchy but a power hierarchy as 

well. Centres are defined, in part, as "those areas which controlled more developed 
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technological skills and production processes" (Rowlands 1987:4). Peripheral sites 

fiinction to provkle raw materials for the centre and, presumabty, to consume the finished 

products manu&ctured in the centre. What one derives from this model is a situation not 

unlike a solar system, with the peripheral planets revolving around the central star. 

There are differing levels of expk)itation that then occur. Peripheral elites are less 

likely to have a choice about who they can trade with and may feel the need to form 

alliances with larger sites. As smaller sites are less able to defend themseWes, physically 

or economically, they "become increasing^ dependent on such alliances in order to 

sustain local domination and stave ofif attacks on their status orders" (Rowlands 1987: S). 

The centres are generally seen as exptoitmg the periphery through the use of unequal 

exchange (Rowlands 1987:6). 

This nxxiel seems to adequately explain how glass moved between the core and 

periphery sites in the Galflee region. It also explains how there is a symbk>tic 

relatranship between the two, as one has the means of production while the other has the 

necessary raw materials. Whfle there are some benefits to each, the lion's share goes to 

the elites in the core polity. Inhabitants of peripheral sites collected the raw materials and 

created an intermediary product that was shipped to core sites. At the core sites, finished 

products were created for consumption m the core or transport beck to the periphery. The 

weaknesses of this model concern size and exchisivity. What seems to be discussed are 

large citks and small villages, but mediunhsized sites do not have an assigned place in 

the hierarclQr. The core-periphery model also does not address questions of core-core 

trade, and focuses ^ead on the core-per^heiy relationship. For a richer view of the 
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complicated relationships that can be an integral part of craft production and distribution, 

it is usefiil to consider ethnoaichaeologkal studies of trade. 

Ethnoarchaeological Studies of Trade 

Ethnoarcbaeological fieldwork is more capable of reflecting the complexity of 

trade and exchange systems in literate, complex societies than simple models. Although 

"much ethnoarchaeological work reflects a bias in &vor of hunter-gatherers" and "small-

scale &rmmg communities,'' some fieldwork has been conducted with groups that are 

both literate and conq>lex (Kramer 1996:3%). Thus, ethnoarchaeology has the capacity 

to guide us toward creating more complex models that are truly reflective of what was 

taking place in the past. 

Kramer's work in India reflects the complicated reality of pottery production and 

distribution within the state of Rajasthan. Rather than pottery being traded in ai^ one 

manner, it is moved around the landscape through a variety of systems. Pottery may be 

sold by the potter directly to consumers or it may be sold to vendors (Kramer 1991:215-

216; Kramer 1997:109, 111). These vendors may sell directly to consumers, or to other 

vendors both within and outside of their own city/village (Kramer 1997:113). The 

familial ties that influence these interactk)ns conq)lk:ate the pkmire still further (Kramer 

1997:111). This is not, however, meant as a cautk>nary tale. Instead it shouU inspire 

modelers to generate models that are applicable to this type of situation. 

Adan-Bayewitz (1993:229), in his stu(fy of Galilean ceramic trade during the 

Roman period has developed six possible scenarios for the marketing of pottery, ^^lich 

parallel Kramer's ftidii^ m India. The scenarios have been adt^rted for a glass 
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discussion, and a figure describing the movement of individuals in these hypothesized 

scenarios has been created (Fig. 18). The resulting scenarios are: 

A. The glass-blower travels to the consumers to market the glassware. 
B. The consumer travels to the glass-blower's workshop to obtain glassware. 
C. The glass-bbwer travels to a central market and sells the glassware directfy to 

consumers who have also come there. 
D. The glass-blower travels to a middle-man, sells the glassware, and the middle

man then markets the glassware to consumers who travel to him. 
E. The mkldleman travels to the glass-bk)wer's workshop, buys glassware, and 

then travels to the consumers to market the glassware ("an itinerant dealer", 
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 229). 

F. The middleman travels to the glass-blower's workshop, buys glassware, and 
then sells it at the central market. 

Kramer's work in India contains an investigation of the mechanisms of pottery 

distribution. Within this complex system, the majority of the pottery produced still 

remains "within a 10 to 20 km radius of the production locality" (Kramer 1997: 1 IS). 

Ethnoarchaeok)gy in other regrans has come up with distances as great as 100 km for the 

distribution of some of the wares, but generally under 30 km seems to be the trend 

(Kramer 1997:119). This is of partkular interest when consklering the distribution of 

glass in the Galilee region of Israel where a radius of 20 km from one site of production 

wouki inchide the entire regk>n under questran. Here a simple core-periphery model may 

not be adequate. Within a core-periphery model, the large site such as Sepphoris woukl 

be trading only with the smail villages that surround it. It seems more likely that there 

was a complex trade network where a village might consume glass from a number of 

central sites. Kramer's work with potters in the cities of Rajasthan and Udaipur si^ests 

that it is also important to consider the possibility of inter-city trade as well as the 

complexities of the social classes of the consumers. 
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Sumiiiary 

Through a considenition of the life-cycles of glass artificts excavated at 

archaeological sites in the Galilee region of Israel, it is possible to infer a number of 

human activities and interactions that took place during the Byzantine period. Glass-

makers in small towns collected sand from the coast, wood from the forests, and bought 

natron from merchants ak)ng the coast, who imported it from Egypt (Fig. 17). Fleming 

(1999; 52) has noted ''many early glassma/b'ng sites, for good reasons, were located on a 

wooded hillside ck)se to a seashore.** After making glass melting the raw ingredients 

in a large, single-use furnace, the glass was placed in sacks on donkeys, or perhaps In 

carts. Either the glass-makers themselves or traveling merchants took the glass to large 

cities. It is unclear whether the raw glass was sold in the marketplace or directly to the 

glass-bk>wers. The giass-bk>wers then transformed the glass mto vessels, which were 

sold in shops, or peddled by traveling merchants. 
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The Archaeological Evidence for Glass-blowing at Sepphoris 

The primary data upon M^h this dissertation rests come from the site of 

Sepphoris, in northern Israel (Fig. 19). Sepphoris is located in the Galilee region of 

Israel, an area that has received a great deal of attentwn from archaeologists, historians 

and biblical scholars over the years because of the maportant developments that occurred 

in both Judaism and Christianity hi this regk>n. As a result of this interest, McCoilough 

and Glazier-McDonald (1999:269) have pointed out that "archaeology and 

archaeologists have made great strides toward re-creating ancient GalOee." This 

dissertation research seeks to add to that attempt by descnbing the lives and activities of 

the glass-workers located in and around the city of Sepphoris. McCoUbugh and Glazier-

McOonaki (1999; 269) have rightly pointed out that by studying the arti&cts from a site 

"one may catch a glimpse of the convktwns and outlines of life patterns of people.'* 

Sepphoris is k)cated atong the Bet Neto& valley, which is part of the Galilee 

region of Israel This regk>n has a donate "of the Mediterranean type, marked by mikl, 

ramy winters and hot, dry summers" with a rainy season lasting from October to May 

(Baruch 1986: 39). Baruch (1986:40) describes the area around Sepphoris as a "steppe 

forest." 

The glass data derive from two separate excavatrans at the site: the University of 

South Fk>rida's Excavations at Sepphoris (USF) and the Sepphoris Regk>nal Project 

(SRP) led by Duke University. These are not the only excavations that have taken place 

at the site, as portrans of the site were excavated in the early 1900s by Viaud and a major 

excavatwn efifort was undertaken durmg the 1930s by Leroy Waterman of the University 
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of Michigan. In addition to the USF and SRP excavations, the Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem has been involved in excavations at the site, both jointly with Duke University 

as the Joint Sepphoris Excavations, and on their own after 1990. More recently, the 

Sepphoris Acropolis Excavations have begun under the direction of Jonathan L. Reed of 

the University of LaVeme. 

The majority of the glass arti&cts, and virtually all of the evidence for glass-

working excavated by USF and SRP, come from two workshop areas that operated 

during the Byzantine period (363-640 C.E.). These workshops primarily produced 

goblets, cups, bowls and hanging lamps, with a variety of each type. A full report and 

discussion of the glass vessel assemblages from the two excavations will be published 

with the final excavation reports and will not be dealt with here. Instead, the debris 

created while producing those assemblages is the focus here. 

In order to contextualize the archaeok>gical data, this chapter begins with a brief 

history of the site. After the historual prehide, the archaeok)gical remains from the two 

excavations are discussed. This section includes both the architectural remains and the 

glass arti&cts found within and around them. Finalfy, generalizatwns about the 

Byzantine glass industry, as inferred from the archaeok)gk»d remains and the textual 

sources discussed in Chapter 2, are ofifered. 

Sepphoris 

There has been a k>ng history of human activity at the site of Sepphoris. Ceramic 

evklence shows human activity at the site as earfy as Iron Age II (1000-586 B.C.E.), 

ahhough no architectural features from this early date have been excavated. Human 
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occupation of the site was well established by the Hellentstic period (333-37 B.C.E.) and 

extended up to 1948 when the Arab village of Safiiir^eh was bulldozed by the Israelis. 

At that time the site was labeled a National Park, although it did not function as such until 

the early-1990s. Today the site is occupied by peacocks, archaeologi^ and tourists. 

The periods of interest to this project are those found to contain blown glass 

vessels. Blown vessels were chosen rather than cast because cast gbss vessels come 

from a very narrow time period, the 2*^ c. B.C.E through the 1" c. C.E., and represent a 

different technobgical tradition that was probably non-locaL Bk)wn glass vessels, by 

contrast, were used at Sepphoris during the Early Roman through modem periods and 

may have been produced at the site during some or all of those perk>ds. Using the dating 

scheme adopted by the University of South Florida in their excavatnn manual (1994), the 

periods discussed in this dissertation are: 

Early Roman (37B.GE. - 70 C.E.) 

Both the literary and archaeok)gkal records retain traces of the grand 1" c. B.C.E. 

city at the site. In 39 B.C.E., Herod the Great determined to take Sepphoris from his 

rival, Antigonus, and attacked the city in a snowstorm (Meyers et aL 1986: ISS). Herod 

was vktorious and he fortified the dty, retaming it as a northern headquarters (Strange 

1992:1090). Upon Herod's death in 4 B.C.E., Judas of Sepphoris led a revolt that was 

put down by Varus, the Roman legate of Syria. Varus punished the people of Seiqihoris 

Early Roman 
Mkidle Roman 
Late Roman 

37 B.C.E.-70 C.E. 

Early Byzantine 
Late Byzantine 
Arab 

70-250 C.E. 
250-363 C.E. 
363-451 C.E. 
451-640 C.E. 
640-1291 C.E. 
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by destroying their city and selling its inhabitants into slavery (Mann 1922: 167). The 

city was quickly rebuilt by Herod Antipas, one of Herod the Great's sons, in 3 B.C.E. 

(Strange 1992:1091). Antipas called in craftsmen from all over the Galilee, and when he 

was finished with the city, the Jewish historian Josephus claimed that Sepphoris was the 

"ornament of all Galilee" (Jewish Antiquities, 18.2.1). Antq)as commissioned a theater 

that seated three thousand, a palace, and an upper and lower market. One of the glass 

workshops under discussion, excavated by the University of South Florida, is tocated in 

the k)wer market area in a buikiing whose original use dates to this perk)d. 

In 26 C.E., Antipas founded Tiberias, and Sepphoris was subordinated to the new 

city (Meyers et aL 1986: ISS). It was not until 54 C.E. that Sepphoris regained the 

distinctk>n of capitol of the Galilee under the procurator Felix (Meyers et aL 1986: ISS). 

During the first Roman revolt in 66 C.E. the citizens of Sepphoris dki not participate, 

possibly due to tales of wliat occurred after the revolt of 4 B.C.E. The citizens, although 

predominant^ Jewish, were pro-Roman and did not send akl when the Temple in 

Jerusalem was in danger. In 67 C.E. Sepphoris issued Eirenopolis, City of Peace, coins 

(Meyers et al. 1986: ISS). These coins indicate that the city was large enough to mint its 

own coins and very interested in maintaining good relatmns with the Romans. Fleming 

(1999: viii) has described the Romans as "people that managed to many together hard-

nosed business acumen with an impressive toad of life-governing superstitnns." 

Middle Roman (70-250 OB) 

The archaeok)gical record at Sepphoris ywkis little infi>nnatk>n about the Mkldle 

Romancity. This is probably a resuhoftbe Late Roman and Byzantine penchant for 
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clearing sites prior to building, as well as a result of the reuse of Early Roman buildings. 

The Middle Roman period arti&cts found in the later fills indicate the site was inhabited 

at that time. The scale of this occupation is thus impossible to tell from the 

archaeological evidence, as well as how this occupation compared with those before and 

after. 

There is ample rabbinical evidence regarding Sepphoris during this period that 

allows for a glimpse into the life of the city, as discussed in Chapter 2. Rabbi Judah 

HaNasi compiled the Mishnah at the site near the end of the Mkldle Roman perkxl. 

Miller (1999: 153, see also Miller 1992) has pointed out that Rabbi Judah did not relocate 

from Bet She'arim to Sepphoris to make it a center of Jewish learning, he came because 

"Sepphoris was already a great rabbinic center." Miller (1999: 150) has further stated 

''rabbinic traditions make it clear that the Jews constituted the majority within the city but 

were very much aware that they had Gentiles as neighbors." 

One archaeok)gical example of the cultural milieu of Sepphoris at that time is the 

villa with a Dionysos mosaic, which includes scenes of "drinking, carousing, preparing 

wine, ecstasy, musk and vark>us scenes from the gods life story" that dates to the same 

period that Rabbi Judah was compiling the Mishnah (Meyers 1992:89). Other arti&cts 

that stand at odds with the klea of Sepphoris as a holy center of learning wouM include 

the third century erotk; lan^n found at the site. Interesting^, Meyers (1992:90) has 

pointed out that "many of the lamps were found in Jewish domestic areas, indkating their 

sense of being at home in a physical environment in which pagan themes and symbols 

came to dominate." 
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Late Roman (250'363 C.E.) 

The story of Sepphoris can be picked up again in the third and fourth centuries, 

when it was known among gentile pilgrims as the birtlqilace of Mary. By the fourth 

century, the city appears to have been predominant^ Jewish, as Eusebius claimed that 

"all of Dk)caesarea [one of the city's many names] is Jewish" (hlP.: 29). A number of 

rabbis, notably ''R. Huna Rova ('the great') De-Zipporin, R. Hiyya Zippora 'ah, R. 

Hanan/Hanin De-Zippori, R. Avdima De-Zipporin, R. Mana, and R. Hanina De-ZipporT 

were associated with Sepphoris during the late third and fourth centuries (Miller 1999: 

155). 

The Byzantine en^ieror's interest in Palestine during the fourth century may have 

caused problems for the city's Jewish population. Meyers and White (1989:29) have 

pointed out that '̂ hiralism began to suffer as the Roman period in Palestine came to an 

end and the Byzantine period began." During Constantine's reign (306-337 C.E.), a 

gentile was given permission by the Emperor to turn one of the city's synagogues into a 

Christian church, a situatk)n that caused the inhabitants to revolt against the Romans 

(Meyers et aL 1986:155). The Roman Commander, Gallus, put down the uprising in the 

mid-fourth century and razed the town (Strange 1992:1092). A burned layer is apparent 

in the strata of the site that appears to correspond to the mki-fourth century C.E., 

supporting this claim. Meyers and White (1989:29-30) have noted that throughout 

Palestine the post-destruction era wouki 'inark the beginning of a difficult perkxl for 

Jews, in whwh they had little choKe but to adjust to Christian rule." 
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Earfy Byz/uttine (363-451 C.E.) 

While there is some discussion about what caused the destruction, all excavators 

agree that after the mkl-fourth century destruction, the city was rapidly rebuik (Meyers 

and Meyers 1997: 530; Netzer and Weiss 1995: 164, Strange 1992:1092). At Sepphoris, 

the Byzantine period began in the mid-fourth century C.E. with a con^iete rebuilduig of 

the city. This period begins after the Roman city, constructed m the first century by 

Herod Antipas, was destroyed by either the Gallus Revolt of 351 C.E. or the earthquake 

of363 C.E. Both events unpacted Sepphoris during that time and either could have 

created the bum layer visible in the archaeologkal record. 

Destruction of the city necessitated a major rebuilding program, on a less grand 

scale than the previous Roman city. Populatun estunates suggest that the Byzantine city 

had between 15,000 and 20,000 inhabitants (We^ and Netzer 1996a: 86). Mann (1922: 

173) pointed out that the city was fiilfy rebuilt by 374 C.E. when the Arian Enqyeror 

Valentine exiled 100 Egyptian Christians to the outskirts of the city who had remained 

fiuthfiil to the deciswn of the Council of Nicaea in 325 C. E., which determined, 

accordmg to Ostrogorsky (1969:48), that "the Son is of One Substance with the Father." 

Sepphoris dkl not reclaim tts earlier eminence, and was subordinated to Scythopolis/Bet 

She'anm400C.£. 

In contrast with the Roman-period leaders of Sepphoris, who were interested in 

external displays of power that came ak>ng with an in^rted Roman aesthetic, the 

Byzantme period inhabitants of the site were pragmatists. Roman buiUings at the site 

were characterused by theff ostentatnus exteriors, which mchided omatety carved stone 
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decorations and massive entrances. The attention to detafl was carried over into city 

planning, with the streets laid out on a north-south grid. The Byzantine period manner of 

constructing and arranging buildings at Sepphoris reflected, instead, a very utilitarian 

character. At Sepphoris it is not unusual to find that Byzantine period buildings have 

been extended partly over Roman roads, for example. Only a portion of the road large 

enough to allow a constant flow of goods and people was left unencumbered. The 

sidewalks and part of the width of the street, whose size had served to display Roman 

power and authority, were encroached upon. 

Weinberg (1940; 297) describes a simOar situation in Medieval Corinth. She 

pointed out that the location of industrial areas adjoining the previous public spaces 

"bears witness not to a curtailed commercial life but to the lessened political importance 

of the city," the changes occurring because "public afi&irs no longer required the space or 

the magnificent buildings of the days of Imperial Rome" (Weinberg 1940:297). The 

basilica excavated by the University of South Florida, which will be discussed later, is a 

good example of the changing use of earlier monumental structures. 

Monumental buildings were also buOt near the end of this period. One notable 

project was the construction of a synagogue near the glass workshop area excavated 

USF. This synagogue, excavated by a team from Hebrew University, appears to have 

been built at the same time that monumental buiklings in the vicinity were being robbed 

for their raw materials. Based on the coin evklence, the excavators have surmised that 

the building was probably in use less than 200 years, apparent^ having been destroyed at 

the end of the Late Byzantine period (Weiss and Netzer 1999:200). 
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Late Byzantine (451-640 C.E.) 

From the through 4"* centuries C.E., Sepphoris had a large and historically 

important Jewish population. Many of the priests who had fled Jerusalem following the 

destruction of the temple in Jerusalem in 70 C.E. relocated to Sepphoris, ahhough Miller 

(1999; 152) has pointed out that this relocation to Sepphoris was probabty not 

consolidated until the third century at the earliest. At times the Sanhedrin was located at 

Sepphoris, and during the earfy third century the Mishnah was edited at the site by R. 

Judah HaNasL The advent of the Byzantine Empire and the Emperor's interest in the 

land of the Bible brought Christianization. By the sixth century, Sepphoris appears to 

have become a predominantly Christian town. The 4"* and S"* centuries were marked by 

the departure or conversion of much of the Jewish population. Lapin (1999:267) has 

discussed how this pressure caused Palestinian Jewish ethnicity to emerge "as an item to 

be noted, even stressed" during this period, as evidenced by inscriptions. He has noted 

how "the explicit marking of inscriptions as Jewish increases in late antkiuity," and 

parallels "the devetopment of architecturally distinct (and expensive) synagogues in 

Palestine" (Lapin 1999:263). 

This religk)us upheaval evidently dkl not have a negative effect on business. The 

statements made by the rabbis seem to say that commercial contacts between Jews and 

Gentiles are inevitable, and they therefore give rules for proper conduct in these 

situations (Goodman 1983:45). The city was taxed 60 goM soUdi by the Emperor 

Justinian, which was a large amount and suggested that the city was proq)ering (Strange 

1992:1093). While qufte different in character fiom the earlier Roman material culture. 
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the Byzantine period arti&cts also suggest affluence. The Byzantine period at Sepphoris 

is generally considered to have been a time of prosperity that continued until the mid-

seventh century C.E. when parts of the city were once again destroyed (personal 

communication, Thomas Longstaf^ Eric Meyers, Carol Meyers, and James Strange, 

6/00). 

As at the close of the Roman era, what caused the destruction that ended the 

Byzantine period is unclear. It is possible that the post-634 C.E. Arab conquest caused 

the burned buildings found at the site (Meyers and Meyers 1997: S30). It has also been 

suggested that an earthquake may have destroyed portk>ns of the city, although the 

evklence for this is currently unconvincing (Weiss and Netzer 1996a: 86). The city 

continued to be occupied through 1948, when it was destroyed and declared an Israeli 

natH>nal park to prechide the possibility of the Arab populatwn resettling the site 

(Rabinowitz 1997:27). Although the Arab period at Sepphoris is very k)ng and 

interesting, it fidls outskle of the scope of the current project, in brge part because the 

archaeok)gkal strata from this perkni have been serwusl^ disturbed. 

The Archacdogical Remains of Glasf-worldng at Sepphoris 

At least two glass woricshops were in operatwn at Sepphoris during the fourth-

fiith centuries, supplying the k)cal populatun with tablewares and lamps. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, the workshops at Sepphoris were probably producing glass vessels for 

consumers in the city, as well as its peripheral sites. One of the workshops was k)cated m 

the "tower market" area (Fig. 19) atongskle a nundwr of other industries. Meyers et aL 

(1992:8) describe this area as "a flat, saddk-like spur east of the acropolis." These 
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industries were situated along the cardo, the main east-west colonnaded thorough&re, of 

the lower city, that had been established during the Roman period. This street was paved 

with limestone blocks that measured l.2Sm by .40m and flanked by roofed mosaic 

sidewalks (McCoUough and Edwards 1997:139). The second workshop was k>cated in a 

smaller market area surrounded by the domestic buikiings of the upper city. 

The Scpphoris Glass Workshops 

It is not clear whether the two workshops under investigation were 

contemporaneous, although typologk:al evklence of their wares suggests that their use 

overlapped. While the intentk)nal products of these workshops are worthy of discussran, 

they will not be discussed here. As noted earlier, studies of these assemblages will be 

found in the final excavation reports of each expeditun. It is important to note that it was 

not the vessel corpus but the vessel manufacturing debris that signaled the existence of 

the glass workshops at the site. The Sepphoris workshops were klentified on the basis of 

thousands of glass vessel fragments and vessel production waste that wiU be discussed in 

greater detail shortly. 

It has been suggested that when klentifying industrial areas related to glass-

working, archaeok>gists should concentrate on materials such as glass-making fiimaces, 

crucibles containing glass, glass slag and finished objects produced in the workshop. 

Given the nature of the archaeok)gical record, however, it is unlikety that all of these 

materials woukl remain both intact and centralized. The method of klentifying glass 

workshops that is used here, based on glass debris and not on remnants of fiimaces, is not 
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uncommoii and was the method used by Weinberg to identify the glass workshop at the 

nearby site of Jaiame (Weinberg 1988:24). 

The University of South Florida Workshop Remains 

The University of South Florida (USF) excavations have unearthed debris from a 

glass workshop, but not necessarily the workshop itself. This debris is k)cated atong the 

main cardo, or road, of the eastern k>wer city, near a sixth century church and a sixth 

century synagogue (Fig. 19). Also in the vkinity of this workshop were a Roman 

bathhouse that continued to be used in the Byzantine period (Meyers and Meyers 1997: 

534) and an early Byzantine-period buikling with elaborate mosak:s termed the Nile 

Festival Buikling by its excavators (Weiss and Netzer 1996b: 127-131). 

Because of both the nature of the glass materials and the character of this portk>n 

of the site, it is unlikely that the debris was moved very &r from its source. This area of 

the site is flat, whkh lends itself to use as a pubtic market. This lack of a sk)pe would 

also tend to keep arti&cts near the point of their discard, certainly more so than on the hill 

sk)pes that make up much of the site. It is therefore hypothesized that the glass fectory 

was k)cated nearby. 

The glass-woridng debris excavated by USF was k)cated within the ruins of a 

large, 40 x 60 m, Roman period basilka buikling (Strange 1996a: 117). The descriptive 

term basiUca is a reference to the buikling's fkior plan, as can be seen in Fig. 20. This 

buikling had been reconfigured during the Byzantine period into workshop areas for olive 

oil production and possibly gokl-woridng, partkularly abng the western edge (Strange 

1996b: 233). The presence of a workshop in this area is not surprising, as the tower city 
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has been characterized by excavators at the site as "a series of small shops in use for 

centuries" in the city's "commercial center" (Meyers and Meyers 1997: S34). In addition 

to the evidence for glass-working, olive oil production, and gold-working, the tewer city 

also contained a wine-press and possibly a mosaic industry (Weiss and Netzer 1996a: 

85). 

ne USF Glass Evidence 

The tower city glass workshop was klenti&d through the recovery of a large 

amount of vessel-making debris, inchiding threads and droplets, and deposits of ash, 

glass slag, burned olive pits, and dumped furnace remains. These arti&cts are evidence 

that glass-working was taking place in the vkinity, and ofifer chies about the various 

stages of manu&cture. We begin by consklering each type of debris and how it was 

produced. 

Glass Threads and Droplets 

Glass threads (Fig. 21) and droplets (Fig. 22) can be created in a number of ways, 

all related to glass or vessel production. As glass is drawn out of a furnace on a pontil 

rod or blowpipe, a thread of glass may be acckientally drawn out of the fiimace, cooling 

and becoming incorporated into the archaeotogical record (Fig. 22). Glass beii% worked 

at a temperature that is less than ideal wouU be more prone to this occurrence as the 

viscosity of the glass woukl make separating the gathered glass from the larger glass 

entity in the fiimace di£Bcuh. Today molten glass is worked at tenqperatures that give it 

the consistency of honey (see Fig. 23), but the glass in antkiuity was probabfy more like 

working with caramel 
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Threads can also be formed as the excess glass left after a thread of glass is 

wound around a glass vessel or a handle is added. Most ancient threads are thin and 

friable and presumably would not have been moved very &r from their point of 

manu&cture through human intervention. As noted, this portion of the site is rather flat, 

whkh suggests that it is unlikely that the materials were moved from another location by 

natural processes. 

A related debris type is the glass droplet. Droplets can be formed in much the 

same way as glass threads. A number of droplets have been found at Sepphoris that are 

clearly by-products of production and not intended products. Droplets can also be 

formed when a broken glass vessel is subjected to high temperatures, as high 

temperatures will cause the glass to melt into rounded forms. Because of this, droplets 

alone are not sufScient evkience on which to argue the presence of a devetoped glass 

industry. 

Glass Sbg 

Large quantities of glass slag further solidified the identification of a glass 

workshop in the vkinity of the USF excavations (Fig. 24). Weinberg describes glass slag 

as the "waste from glassmaking—partially fused or over-flowed glass and other waste" 

(1988; xiv). Like glass threads, glass slag can be produced in a multitude of ways. As 

glass is melted, the natron flux bums ofl^ efifectively raising the melting po^ of the 

mixture. If the glass is reheated tnany times, it contains a much higher percentage of 

silica, eventually making it diflScult to meh. At this pomt, a glass-bk>wer woukl dispose 

of the unusable glass and start over with glass contaming the appropriate soda:lime:si]ica 
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ratio. Slag can also be formed when foreign elements enter the glass, such as fiimace 

material 

Glass is very corrosive, and acts upon the material in which it is contained. At 

Sepphoris, the glass was held in the fiimace by ceramic materials, either in ceramic 

furnace tanks or crucibles made of clay that would have been placed in the fiimaces 

(Fischer and McCray 1999:895). Over time, the glass would have corroded any ceramic 

material that could have been produced at the time, causing the interior sur&ce of the 

container to disintegrate and enter the glass, also rendering the glass unusable and 

causing its discard, as seen in Fig. 25. Even today's high-tech ceramics cannot withstand 

glass indefinite^, so glass-workers still find themseh^ constant^ replacmg their 

fiimace linings. 

Finally, glass slag can be produced when a fiimace is taken apart because of the 

poor quality of the glass or some sort of heating malfunction. At this time the glass in the 

fiimace woukl have been removed and probably discarded, although remelting it wouki 

not have been impossible. For all of these reasons, there shoukl be a constant flow of 

glass slag into the archaeobgKal record in workshop areas, making it a usefiil glass 

workshop indicator. 

Moib 

A moil is the glass left on the bk)w-pipe after the finished object has been 

removed. Formed while working with hot glass, the moil is the unworiced portwn on the 

end of the bk)w-pipe (Fig. 26). This piece of glass pops o£f the bk)w-pipe as they both 

cool and the metal contracts (Fig. 27). A number ofmoils have been excavated in the 
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USF debris area, showing that the act of glass-blowing took place in the vicinity (Fig. 

28). The moils retain an impression of the blow-pipe, will be discussed later. 

Although the ancient name for these pieces of glass is unknown, it is interesting to note 

that their current name is probably related to the Jewish circumcision ritual, which is 

performed by a moyel. The waste glass surrounding the bk)w-pipe thus parallels the 

foreskin of the penis. 

Facb 

The USF glass workshop was also characterized by large quantities of wood 

charcoal and burned olive pits, which suggests that these were the fuels in use (Fig. 29). 

Usii% olive waste as a fiiel may seem unusual; however, modem ethnographic evklence 

collected by Peter Wamock shows that potters in Jordan currently use olive pressing 

waste in conjunctnn with other fuels to fire their kOns (personal communication, 1997). 

I visited these potters in 1996, but found that they were using all manner of trash for their 

pottery firing, including the olive pressings (Fig. 30). Marwan Natsheh, a gkiss-bk>wer 

from Hebron now working in Jordan, reported that 50-100 years ago olive waste was 

used as a fiiel source in some Hebron glass fiimaces (personal communication, 1996). 

The burned olive pits found with the glass-working debris at Sepphoris suggest that olive 

waste was used as a fuel source, in additwn to wood, in the glass furnaces. 

Furnaccs 

At this point no intact fiimaces have been excavated at Sepfdioris, onty the 

remains of destroyed structures. During the 19% field season, the remains of what 

appeared to be an earty 6th century glass fivnace were excavated in the University of 
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South Florida area. The dating of this structure relies on the large quantity of 6th century 

Byzantine coins found in and around it, revealing the period when it went out of use (Fig. 

31). The installation was made with a mud-brick fire-box and a may have had a more 

free-form upper chamber. The upper chamber couU have been constructed by buiUing a 

stick frame and then smoothing wet clay over the frame. It is also possible that the upper 

chamber was constructed with bricks in the same manner as the tower chamber. In order 

to make the structure durable, it was fired in situ. In the portions of the furnace with a 

wooden frame, the wood burned out as the structure was fired, leaving behind stick-

shaped voids. 

The area surrounding the furnace remnants contained large concentrations of glass 

production waste and vessel fiagments. In the area directly adjacent to the furnace 

debris, however, very little debris was found other than glass fragments pressed into the 

floor. There are two possible suggestions for this situatioiL The first possibility is that 

the debris represents a glass fiimace that was destroyed in situ. The second, and perhaps 

more likely, possibility is that the debris represents a remodeling effort on a nearby 

fiimace. In this scenario, portfons of the fiimace wouki have been removed and rebuilt, 

with the portion that was renwved having been dumped nearby, in the area under 

investigation by USF. 

The fiimace debris consisted of two different ceramic types: reused roof tiles and 

brkks as well as the specialty constructed wood and clay upper structure. It is 

hypothesized that the roof tiles and bricks were used to build the fire-box of the fiimace, 

as similar fiimace constructfons have been seen in the fiimaces at Somelaria and 
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Apbrodisias. Archaeometric analyses were undertaken to determine the feasibility of 

using such materials in a furnace (see Chapter 5). The tempers used in the clay were 

examined through petrographk anafysis, and are also discussed in Chi^ter 5. 

As prevk)usly noted, it is unclear whether these remains represent a fiimace 

destroyed in situ, or a dump. If the fiimace was built in situ, on top of the earlier 

limestone fk>or, one woukl expect to see beat damage on the stones (see Fig. 32). The 

interstices between the stones were filled with fine charcoal, whkh certamly suggests 

burning in the area. Stronger evidence for intense heating activities having been 

conducted in this room is the layer of earth just bek>w the fk>or. When a few of the floor 

stones were removed and a sectk>n cut to bedrock (Fig. 33), the earth beneath the floor 

was very hard, as if it had been baked, and an orange color unseen in other areas of the 

site. This situation brings to mind the "red room" at Jalame, which was identified as a 

fiimace room (Weinberg 1988:28). Bimson and Freestone (198S: 238) describe a 

somewhat similar situation in the glass-working area at El-Ashmunein in Egypt, saying 

that "great heat had cakined the surviving limestone floor-slabs, and discok>ured the 

bricks and mud bricks below them." 

Glass-Working Toob 

Atthough neither glass workshop excavated at Sepphoris yiekied hand tools, it is 

possible to describe the types of gkus-working tools that were m use fix)m examinatran of 

the glass remains. As Renfrew and Bahn (1991:272) have pointed out, "the former 

presence of some tools can also be detected by their effects—for example, a sword-cut on 

a skull, or a pKk-mark on a quarry waO." The evktence for the use of six different tools 
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that will be described in fiirther detail-jacks, shears, tweezers, an optic mold, blowpipes, 

and pontil rods—is based upon their traces on the glass waste and vessel firagments found 

at the site. 

All of the tools were probabty made of metal The archaeological lack of tools is 

not problematic, as glass-working tools may have been melted down when discarded, 

modified and reused for other purposes, or possibly handed down for generations as is 

common today. It should be noted that metal preservation at Sepphoris is very poor due 

to the relatively high precipitation rates in northern Israel, approximately 500 mm per 

year, and the resulting acidic soils. If metal tools had been deposited in antiquity, they 

might have sinq)ty disintegrated. It is also possible that glass-blowing tools were among 

the excavated materials at the site and have not been recognized as such. These are 

arguments from silence, however, and there is other, more compelling evklence that 

metal tools were in use. 

Jacks and Tweezers 

Jacks are a type of glass tool in use today. Jacks resemble very large, 3S-45cm, 

tweezers (Fig. 34). Jacks are designed to constrict glass vessels while they are being 

rotated in order to remove them fix)m bk)wpipes or to shape the body of a vessel (Fig. 

35). They are also used to shape the mouth of a vessel after the base is attached to a 

pontil rod (Fig. 36). Evklence for the use of jacks at Sepphoris can be seen in the vessel 

firagments from the site which have been constricted, often near the neck (Fig. 37). 

The evidence for the use of tweezers, another modem glass tool that is usually 25-

35cm in length, is even more conclusive (Fig. 34). A number of droplets found at 
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Sepphoris retain the impression of the tip of a pair of tweezers, giving clear evidence that 

the tool was used in the glass workshop (Fig. 38). Given that the main difference 

between modem jacks and tweezers is size, it is possible that the ancient glass workers 

were using a single tool that carried out the functions of both modem tools. Moscati has 

published a photograph of a purportedly 4"' c. B.C.E. set of tweezers that were too small 

to be used in glass-working, but it is possible that a similar, scaled-up, design was used. 

If nothing else, these early tweezers and others like them show that the concept of this 

tool-type existed. 

Shears 

Glass shears are much like scissors, except that they tend to have short, thick 

blades and slightly longer handles to remove the user's hand from the heat of the glass 

and give them the advantage of leverage (Fig. 34). The evklence for shears at Sepphoris 

is a piece of glass that has the characteristic marks of having been sheared off a larger 

mass of glass while hot and soft. Shears woukl have been used to cut impuritks out of 

the glass, as well as to cut the end of handles before attaching them to vessels (Fig. 39). 

Blowpipes and PoHtUs 

That bk)wpipes and pontils were in use at Sepphoris is indicated by the 

manu&cture of bk>wn vessels at the site, as weQ as the excavation of moOs and pontil 

marks. At this point there are no published examples of bk)w-p^s from ancient Galilee, 

although Engle (1991:72) mentk)ns that Sk)uschz found what he termed "a bronze bk)w 

pipe" in an area possibty devoted to glass-working in Tiberias. A bk>wpipe is a hoUow 

tube that allows the glass-bk>wer to inflate the glass without getting burned (see Fig. 40). 
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The blowpipes were almost certainly metal, probably 60*150cm in length, and would 

have been hollow in order to allow the glass-workers to inflate the glass they were 

working. The moils, mentioned earlier (Fig. 28), show that the end of one of the bk)w-

pipes was 2.7Scm in diameter at its wklest point and tapered to at least 2cm in diameter 

and may have continued to get smaller. These dimensions are similar to those of a 

goblet-making bk)w-pipe that a glass-bk>wer might use today. These bk>w-pipes are 

designed specifically for manipulating small amounts of glass into thin, delicate vessels. 

The flare at the end of the blow-pipe is still a feature of most modem bk)w-pipes. This 

flaring fecilitates gathering more glass. 

Pontil rods are solid metal rods that are attached to the base of a vessel after it has 

been shaped on a bk>wpipe in order to finish its rim (Fig. 41). That the pontils were 

metal is indkated by the flakes of metal stiD adhering to some vessel base fragments and 

pontil knock-o£& found at Sepphoris (Fig. 42). As Bimson (1980:9) has described, 

"when the finished vessel is finally removed from the pontil, a round scar is formed at the 

point of contact between the two glass sur&ces." The diameter of these pontil marks 

suggests that the pontils were cTOular in sectk>n and q)proximateiy 1.2cm in diameter. 

Again, the dimensions are similar to those used with goblet-making pontils today. 

Optic Mold 

An optk: oaold is usually a cup-shi4)ed mokl with internal ribs that glass-bk)wers 

inflate a gather of glass into (Fig. 43). At least one optk moM was in use at the 

Sepphoris, as evkienced by glass vessel firagments with raised ribs found in the workshop 

areas. These ribs catch light, and for this reason contemporary glass-Uowers describe the 
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molds that create them as '̂ optic." In addhioa to a number of body fragments, one base 

fragment has been found at Sepphoris from a vessel that was blown into an optic mold 

and, at least at the base, was not modified further. On the basis of this and other 

fragments, it is possible to descnbe the optic mold at Sepphoris as cup-shaped, with a 

diameter of 3-4cm at the base and containing 24-28 internal ribs. 

While the shape is similar to modem optic molds, the number of ribs is much 

higher. The ribbing on the fragment shows that while the interior sides of the mold were 

ribbed, the base was not. Today optic molds can be purchased with ribbing extending 

through tl» bottom of the mold, or with a flat base like the one from Sepphoris. 

Analysis of Islamic period molds conducted by von Folsach and Whitehouse 

showed that these later glass molds were made of copper alloys (1993; 150, 152). The 

molds were similar to the Sepphoris mold, with mouth diameters of approximate^ 7-

9cnL There is every reason to believe that the Sepphoris mold was also metal, but it 

could have been ceramic or stone. Seyrig (1959:55) has reported on Islamic period stone 

molds, which may have been used for glass-blowing, that were found at the site of 

Miletus. Looking at his photographs, however, it seems more likely that the moUs were 

for clay rather than glass as they do not possess a hole large enough to insert sufficient 

glass to fill the moM. The holes on the moMs appear to be approximately 1cm in 

diameter. 

Metal 

There is sufiBc^t evidence, then, to say that metal tools were in use at Sepphoris. 

Where the tools were produced is still unclear. The glass-bk)wers at Sepphoris may have 
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purchased specially made tools from local metal workers or made their own from 

available metal The close proximity of the light metallurgy workshop to the SRP glass 

workshop raises the possibility that the glass-workers could have acquired tools or metal 

i^arby. 

Metal might not have been the only medium for glass tools. In a modem hot glass 

studio, wooden tools are also used to work glass. Wooden cups, or bk>cks, are used to 

shape the glass (Fig. 44), as well as wooden paddles. Wooden blocks were probably a 

later innovation, but it is still possible that wood tools were used at Sepphoris. If wooden 

tools had been used, it is unlikely that they would have survived the archaeological 

record. Once a wooden tool was no longer useful, it could have been used as fiieL Had a 

wooden tool been discarded, it is unlikely that it woukl have survived the wet soil 

environment of the site. 

Metal would not have been used in the glass industry solely for tools, as metal 

oxides were used as glass colorants. It is not clear Mliether the Sepphoris workshops 

purchased colored glass from glass-makers or added colorants themselves, although most 

recovered raw glass at Sepphoris is bhie-green, while a small portran of vessels recovered 

from the site have been decorated with a darker green glass. This blue-green color is 

unintentional, created from the iron oxides present in the raw materials. Possible 

methods for intentionally adding color to glass are discussed in Chapter 4. 

At this time it is not possible to describe the actual workshop that produced the 

debris excavated by USF. This is because it seems likely that the area being excavated 

by USF does not inchide the workshop itself and instead represents a &ctory dump. The 
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area excavated by SRP does, however, include the architectural remains of a glass fiictory 

and workshop. 

The Sqtpkoris Regumal Project Wrnkshep 

The Sepphoris Regional Project (SRP) workshop, in contrast to the USF 

workshop, was located in the western summit domestk: area (Fig. 45). Much of the 

architecture in this area was built hi the Hellenistic or Early Roman periods, some as part 

of Herod's expansive construction project noted earlwr. Although domestic, this part of 

the city also had a number of pyrotechnic work areas and small shops. Unlike in Rome, 

where Fleming (1999: x) notes that "crafts that were fire hazards, such as glassmaking, 

were required to set up shop in Region XTV, at the western edge of the city and beyond 

the Tiber" there seem to have been few restrktions concerning where such workshops 

couki be located at Sepphoris. In the Byzantine era shops within the domestk area there 

is evidence for both glass vessel making and light metallurgy (Hoghmd and Meyers 

1996:42). Nearby, a lime-kiln was set up in the Roman period theater and put to use 

reducing its limestone components to Ume (Weiss 1993:1327, Weiss and Netzer 1996a: 

82). 

The SRP workshop, like that of USF, was klentified the concentration of glass 

threads, droplets, slag, and deformed vessels both in the rooms and the surrounding area. 

In additk)n to the glass evidence, one room revealed the remnants of extensive burning, 

making it the most likely candklate for the furnace roont The SRP workshop exhibited 

plaster floors, as dkl portmns of the USF area that contained the fivnace debris, although 

there were also portwns of limestone flooring. That both areas related to glass vessel 
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production had plastered floors, as did the slightty earlier workshop at Jalame, suggests 

that lime-plaster floors may have been standard in Byzantine glass shops (Weinberg 

1988:25-26). It is also possible that lime-plaster floors were singly standard in all 

buildings of the period. 

Lime-plaster floors necessitated a great deal of both human-power and fuel to 

produce. One possible explanation for such "expensive" floors in glass workshops is that 

the floors have been reused. This woukl suggest that glass-workers were attracted to 

previously existing lime plaster floors, a notion supported the reuse of the Roman 

Basilical buflding in the USF area, as well as the reused domestic space in the SRP area. 

The SRP glass workshop, which operated during the fourth/fifth centuries, was 

part of a three-room complex that incorporated walls and foundations built during the 

Roman period (Fig. 46). A similar Late Byzantine three-room glass complex was 

excavated at Beth She'an (Mazor and Bar-Nathan 1998:28). As the Byzantine 

occupation of Beth She'an ended with an earthquake that preserved much of the site, the 

glass complex contains unparalleled evklence, including intact stacks of glass vessels and 

the k)wer half of a fiimace. 

At Beth She'an, one skie room of the gkiss complex was used for storage, and 

perhaps the sale of glass. It has been tqrpothesized that the central chamber, whk:h 

contained the remains of a glass fiimace, may have been an open courtyard (Mazor and 

Bar-Nathan 1998:29). This open courtyard scenark) is unlikety unless there was a 

shelter over the fiimace, as the elements woukl have qukkfy weathered the structure. It 

woukl also have made glass-working durii^ inclement weather nnpossible, as a rain-drop 
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is cool enougli to crack a warm glass vessel that has not yet been annealed. Some 

portion of the roof was probably open, however, in order to draw smoke out of the room 

and to help draw air through the fiimace. The fiinction of the third room was unclear. 

The southern-most room in the complex at Sepphoris may also have functioned as 

the glass shop, where the glass-bk)wers coukl have peddled their wares to the city's 

populace. As they were k)cated atong one of the main roads in the upper city (Fig. 47), it 

would have been easy for interested customers to enter their shop. The identification of 

this room as a shop is based, in part, upon the ostentatious use of glass in the plaster 

surrounding the entrance (Fig. 48). No other buiklings at the site exhibit this type of 

decoration, which may be interpreted as a type of advertisement for its wares. The room 

itself is quite large by contemporaneous standards, measuring ^proximately 2.3 x 2.8 m, 

and includes three bays where shelves coukl have been placed for the display of 

glassware (Figs. 46 and 49). Among the finds on the plastered floor of this room was a 

terracotta oil lamp preliminarily dated to the 5/6''' century C.E., and one 46 gram pnce of 

glass slag (Lapp 1993). 

Rabbinical descriptions of earlier shops suggest that they woukl be k)cated near 

streets or courtyards, and that "most business was carried on from behind a counter with 

customers allowed to wander freely and sit in the shop proper'* (Goodman 1983: 55). 

Anyone who has visited a modem Near Eastern market can probably imagine what such a 

shop might have been like. Hirschfekl (1995:98) has noted that during the Roman and 

Byzantine periods, "a house with a shop was quite common." It is possible that there was 

a second story to these three rooms, and that it boused the &mity of the glass-bbwer. 
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The excavators noted that while the "lower levels are the best preserved," the buildings in 

this upper area of the city "seem to have had several levels" (Meyers et aL 1987:95). It 

is also possible that they resided in a nearby buOding, but this cannot be determined with 

any certainty. 

The northern room (Fig. SO) seems to have been the site of glass vessel-

production. Although there were no conchisive furnace remains, a portion of the 

northern room was severely burned (Fig. SI), in a manner suggesting protracted exposure 

to high temperatures. This room and the one south of it also contained the largest 

concentration of vessel-making debris in the upper city, with 42 pieces of glass slag 

having been found in a single locus. This debris was made up of the same types found in 

the USF excavation area. The small size of this room, 1.4 x 2.4 m, is not unusual, as can 

be seen at Beth She'an as well as in the ethnographic examples discussed in Giapter 4. It 

does appear that a larger room constructed during the Roman period was cut in two 

smaller rooms (Fig. S2), but the purpose of the room to the north of the possible fiimace 

room, as well as its relationship to the glass workshop, is unclear. The placement of the 

fiimace m the comer of the room does suggest, however, that a single glass-bk)wer, at 

most two, coukl have accessed the furnace at one time. 

The purpose of the central room in the upper Sepphoris glass shop complex is 

currently unknown. The features of this room include a small basin buih into the 

northeastem comer of the floor (Fig. 53). Larger basins of similar shape and placement 

have been tentative^ labeled "Byzantine wine-presses" at the site of Tel Jezreel 

(Moorhead 1997; 142). The mam contrasts between these basins and the one in the SRP 
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workshop are the size and the lack of a tessellated floor in the room. It is possible that 

this room was used as storage space. Its kKation woukl have also provkled a buffer 

between the glass shop and the high temperatures and pollution of the glass furnace 

room. The excavators of this room noted a '*dark ash fill in the southwest comer" (Lapp 

1993). 

Discussion 

Adding the evidence from Sepphoris to that fi»m other sites in Israel, one can 

begin drawing a picture of Byzantine glass vessel-making workshops. If the Sepphoris 

case can be used as a model, the glass vessel-making workshops of the Byzantine era 

were not very large, and probabty had only one glass fiimace in use at any one time. It is 

not clear how many glass-workers wouki have operated out of a single workshop, 

although only one or two couU have accessed the fiimace at one tone. These workshops 

had lime plaster floors embedded with glass. The glass-bk)wers may have adapted 

previous buikiing structures for their use, as seen in both workshops at Sepphoris. 

It is also possible to determine what types of tools the glass-bbwers were using, 

and what type of sites produced their raw glass. Basically, however, the picture derived 

finm these data is a technotogkal one. By adding data derived from the other sub-

disciplines, it is possible to create an integrative picture of the Byzantine era glass 

industry that inchides more about the behavwr of indivkluals and bow their craft affected 

their lives. The foDowing chapters discuss the other anthtopotogical data sets and buikl 

upon the technotogkal base described here. 
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Layout of Glass Workshops 

By considering the glass workshops at Sepphoris, Jalame, Someiaria, El-

Asbmunein, Beth She'an and Corinth, it is possible to make some general statements 

about glass-bk)wing workshops in antkiuity. It shoukl be noted, however, that each had 

unique features and that there was clearly no fixed template in use. These workshops 

were undoubtedly constramed by k)cal conditrans that couM have varied greatly fix>m site 

to site, as well as the working styles and habits of the glass-bk>wers. This is also true 

today, as no two glass workshops are alike. 

Number of Rooms 

Both Sepphoris and Beth She'an had glass workshops containing three rooms. 

Other sites with glass workshops, such as Corinth, contained only a single-room 

workshop. Some Victors constraining the size of a glass-bk)wing workshop would 

include the economic situation, which coukl determine where the glass-bk)wers coukl set 

up their shops, and the available space. 

Both the k)wer market workshop at Sepphoris and the workshop at El-Ashmunein 

were k)cated in buiUings that had been buOt during the Roman perkxL These buiklings 

were originally buih for pubUc use, the El-Ashmunein building apparently serving as the 

gathering place for processk>ns to the Temple of Hermes Trismegistos (Bimson and 

Freestone 1985:237). One might question why such grand buiklings were being used for 

industrial purposes, but a forther exammatun of the situatun makes it clear that these 

buildings were no longer grand. Both buiklings exhibit the signs of robbmg operatrans 

carried out at the same time as the industrial activities (Bimson and Freestone 198S: 237). 
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While the glass-blowers were at work at one end of the buikling, the other was being 

raided for building materials. 

The upper workshop at Sepphoris also re-used previous walls and foundations, 

but was k)cated in an area that seemed more economically stable. The waOs were not 

being pulled down around them, as in the tower market. Because the relative dating of 

these two workshops is unclear, it is not possible to iQpothesize about the cause of these 

differences. 

Types of floors 

The types of fk)ors in use are again related to whether the space in question is b 

re-use, or purpose-built. At El-Ashmunein, as well as in portions of the lower workshop 

at Sepphoris, the fk)ors were limestone (Bimson and Freestone 1985:238). The upper 

Sepphoris workshop, as well as the workshop at Jalame exhibited plaster floors. The 

unanswered question is whether the glass-bk>wers searched out these floor types, or 

whether they were peripheral to the choice of workshop kxratwn. Plaster woukl have had 

some advantages over stone, because it wouM have flaked off when hot glass adhered to 

it, revealing a new layer. Depending on the depth of the plaster floor, this coukl have 

become a problem over time. Stone floors coukl have been an inexpensive way to build a 

durable floor, and would have held up admirably to the heat of glass-working. 

Placement of furnace 

At the sites with extant furnaces, Beth She'an and Somelaria, the furnaces were 

k)cated against one of the room walls (Mazor and Bar-Nathan 1998:28). The heavy 

bummg ak>ng the mterk>r of the northern wall of the SRP workshop conq)lex suggests it 
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was also incorporated into the furnace structure. Building the furnaces in this way would 

have lessened the heat loss on that side of the furnace. Given the small size of these 

rooms, this placement would have also made the most efiBcient use of space. 

Location in relation to the rest of Uie site 

It is hard to generalize about the placement of glass workshops based on the 

extant examples. Sepphoris has a glass workshop in one area that is experiencing an 

economic down-turn and is rapklfy industrializing, and another in a residential area. 

Jalame's workshop is k)cated next to olive presses (Stem 1992:490, Weinberg 1966; 

283). The Beth She'an workshop appears to be slightly removed from the "bazaar" area, 

but that may just be the accident of excavatun (Mazor and Bar-Nathan 1998:27). While 

there seems to be a trend toward setting up glass workshops in otherwise undesirable 

locatuns near central markets, this was not ahvays the case. 

Sttmmary/Conchisioiis 

There does not seem to have been a prohibitnn against glass fiirnaces in 

reskiential areas, and there may have been a correlatnn between glass vessel making 

workshops and market areas. This is in contrast with the data from glass making areas 

such as Hadera and Bet She'arim, which were not kicated in residential or market areas. 

The differing k>catk>ns of these workshops may be the result of their specific needs. 

While the Sepphoris vessel making workshops needed to be in ck)se proximity to a large 

clientele base, the glass making workshops had other consideratnns. As Gorin-Rosen 

has pointed out, glass-making sites are kKated in areas with available fuel, raw materials. 
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and wind that are near major trade routes (1993:43). Glass vessel-making sites, by 

contrast, are located in areas of high populatk>n density. 

From the glass slag and siege fi'agments excavated at Sepphoris, it is possible to 

describe the glass furnaces at urban sites as having been made of mud-brick, inchiding 

those at the nearby and somewhat earlier site of Jalame (Weinberg 1988:33). At this 

time it is unclear whether tank or crucible fiimaces were in use, although there is some 

circumstantial evidence for both. 

The Byzantine glass-bk)wers do not appear to have lived in their workshops, 

although they may have resided nearby. The placement of both workshops at Sepphoris 

in commercial areas suggests that vessels were &shk)ned as weU as sold in a single 

establishment. This is not to suggest that all the vessels were sokl at the point of 

production, rather that the glass-bk>wers were convenwntty kxrated to sell some of their 

wares at their workshop. It is possible that the glass-blowers did not practice their craft 

year round. In modem Jordan, glass-blowers do not work in the summer when it is hot, 

preferring cold weather for working. The situation may have been similar in antiquity. 

Modem glass-blowers in Egypt, however, work year round, even during Ramadan, the 

Muslim month of &sting. The burned olive pits found in both workshops at Sepphoris 

may have come fix)m olives pressed by the glass-workers or their &milies, suggesting a 

possible seasonality to their endeavors. It is impossible to know, without 

contemporaneous literary accounts or similar data, whether g]ass-bk)wing was seasonal 

in the Byzantine period. 
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The mud-brick fiimace that the glass-blowers used to fiishk)ii vessels was heated 

using wood charcoal and olive waste. The glass they used was purchased from other 

craftsmen, possibly from smaller settlements such as Hadera or Bet She'arim. The 

Sepphoris glass-blowers may have colored their own glass with metal oxides, or 

purchased it already colored. It seems likely that both strategies were employed. When 

one considers the two main glass-making sites that have been excavated, Hadera and Bet 

She'arim, it appears that "green, blue and greenish blue" (Gorin-Rosen 1993:43) as well 

as "opaque purple" (Brill 1967: 89) glasses were manu&ctured in large quantities. While 

the glass-blowers would have had access to raw glass in various colors, it is conceivable 

that they woukl have colored small batches of glass as needed. 

At Sepphoris, like at Jalame, the sheer quantity of glass fragments suggests that 

glass was not collected for recycling and that a reliable source of the material was k)cated 

nearby (Weinberg 1988:24). Brill's examination of the Jalame glass has suggested that 

the raw materials of the glass at that site came from the River Belus and the Wadi Natrun 

(Brill 1988:264). The Byzantine glass from Sepphoris has been shown to have a 

composition very similar to that at Jalame (Fischer and McCray 1999:901) and so it must 

be assumed that there is a similar probability that the Sepphoris glass was made of Behis 

River sand and Wadi Natrun natron (Brill 1988:268) and may have come fix)m the same 

glass-making source, or sources. 

The inter-site trade system had an impact on the relative frequency of glass types 

at partkular sites. The site of Sepphoris, as a glass-bk)wing node, has a large number of 

different types as well as glass debris (Fischer 1993: 35). The proliferation of types may 
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represent multiple workshops competing for consumers. Nearby sites without evidence 

of glass industries of their own, such as Cana, have similar glass types but no production 

debris (Fischer 1998: 1). This similarity in vessel types is probabty due to the proximity 

of the sites. Moving further afield, to a site like Nabretain, the glass corpus changes 

(Fischer, n.d.). The Nabretain glass corpus site contained fewer types, roost of whkh 

were utilitarian. It should be noted that the inhabitants of Nabretain were probably 

getting the majority of their glass vessels firom Tiberias and not Sepphoris, as the main 

road coming from Nabretain would have gone through Tiberias on the way to Sepphoris. 

This could account for some of the differences in the ghiss assemblages, though not all 

There were a few unusually fine pieces at Nabretain, but they were found in the remains 

of the synagogue. The smaller number of types is probably due to the lack of 

competition for consumers. Whatever was carried the k)ng distance to the site had to be 

sufBcient. 
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Ethnoarchacology in Punnit of Ancicnt Ghss-worldng 

It is not really possible to envision how the Sepphoris workshops operated using 

only the archaeological and textual evidence. In part this is because glass-blowing as 

practiced in the United Stated today bears little resemblance to the craft in antiquity. 

Fortunately, parallels do exist within the glass workshops currently operating in the Near 

East. This chapter descnbes three of these Near Eastern workshops and seeks to show 

how investigating them aUows for a richer interpretation of the arti&cts discussed in 

Chapter 3. Before discussing the fieldwork conducted for this portwn of the dissertation, 

however, the relevance of ethnoarchaeobgy to archaeok)gy and the need for a "glass 

ethnoarchaeobgy" are consklered. 

Ethnoarchaeok>gy has grown out of an interest in the human activities that create 

the patterns of arti&ct distribution found on archaeok)gical excavations. As Matson 

wrote in 1965, "imless ceramic studies lead to a better understanding of the cultural 

context in which the objects were made and used, they form a sterile record of limited 

worth" (1965:202). The same can certainly be said of glass. In order to reconstruct 

those human activities, the necessity of studying living groups with technok>gies similar 

to those of antiquity has been recognized. The work of ethnographers, those who 

traditk)nally study living groups, has not fiilfy addressed the questions that archaeok)gists 

woukl ask. This is because ethnographers tend to concentrate on human-human 

imeractrons rather than human-material object interactrans. Rekl et al. (1975:865) have 

pointed out that "there is no reason to ejqwct that ethnotogy, or any other discipline, has 

produced, or can produce, all the laws required to describe and explain the past." 
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Because of the specialized nature of their interests, Kramer (1985:95) has pointed out 

that archaeologists are "singularly equipped to pursue some of the answers they seek by 

observing contemporary potters," and—by extension—to the practitioners of other crafts. 

Longacre (1991: 1) has defined ethnoarchaeology as "the study by archaeologists 

of variability in material culture and its relation to human behavior and organizatk>n 

among extant societies, for use in archaeological interpretation." The practitwners of 

ethnoarchaeology originally adopted much of their methodology from cultural 

anthropology, relying on informant interview as the primary means of gathering data 

(Schiffer 1978:236). The behavioral focus of ethnoarchaeology has required the 

adoption of methods from social anthropology as well as the creatk>n of new methods 

unique to this sub-subdiscipline (Schiffer 1978:236-237). Its focus on human-material 

culture interactions is what sets it apart from ethnography. 

The application of information derived from studies of modem artisans to 

archaeology is made possible through the use of analogy. It is not that there is a one-to-

one correlation between the past and the present: instead, the present is used to develop 

hypotheses about the past. As Kramer (1979: 1) has pointed out. 

Observations of contemporary behavior can &cilitate the development and 
refinement of insights into past behaviors, particularly when strong similarities 
can be shown to exist between the envvonments and technologies of the past 
and contemporary socrocuhural systems being compared. 

Kramer and I>ougias (1992:199) have pomted out that these observatk>ns allow the 

archaeologist to begin interpretatran of their arti&ctual remains by "suggesting 

previous^ unimagined behavioral correlates of the material record and by pointing to 
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new, sometimes very specific, research questions and associated analytic techniques that 

may fiirther illuminate that record." 

Schiffer (1978:241) has pointed out the tendency for ethnoarchaeologists to focus 

on ^^the manu&cture and use of various objects," and the current study follows this 

general trend. An attempt is made, however, to generate nomothetic statements 

concerning the manu&cture of glass objects. WhOe not achieving the rank of Schiffer's 

(1978: 242) desired "basic principles relating to the general fonctraning of material 

cuhure," these nomothetic statements do attempt to "codify the regularities" in the 

manu&cturing of glass, as called for by Schiffer (199S: 251). 

Ethnoarchaeology vs. Ethnognphy 

The ethnoarchaeologist must understand both how to study living peoples 

effectively and what might be relevant in their activities for archaeology. Often an 

ethnographer believes it is necessary to spend a full year with his or her informants. This 

is so that the different activitks that correspond to the vark)us seasons can be observed, 

as well as a sufficient number of repetitions of various activities in order to identify 

patterns. The proper amount of time an ethnoarchaeologist spends in the field, however, 

depends mainly on the scope of the questions being asked and other project specific 

&ctors. 

If a researcher is interested in the year-round pattern of movement on the 

landscape by nomadic groups, then clearly the group needs to be observed for a year or 

more. What if the researcher is interested, instead, in how a particular pot coukl be 

produced? It is less useful to spend an entire year at a single spot observing a potter if the 
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question is technoIogicaL The end resuh would be the answer to the question. How 

would this particular potter, or group of potters, make this type of pot? The 

archaeologically relevant questions are. What are the many ways this pot could have been 

made? And what traces would each method have left in the archaeological record? Here 

a more encyclopedic view is called for, rather than a single, highly detafled one. 

One person need not conduct both the archaeological and the ethnoarchaeological 

research that is applied to a particular question. There are a number of 

ethnoarchaeological research projects that have been published and could be applied to 

the interpretation of archaeological materials, providing that the ethnoarchaeobgist was 

interested in the same questions as the archaeologist. Very little ethnoarchaeological 

work has been conducted on glass-workers, and so it was necessary to conduct new 

research in order to further expk)re the Byzantine era glass industry in the Galilee region 

oflsraeL 

Glass Ethnoarchaeology 

Glass-workers have yet to be of great interest to anthropologkal researchers. 

Searching the Human Relations Area Files for "Glass," one turns up an inqvessive 

number of files containing that term. Unfortunately, for the purposes of this dissertatron, 

the mentions of glass are references to the use of "glass beads" or "glass cups" or to 

"broken glass," etc. and none deal with the production or distribution of glass. In order to 

learn the patterns in the archaeok)gical record created by humans during raw glass and 

glass vessel production and the types of debris resulting from those activities, it was 

necessary to observe contenqwrary glass-woricers practicing their craft. The glass-
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workers considered relevant to the current research questions are those located 

throughout the Near East and in the United States. 

Selected St!̂  Groups 

The key to an ethnoarchaeological study is finding the most comparable situation 

to what is found archaeobgically (Kramer 1985; Longacre et al. 1991). Again, the 

questions being asked strongly influence the choice of research sites. If the research 

questions are. How were ancient glass furnaces designed and operated? and Where were 

the glass-workers located on the landscape in antiquity?, an American glass studio wouki 

not be an appropriate choice. 

The majority of glass furnaces used worldwide today, inchiding those used in the 

United States, are built on a Euro-American model with high-tech ceramic bricks and are 

fueled with natural gas. A Euro-American style furnace shoukl not be used to model the 

technical behaviors associated with a mud-brick furnace owing to the differences in 

materials and the fact that these furnaces regulate temperatures via electronk sensors 

rather than human monitoring and interventran. It should be noted that the small gas-run 

furnaces used today to produce "art glass" are not even directly related to traditional 

wood-burning furnaces but rather, grow out of another, more recent, style of glass-

working. 

In the 1960s, while most glass-blowers in the Near East continued to use ancient 

fiimace designs and glass-working methods, glass was melted in immense h^b-

technok)gy furnaces elsewhere. These fionaces, such as those still used at the Steuben 

and Orrefors &ctories, were, and are, very large and expensive to maintain. A group of 
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Americans, led by Dominick Labino, a scientist with Coming, basically invented a new 

way of working with small furnaces in the 1960s (Frantz 1987:40, Hollister 1987: 8, 

Giberson 1998:67). Labino's fiimace design borrowed from the technology used in the 

larger industrial fiimaces, rather than the materials and fiimace designs used in traditional 

mud-brick glass workshops. While there was an empty space underneath the glass tank 

that mimicked the ancient firebox, it only served to raise the glass tank up to a 

comfortable level for gathering. In view of these fiimace construction and use behaviors, 

it would be inappropriate to ask giass-workers trained in the Euro-American school about 

their fiimace design and use and expect to receive archaeologically relevant answers. 

However, it is possible to study American glass-blowers ^^iien examining the acquisition 

and use of tacit knowledge (see Chs^ter 6). 

In order to understand how glass-workers in antk^uity interacted with their 

flimaces, it was necessary to find glass-workers who use fiimaces sindlar to the ancient 

design. Fortunately, there are still a few glass-workers in the Near East who continue to 

use mud-brick furnaces that are similar in design to the few extant archaeological 

examples (Kucukerman 1988:51; Sode 1996:31). Rather than choose a single glass 

workshop in which to do research, a comparative ^)proach was used, which involved 

short visits to glass workshops in Gorece, Turicey and Amman, Jordan, as well as two 

visits to a glass workshop in Cairo, Egypt (Fig. 54). 

There is a rationale for this apparent^ scatter-shot iqjproach. By considering the 

evidence finm the fiimaces in all three workshops, it is possible to construct a model with 

broader i^licability. This is, in part, because each workshop retained some aspect of 
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tradhional methods of working with glass, but all were in the midst of''modernization." 

By comparing practices in the three workshops, it was possible to gain higher confidence 

concerning the resulting archaeotogical inferences. 

The glass-workers in Gorece utilized a mud-brick furnace fired with wood, but 

they were making beads and not vessels. While the technok)gy is very similar, the 

production and annealing of larger objects necessitates more glass in the furnace and a 

kinger annealing time. The glass-workers in Na'ur Jordan made glass vessels using a 

traditionally shaped glass fiimace, of a design that has been in use for hundreds, possibly 

thousands, of years. A direct connection can be drawn between their fiimace type and 

those found archaeologically. The adoptk>n of high-tech materials and cheap fuel sources 

had, however, rapidly changed the way they practke their crafl. Although the Jordanian 

glass-workers maintained the ancient fiimace design, inchiding a firebox that is no tonger 

in use, their fiimace was buih using high-tech ceramic bricks from Europe and was fired 

with used motor ofl. 

A hybrid of the two approaches was seen in the glass &ctory in Cairo. While they 

also burned used motor oil, the Egyptian glass-bk)wers empbyed a fiimace that predated 

the mtroductk)n of this new fiieL When asked why they switched from wood fiiel, they 

replied that it was not less expensive monetarily, but that it heated up the fiimace much 

more quickfy, aUowing them to sleep a few extra hours. Used motor oil is therefore 

che{q)er m terms of labor than wood. They also noted that wood takes up more storage 

space than ofl drums. 
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There are two other Near Eastern glass-blowing venues that would have been 

ideal to include in an ethnoarchaeological survey of glass-blowers in the regbn: 

Damascus and Hebron. Unfortunately, for political reasons, it was not possible to 

conduct research in either city. My years of research in Israel would make working in 

Syria difBcuh, and so research in Damascus must be put off indefinitely. The city of 

Hebron is located in the Palestinian Authority and has been a major g]ass-bk)wing center 

for at least the last 1100 years (Meyer 1987:181). In 1874, Robinson and Smith (80) 

visited some Hebron glass-blowing workshops and noted both how similar the workshops 

were to contemporaneous ones in Pittsburgh, "though they are on a &r inferior scale," 

and how there were crates of finished items ''ready for loading on camels for 

transportation." 

Due to the political situation, it has been unsafe for Americans to conduct 

fieldwork there in recent years. It is still possible to study the history of glass-bk>wers in 

Hebron by proxy, as the Jordanian glass-bk)wers moved to Amman firom Hebron 18 

years ago, and the Turkish glass-bbwers are descendants of glass-blowers in the Levant 

(Sode 1996:68). Political tensions were also what pushed these glass-bk>wers to relocate 

to Na'ur a decade ago, and caused Palestinian bead-makers to settle in Anatolia at the 

turn of the century (Sode 1996:68). It shoukl be noted, however, that the glass-bk)wers 

also cited the cheaper cost of living in Jordan as an incentive for moving. Being the only 

glass-bk)wers in a country fi«quented by tourists may have also been a draw. 

In addition to observing glass-woricers in the Near East, research was also 

conducted with glass-btowers in the United States. Glass-bk)wers in Tucson, Arizona, 
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and DanviOe, Kentucky, were studied in order to investigate learning frameworks and 

tacit knowledge. This approach was chosen because there were no active learners among 

the Near Eastern craftsmen. All of these men had been practicing their craft for years, 

and there has been little mterest in pursu^ the glass craft from the younger generations. 

The results of the American research will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

The Near Eastern Research: Gfaus-workcrs in three countries. 

In all three cases, the majority of the data was collected through observation of 

the glass-workers at work. Notes were made during observation periods that lasted 

between 2 and 4 hours. These notes were supplemented with photography and informant 

interviews. The periods of observation were only tong enough to map out the glass 

workshops and watch the glass-bk)wers make a few objects. The photographs and 

interviews were therefore designed to gather information concerning activities, such as 

fiimace-buikling, that could not be observed direct^. 

The informant interviews are given less weight here than the direct observations, 

for as Schiffer (1995:235) and others have pointed out is difBcult to make definitive 

statements about the reliability of informant statements." While it may seem that the 

periods of observation were short, they were su£Bcient for an experienced glass-bk>wer to 

evahiate and record the workshops. The snapshot nature of the observations was ofi&et 

somewhat by a return visit to the Cairo workshop that yiekled a diachronic view. A 

fiirther strength of the data is the similarhies between the three workshops, despite their 

geographic distance from one another. 
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Gorece, Turkey 

In 1996,1 visited a glass bead-making woricshop in western Turkey. The glass 

workshop itself was not difBcuh to find, as it was k)cated near the Izmir airport. A k>cal 

shop-owner's daughter was able to quickly give directions to the bead-makers. The 

workshop was housed in a small cement-bkKk buikling, approximately S x ISm in size 

(Fig. 55). The majority of the buflding was taken up by the glass furnace room (Fig. 56), 

but there was also a side-room that contained broken glass and wood for fiieL From the 

outside, the glass workshop looked like the other buiklings in the area, except for the 

active smokestack. From an archaeological standpoint, the activities conducted in the 

building would have been visibk; fit)m the debris they created, even though the buOding 

would not stand out architecturally as a gkiss workshop. The buikling had no attached 

living quarters and no attached shop for the sale of their beads. It was very dark inside, 

with the main light source being the glass fiimace. 

The drawing in Fig. 57 shows an adaptation of Kucukerman's (1998; 46) cross-

section and aerial view of the bead furnaces being used in Turkey. The glass is placed on 

the shelf above the firebox and is aOowed to melt. According to the bead-makers I 

mterviewed, their furnace was made of local clays and was six years okL Fig. 58 shows 

the glass inside the fiimace, as weD as the "annealing" chamber to the right of the fiimace 

entrance where the glass beads were placed after being formed. 

Although the materials used to bufld the bead furnace—mud-brkk and straw—were 

similar to those in ant»)uity, the design was not. Furnaces buDt for glass-bk)wing 

generally had a single workstatwn, whereas bead-making fiimaces have three to five. 
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This is possible because beads are much smaller than glass vessels. Although each bead 

necessitated less glass, the overall quantity of glass melted in the bead-fiimace was 

probabfy comparable to that melted in vessel furnaces. 

Because a bead-making furnace had to reach the same temperatures as furnaces in 

antiquity, was made of similar materials, and melted a similar quantity of glass the 

methods of firing them are still considered to be relevant here. Sode (19%: 68-69) 

reports that Turkish bead-makers will begin heating the fiimace 1 -IVz hours prior to 

working, an activity I dkl not witness, having arrived at the workshop later in the day. I 

observed that there was not much wood around the workshop. The primary pfle of wood 

was visible in the furnace room (Fig. 59), with a secondary pile located in the storage 

roont The wood was pine, which bums quickly. The stokehole in the fiimace was only 

wide enough to permit two logs to be pushed into the fire at a time (Fig. 60). 

Although there was little wood around the workshop, the bead-makers did say 

that they used approximately 100 kg of wood per day. Sode (1996: 69) reported 150-250 

kg per day. Sode also reported that the bead makers collected the wood themselves 

(1996: 69). Glass-blowers, metalworkers, and potters have often been cited as a cause of 

defi)restation, but the amount of wood used by the Turkish bead-makers suggests that 

while they certainly would have contnbuted to defi>restation, perhaps it was not on the 

scale previously hnagined. 

The workstations of the bead-makers (Fig. 61) consisted of a mat for sitting upon 

cross-legged, two short sectrons of railroad track on whkh to rest the pontSs, an access 

port to the fiimace, and an annealing chamber. The tools at each statk>n varkd. At the 
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one shown in Fig. 61, two pontils are visible, as well as tools for shaping the beads while 

on the pontiL Sode (1996: 70) reported that the Turkish bead-makers produced their own 

pontils by straightening "the spring steel from the shock absorbers [leaf springs] and 

springs of okl cars, motorcycles or agricultural machinery." The flat metal piece shown 

resting on the annealing chamber to the right was used to help knock the beads off the 

pontil and into the annealing chamber. A pair of eyeglasses was also at the workstation. 

Extra tools were stored ak)ng the back wall of the workshop, ak>ng with gkiss 

"ingots" the bead-makers had formed by melting recycled glass and mixii^ in cotorants 

when desired (Fig. 62). Were this settlement to be rapidly abandoned, as at the site of 

Beth She'an in Israel, the pattern of arti&cts this type of storage creates wouki be visible 

archaeok>gically, as the room is relatively clear of debris other than along the waUs. In 

this situatk)n, however, the glass fiimace would have also remained, leaving little doubt 

as to the room's purpose. 

The Turkish bead-makers used recycled glass to create their beads, and so could 

not fiimish information about the creation of glass from raw materials. It is quite possible 

that the only existing information about glass being made by traditranal craftsmen is that 

contained on the fibn The Glassmakers of Herat, which wiQ be discussed later. 

iVa'ar, Jordan 

In 19971 visited the glass woikshop of Marwan and Muhammad Natsheh, two 

Palestinians who had rekKated their shop from Hebron to Na'ur in 1982. This woricshop 

was of interest for a number of reasons. The k)cation and arrangement of the workshop 

paralleled what was seen in Gorece, although on a larger, more technotogicaify 
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sophisticated scale. This is even though there were two onfy glass-blowers, one of whom 

seemed to have retired from actual blowing. The glass-blowers themselves were also of 

interest, because they were Palestinians who had moved to Amman due to the political 

climate in the West Bank. As a result, it was possible to consider not only the 

archaeological footprint of a glass workshop, but also the lives of the glass-blowers 

themselves. 

Na'ur is an industrial suburb of Amman. The workshop was visible from the 

road, as it was brightly painted on the exterior and had a large sign that read ''Hebron 

Glass Handmade" (Fig. 63). The prominence of this sign points to the long history of 

giass-workmg in Hetvon and the desro of the glass-workers to let customers know that 

they had a connection to this glass center. A large portk>n of the land was taken up by a 

parkmg lot, necessary because their customers are primarily made up of locals and 

tourists coming by motor vehicle from Amman. Upon entering the building, the visitor 

was first confronted by a large retafl shop with display area, whkh was approximate^^ 

three times larger than the glass-woridng area itself. In the display area the glass-blowers 

sold their own work as well as machine-made glass and ceramics from the West Bank 

(Fig. 64). 

Turning left upon entering, one entered the glass workshop. The workshop had 

windows on three sides, which was very hnportant as there was no hood to draw the 

smoke up and out of the buikiing. Even with this cross-ventilatnn, the room still filled 

with oOy smoke when the fiimace was firing. The central feature in the workshop was 

the glass iumace, whkh was buih so that one g]ass-bk>wer couki work at a time (Fig. 65). 
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The furnace was made of in^rted, high-temperature firebricks and metal supports that 

had been covered with cement. The outer workstation was made of regular bricks. The 

fiimace had a long tank area, which was approximately 30cm deep, which could be 

accessed through two doors, one on either side. The door closer to the flame was for 

adding glass to the fiimace; the other door had a workstation and was set up for glass-

blowing. 

The workstation consisted of a short stool in front of a low brick sur&ce that 

jutted from the furnace (Fig. 66). One interestmg part of this feature was a short brick 

wall that had been buih up along one edge next to a small marver (Fig. 67). This wall 

served to protect the torso of the glass-blower from the heat emitted by the furnace. To 

the right of the stool was a short table on which the glass-blower set his tools, its 

proximity allowing him to easily reach for tools with his right hand. The design of the 

furnace allowed the glass-bk)wer to access both the hot glass from the fiimace and the 

annealing ovens from his stool. This meant that he could gather the glass, form the piece 

and place it m the oven without moving to a new tocation. 

This fiimace retained an older glass fiimace design that would have necessitated a 

firebox beneath the glass tank. The space for the firebox was still there, but was simply 

empty space. This space did serve, however, to position the glass above the floor in a 

more comfortable woridng positk)n, which allowed the glass-bk)wer to sit on a stool 

mstead of the floor as at Gorece. Rather than using wood fuel, these glass-woricers 

burned used motor oil that they purchased fit>m a servke station. Hamdan (1989:38) 

reports that when these glass-woricers first moved to Jordan they used olive wood and 
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mixed the glass fix)in its raw ingredients, but this was certainly no longer the case. The 

Jordanian glass-blowers claimed that the motor ofl was siq)erk)r to gasoline, pertuv)s due 

to safety concerns, and reported that they burned 180-300 liters per 24 hours. If they had 

turned the fomace off at night, they would have used 150 liters, but would have to wait 

for the glass to get hot enough to work in the morning. In addition to the motor oil, they 

also used kerosene in their ignition system to get the fire started (Fig. 68). 

Feeding off the fiimace's heat were two annealing chambers (Fig. 69). The upper 

chamber was hotter, approximately 1900-1200 and the k)wer chamber cooler, 300-100. 

This allowed the glass-blowers to put the glassware in home-made bins in the upper 

chamber first, moving it to the k)wer chamber later. This resuhed in a two-stage 

annealing process. Because these glass-blowers chose not to turn their fiimaces down at 

night, this was a good solution to the problem of needing to bring down the temperature 

of the finished objects \%1iile maintaining a steady temperature in the fiimace. 

The area around the fiimace was clear of waste glass, which was concentrated 

outskle in large pfles that woukl be obvious even to a casual observer (Fig. 70). Around 

the fiimace were bins with glass cuOet, broken glass, and glass mgots that they bad made 

(Fig. 71). Concentrated atong the walls were other items, including a water jar and stack 

of okl broken brass vessels; the latter were used to cobr the glass ingots light bhie by 

hokling the metal over the hot glass with tongs and aUowing portions of the exterwr to 

flake off and become mcorporated into the glass. Tools were homemade (Fig. 72), with 

the exceptbn of some stands used to make impressions on glass disks that had been 

&brk:ated by a k)cal &ctoTy (Fig. 73). One of the most mterest^ tools was a piece of 
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metal rod twisted to say Allah (in Arabic), which was also used to stamp glass disks (Fig. 

74). Among the glass tools was a pair of shears designed for removing the wool ftom 

sheep. When asked, the glass-bk>wer said that he used these when making flat disks of 

glass, which he then impressed with the stamps. 

Outskle the shop were a number of features that marked it as a glass workshop in 

addition to the sign that read "Hebron Glass Handmade." A telltale sign was the 

mountain of glass waste, both from bottles and windows, waiting to be recycled in the 

furnace. This waste did not appear to be sorted based on color; perhaps the glass was 

sorted just prior to its introductk>n to the furnace. Another feature was a very large oil 

tank that fed directly into the furnace. The final feature mark^ this as a glass shop from 

an archaeological point of view was waste &om a prevk)us furnace that had been 

removed and thrown into the backyard. This waste was not visible, as it had already been 

covered with soil, but would have been upon excavation. 

In addition to observing the workshop in action, I interviewed the glass-blowers 

with the help of Pkrre Bikai, the director of the American Center for Orfental Research in 

Amman, who acted as translator. The glass-blowers ofifered information that woukl be of 

interest to archaeologists. When asked about the use of olive pits as a fiiel, they replied 

that there was a femOy m Hebron in the "area of the glassmakers" who had used olive 

waste as fiiel 100 years ago. The Natsheh &mify used wood as their primary fuel as 

recentfy as 50 years ago. It is interesting to note that while wood and the by-products of 

olive oil productran were once the fuels of choice, now the by-products of vehicle use 

are. When asked why they do not use a wood fiiel, they simply stated that the motor oil 
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is better. As noted, they used 180-200 liters of oil a day, but said they would have used 

only ISO liters a day if they turned the furnace off at night. Turning off the fiimace at 

night would have necessitated coming in early in the morning to begin reheating the glass 

to its molten state, and so the extra money was justified by the hours of human labor 

saved. 

These glass-blowers did not work year-round, only firing their fiimace for six 

months of the year, and especially avoiding work during the hot summers. They would 

work for two to three weeks at a time, with only a single color in the tank. Every two 

months Marwan would change the entire tank. Not only did Marwan do maintenance 

work on the fiimace, he had also buih it. This was not their first fiimace, and the 

previous one, as mentioned above, had been disposed of outside. In a single day, they 

said, they could produce 70-80 goblets. This fits with their reported production rates 

fiom ten years ago, when they were making 1 SO small pieces or 80 larger ones per day 

(Hamdan 1989: 38). 

These glass-blowers had a global suppty-chain. Although their glass was 

recycled, they imported cobalt oxide, a brilliant blue colorant, fixtm Germany. This 

situation is not unlike the glass-makers in antk^uity getting their natron from Egypt. 

The glass-bk>wers also talked about human movement on the landscape. They 

had moved from Hebron, but had one ancestor who had moved from Syria to Hebron and 

then to Bethlehem. Another ancestor, a grand&ther, had nnved to Turkey br»fly from 

Hebron, perhaps at the turn of the century when the &milies of the current Turkish bead-

makers were settling there. It is unclear how k>ng he stayed in Turkey, but the Mef 
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movement of craftsmen has been documented in other crafts, such as pottery. 

Voyatzoglou (1974:19) describes potters in Crete who leave their village during the 

summer to make pottery at rented sites. While these potters were well-trained specialists, 

they only worked intensive)^ on pottery for part of the year, spending the rest tending the 

fields (1974:24). Zedefk) (1995:117) has noted that entire small communities repeated 

frequently in the American southwest in an apparently '*opportunistk:" ftishk)n that 

ensured access to resources. This rek)catk)n woukl have moved potters or other 

craftspeople around the landscape. 

The Jordanian glass-bk)wers had made their move from Hebron both because the 

cost of living was lower and because there were more tourists to bi^r their wares. Goitein 

(1973: 20) noted that during the 11"* and 12"* centurfes C.E. "Egypt was ftooded with 

Syro-Palestinian glassmakers," whkh was "due to the almost permanent state of war 

prevailing in that regwn." White (1984:11) has suggested that technok)gy is transmitted 

through trade as well as war and conquest. He was referring specifically to warring rivals 

taking the technok)gy, or the craftsmen practiced that technology, as the ^ils of 

war. Han (1975:120) has also noted instances of conquering countries sending craftsmen 

into a newly acquired territory to produce necessary goods. 

It appears, however, that warfrire can move technok>gy around the landscape 

another way. When war&re impinges on a craftsman's ability to sell his goods, he may 

rek>cate to a less troubled area, tak^ his technotogKal knowledge abng. Prke (1998: 

331) has also pointed out the opposite situatwn in Roman Britain, where glass-bk>wers 
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and other pyrotecfanologists were attached to military bases, possibly relocating when a 

major resettlement of troops occurred. 

Cairo, Egypt 

The final glass workshop under investigatbn was the Da'our Factory, k}cated 

outside the Okl City of Cairo. This partkular glass-bk>wing &mily had been practicing 

the craft for approximately 120 years. I first encountered these glass-workers in 1996, at 

which time it was di£Scult to find them. Their workshop was k)cated down a king 

winding road in an industrial area near the Ok! City. This industrial area included 

workshops where wooden boxes and small pMces of furniture are constructed and 

decorated with bits of plastk meant to look like botie and onyx. These objects were 

constructed using a ghie with a partkularly unpleasant odor, which suggests that it was 

an anunal-based product. 

Arrival at the glass workshop was announced by a painted door that clearly 

advertised their activities (Fig. 75). This shop was k)cated m an undesirable area, on the 

periphery of the so-called City of the Dead, Cairo's immense cemetery. The workshop 

was located there, rather than withm the walls of the Old City, because it was the only 

place they were legally allowed. They were not aUowed within the city walls because 

they were considered a &e hazard and created irritat^ poOution. 

The main room of the workshop, entered by walking through a storage area, was 

quite dark, with the onfy Ohimination coming &om the two exterwr doors and the furnace 

itself When the fiimace was running, the room was filled with black smoke resulting 

from the burning motor oil emptoyed as fiieL Unlike the Jordanian glass-workers, the 
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men in Cairo did not have windows for ventilation, and relied on a large metal hood to 

draw away the flames. The inefBciency of this method of removing smoke from the 

room was clear from the thick black soot covering all of the surfiices in the workshop. 

One of the external markers of the shop was therefore the group of oQ drums hokling 

their fiiel, and another was the smokestack jutting out of the top of the buflding (Fig. 75). 

The furnace was buih from local bricks produced in Cairo using Aswan sand as a 

temper. The glass-bk)wers claimed that the bricks could withstand temperatures up to 

1200°C. The furnace had been fueled by wood in the past, but now burned motor oil 

When they burned wood, they only had to reline the glass tank once a month. Now that 

they had switched to motor oil they had to reline the glass tank once a week. Relining the 

glass tank entailed removing all of the glass and chipping out the corroded portions of the 

ceramic furnace. These portions were then replaced with new clay and, presumably, fired 

once before the additk)n of glass cullet. Fig. 76 shows their method of introducing glass 

into the furnace, which involves scooping up the glass on a piece of cardboard and then 

shoving it into the hot furnace. When asked why they switched fuels, they said that 

motor ofl heats much more quickfy, saving them at least three hours every morning. 

They also pointed out that wood takes up more storage space. 

The glass-bbwers were interviewed about their prevH)us use of wood fuel, and 

reported using 100 kg of wood a day. At that time, the fires were tended by boys 

approximately 10 years old. At around the age of 12, boys began train^ to become 

glass-bk)wers. When asked at what age they would usually retire, they answered "we 

don't." 
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These glass-blowers also used recycled glass, which they purchased from the 

garbage-pk;kers across the street. This glass is kept in bins abng the interior walls of the 

fiimace room (Fig. 77). When asked what they used before recycled glass, they sakl they 

had ahvays used "rubbish." The garbage-pickers had already sorted the glass by color, 

and in 1999 they sokl I kg of clear glass for 10 p (approximate^ 20 American) and 1 kg 

of cok>red glass for 15 p (approximate^ American). The glass-blowers reported using 

7 Up bottles for green, Coca-Cola bottles for clear and medk:ine bottles for brown. The 

glass-bk>wers also sakl that they used 60 kg of glass per day, and estimated they coukl 

make ISO p^es per 20 kg of glass. In reality, however, they reported onfy making 200-

300 pieces per day. 

This fiimace had three workstatk>ns, although I never observed more than two 

glass-blowers at work simultaneously. Fig. 78 shows one of the workstations. Because 

the glass-bk)wer working at this station sat on a mat on the ground while working with 

the glass, everything is quite low. To the left of the sitting area is a short wooden shelf 

for storing items such as glass cobrants. The pontils are stored next to this bench. To 

the right is a low stone bench that serves two fiinctk>ns. It is presently set up with two 

upper stones that are used when flattening disk components for metal lamps. If these two 

stone platforms were removed, the tonger stone bench coukl be used as a marver. The 

access to the fiimace is partially covered with a metal plate to retain the fiimace heat. As 

can be seen in Fig. 79 the glass-worker keeps this plate in place while working. 

Next to the fiimace opening is a small hole for warming the pontils prk>r to 

gathering glass on them. The annealing chamber is k)cated just to the right of this hole. 
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While the purpose of the metal plate in the annealing door may not seem obvious from 

Fig. 78, in Fig. 79 its fimction is shown. After forming a glass dome in a metal mold, 

held in his left hand, the glass-workers assistant places it on the metal sur&ce. The metal 

sur&ce cools the glass. As they are forming the glass objects, he moves them closer to 

the annealing chamber, eventually knocking them in. If he dkl not allow the glass to cool 

sufficiently, as he is doing here, the objects woukl stick together in the aimealing 

chamber and have to be removed as one large lump. 

One of the glass-blowers preferred to sit in a chair whfle working, while another 

kneh on the floor in front of the fiimace. One of the gbss-workers worked ak>ne making 

vessels, while a team made clearly of a master and apprentice made the glass gobs for 

insertion in metal lamps (Fig. 80). The heat from the furnace was intense, and there were 

no heat shiekls like the one at Na'ur. The temperature at the workstations was 60°C. To 

avoid some of the heat, one glass-bk>wer stuffed folded febric under his shirt (Fig. 81). 

While this was certainly a very warm arrangement, it dki offer his internal organs some 

protection from the heat radiating from the furnace. As will be discussed in Chapter 7, 

this type of protectbn is important to gkiss-bk>wers' overall health. 

As in Gorece, each workstation had an adjoining annealing oven, and a flat space 

in front of the entrance to the fiimace. This flat space was used to roll the glass objects, 

as well as to flatten the rims of the vessels. There was no support on which to roll the 

bk>w-pipe or pontil, and one glass-bk>wer was observed resting the pontil on his legs 

while turning it. Again, folded &bric was used to protect him from contact with the hot 

metal and glass. 
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One of the workstations had a broken piece of mirror set on a ledge. I assumed 

that the mirror bad some sort of apotropeic function, as mirrors are commonly used in the 

Near East to repel the evil eye. It is fortunate that I did not simply adopt my assumption, 

because questioning the glass-bk)wers revealed that a young man worked at that station 

and he liked to k>ok at himself in the mirror and fix his hair while working. 

The glass-blowers in Cairo reported that each of them produced 80-100 vessels 

per day, and that they worked every day except Friday. Their typical day begins at 8 a.m. 

and ends at 4 or 5 p.m. These particular glass-blowers even work throughout Ramadan, 

and are often featured on the local television channels during that time. Their ability to 

withstand the heat of glass-working while abstaining from food is shown as an inspiration 

to others during this lengthy period of &sting. 

In 1996, the glass-blowers displayed and sold some of their wares in a small room 

adjacent to the entrance (Fig. 82). This was not the primary locus for the sale of glass, as 

most of the vessels were sold by middlemen m the shops of the Old City. The primary 

market was tourists, as few Egyptians can afford the glass objects. This situation had 

changed dramatically by 1999, when the glass-blowers were revisited with the assistance 

of Ashraf Hehwy, acted as translator. 

By this time, the glass-blowers had opened their own retail shop, k)cated a few 

doors down from their workshop (Fig. 83). The main impetus for this three-story 

buflding devoted to storage and sales was the demand from foreign customers. The 

owner of the shop pointed out crates that were ready for shipment to Europe. Having 

their own shop aOowed the glass-bk>wers to stockpile more glass that they couki then sell 
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at higher prices than the wholesale glass they were selling to middlemen in Egypt. The 

glass workshop, however, had not changed, except for the addition of a television the 

men could watch while working. This points out that even when production profits 

increase, it is possible for the technology in use to remain unchanged. 

It is unclear how bng this particular &mily has been working glass in Cairo, 

although certainly for generations. It is not known then, what relation they might be to a 

Mohamed Farrah, who Arkell described in 1937 (302) as the owner of "a glass fectory in 

the Rue Bab el Fottouh, Gamalia, Cairo,'̂  who had originally come from Hebron, 'Nvhere 

he leamt his craft." The glass-blowers were having a hard time recruiting other femily 

members into the craft. As they tokl Raouf in 1991 (I I), "people reftise to take up this 

craft because it is arduous and experience cannot be acqiiired except after long and hard 

woric.'̂  This was not traditionally the case, as Goitein (1973:21) has shown that the 

Cairo Geniza contains references to sons following the profession of their &thers. 

Litcnture Review 

Anthropok)gists are not the only researchers who can study glass craftsmen, and 

so we are fortunate to have a few relevant studies done other scholars that deal with 

Near Eastern production of glass in nonrindustrial contexts. The most useful studies of 

modem glass-btowers in the Mkidle East fix;us on Turkey and Afghanistan, where 

traditional glass industries continued to operate through the l980-90s. Charlesworth's 

(1967) observatuns of glass fiimaces in Egypt and Syria during the 1960s, prior to the 

conversion to fossil fiiels, reveal information about using wood fiiel that wouki have been 
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lost otherwise. Recent work with glass bead and bracelet-makers in India can also be 

used to develop inferences about ancient glass-working. 

Turkish Bead-Making 

At first it may seem as if there is too great a distance geographically, culturally, 

and temporally for emptying data gained from glass-workers in Turkey to interpret glass 

remains from excavations in Israel Sode (1996:68) has managed to show, however, that 

the glass-workers in western Turkey are descendants of glass-workers in the Levant who 

moved into this regk)n at the turn of the century. This is not to suggest that glass-

working skills are genetic, rather it is considered relevant as a result of the long 

homogenous tradition of glass-working that has been demonstrated in the region for the 

last 2000 years. This tradition consists of relative^ few changes in fiimace design, as 

well as few changes in glass recipes (Fischer and McCray 1999:903). 

In additk)n to Sode, Kucukerman (1988) has also studied the glass bead makers in 

Turkey. He produced a book on his observatmns of the glass-workers in the Turkish 

viUage of Gorece, observing their techniques as well as chemically analyzing their 

glasses. One of Kucukerman's contributmns to the study of traditk>nal glass-workers was 

his inclusion of detailed furnace cross-sections that were adapted to produce Fig. S7 

(1988:46,54-55). 

Kamig Dabanian, a glass blower from Detroit, has recentfy added to the technkal 

knowledge concerning the Turkish glass-makers (personal communicatnn, 1995). On a 

trip to Turkey in October of 1990, he endeavored to visit maiQr bead-making sites like 

that described above. At these sites, he observed and asked questwns of the bead-
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makers. The outcome of this project was an amateur video of the various glass fiimace 

installations. The importance of Dabanian's film is that he asked pertinent (glass-

blower's) questk)ns. Significantly, he asked the bead-makers how often it was necessary 

to completely rebuikl their furnaces, and they tokl him once a year. This simple question 

points out that looking only for large, permanent installations on archaeological 

excavations may not be prudent. Instead, anall mud-brick furnaces that were often 

rebuUt may have been used. 

Afghani Glass-BUnving 

In addition to the Turkish studies, the Coming Museum of Glass sent a team of 

scientists to study the glass industry in northwestern Afghanistan in the late 1970s. What 

resulted was the film The Glassmakers of Herat, which shows the craftsmen using a 

fiimace much like the one depkted in the Kucukerman vohime. The film contains a vivkl 

depiction of the daily lives of the glass-workers. One portmn of the film shows the glass-

makers collecting the raw materials for glass: crushing, mixing and melting them. Here 

then is one attestation that it was possible for glass-btowers to have produced their own 

glass at some sites in antk(uity. Unfortunately, the researchers were unable to analyze 

these materials, leaving the viewer without a glass formula to compare to ancient recipes. 

The Coming researchers also dkl not get temperature readings from the fiimace itself. 

They planned to go back and collect scientific data; however, the political instability of 

the region has made that in^ssible. At this point it is unclear whether the glass-bk>wers 

have even survived the Russian invasion and Taliban takeover. 
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The insights furnished by the film The Glassmakers of Herat are primarily social 

Every male member of the was invohred in the glass-making process, and it had 

been this way for generatbns. The youngest son was responsible for stoking the furnace 

with wood all day. The fiither and uncle of the chikl were the actual bead-makers, having 

moved up from the fire-stoking days of their youth. The most interesting fiimify member 

was the blind grand&ther, whose eyesight has left him after years of staring into the 

fiimace. All but one of the bead-makers I observed in Turkey wore eyeglasses, which is 

common among glass-workers who do not wear protective eye-gear such as sunglasses. 

As will be discussed further in Chapter 7, the glass emits UV and infixed radiation, 

which take their toll on the workers' eyesight, eventually blinding them. 

ChaHesworth's Visits to Egyptian and Syrian Workshops 

Charlesworth visited Near Eastern glass workshops during the 1960s, whkh was 

clearly a time of technotogkal transition. The furnaces in Cairo were still fueled with 

wood, while the Damascene furnaces were fired with kerosene (Charlesworth 1967; 129, 

130). There had been changes in the Cairo workshop as well, for even during the 1960s 

recycled glass was being used there rather than raw glass. Her data from the wood-fired 

furnace is thus invahiable. Charlesworth (1967; 129) describes the furnace as having 

been '*fiieled by wood shavings and debris,'' and reaching only 900° C in the glass 

chamber and 500° C in the annealing chamber. These low temperatures created a glass 

that was fiill of bubbles. She also noted the activities necessary to keep the fiimace at a 

constant temperature. There were two openings in the tower portron of the fiimace, one 

for the introductwn of fiiel and the other for the removal of ashes (Charlesworth 1967: 
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129). Finally, she describes the two furnace openings at each workstatran, as can be seen 

in the recent Cairene fiimace (Fig. 84). While the larger openmg was used to access the 

glass, the smaller opening was used to beat the pontiL 

Indian Glass-working 

While it may initially seem that the glass industry in India is too &r removed 

geographically and culturally from the area of interest, the two industries are historical^ 

related. Meyer (1992:10) has discussed the archaeological data that traces the trade of 

glass beads from C^useir in Egypt to the Indian sub-continent during the Roman and 

Islamic periods. The craft of glass-working surely foUowed the trade of beads to the 

region. Similarities between the two industries are still preserved. 

Until quite recently, circular furnaces measuring about 2.5m in diameter were 

used in India to make glass from its raw ingredients. Kock and Sode's (1994:7) 

description of the abandoned furnaces that still contained tons of glass evokes images of 

the glass slab at Bet She'arim. While the Bet She'arim slab is clear evidence that a 

rectangular fiimace was in use, rather than a circular one, many of the technical 

challenges wouM have been the same. Both fiimace types began with a pit, which in the 

case of the Indian fiimaces wouki have been about SOcm deep (Kock and Sode 1994:9). 

The Indian fiimaces also handled much smaller quantities than the archaeological 

exaiiq)les in Israel The Indian fiimaces produced 1.5-2 tons of glass, while the Israeli 

examples produced 8-10 tons. 

In additk)n to the abandoned glass-making fiimaces, whkh had become obsolete 

through the introduction of larger industrial fiimaces, Kock and Sode observed a bead-
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making furnace being buih. While the plan of this ftimace-type is quite different from 

those used for glass-blowing in antiquity, features of its construction should still be 

relevant. 

The Indian furnace was buih using "coarsely tempered clay mixed with chopped 

straw," much like the fiimace remains from Sepphoris (Kock and Sode 1994: 18). The 

furnace also dkl not include a chimney of any sort, whkh is likely similar to the glass-

working frimaces in antiquity. The Indian fiimaces were fired using wood, and dried 

branches were preferred to large k)gs, evklently because "with these one can control the 

firing of the fumace"(Kock and Sode 1994:20). Interestingly, the wood is supplied by 

local &nners. Kock and Sode (1994: 20) point out that the use of quick-growing 

brushwood is rational because it can be harvested several times a year. This use of 

resources wouki negate the impact that glass-working typkally has on the surrounding 

forests. The importance of an abundance of wood for fuel has been remarked upon by 

Schwind (1984:158) who described it as a major &ctor in the establishment of glass-

making industries in colonial America. 

Archacological Rcfevancc 

The key to ethnoarchaeology is its relevance to archaeologists. If an 

archaeok)gtst studies potters, but that research is never applied to archaeotogy, then the 

research is not integrated to its full potential. In addition to the ^plication of 

ethnoarchaeok)gical data to specific archaeotogkal case studies, there has been a call for 

the generation of general laws in ethnoarchaeology (Schiffer 199S: 239). At this stage, it 

is not prudent to use the ethnoarchaeotogical research discussed here to generate general 
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laws about human behavior, but it can be used to generate laws concerning the 

manufiicture of glass objects and the placement of glass workshops. 

Fritz and Plog's (1970:405) definition of a law, as "a statement of relationship 

between two or more variables which is true for all times and places," is not quite being 

used here. Instead, a series of general guiding principles regarding glass-working that 

should be true for most times and places have been set forth. By visiting three glass 

workshops, and drawing upon the research of others, it is possible to create a series of 

generalizatk>ns about the life-cycle of glass objects that can be applied to the 

interpretation of glass in the archaeok)gicai record. Within this fiamework, what are 

most useful are the traces that activities leave in the archaeok>gical record. 

One productive way of looking at the ethnoarchaeobgical materials is to return to 

the concept of the glass life-cycle discussed in Chapter 2. The informatbn gained from 

the ethnoarchaeok)gical research with the glass-workers will be grouped according to the 

foUowing stages of a glass object's life: procurement: raw materials, manufacture: glass, 

procurement: glass, manufacture: glass objects, and transfer. FoUowing this truncated 

life-cycle, there will be a discussion of the placement of glass workshops within 

communities. 

Procurement: RawMateriab 

I) Glass Jumaces are constructed of ceramic materials that are modified to mediate heat 
stress. 

The three furnaces were buik of similar materials. The primary material was clay, 

sometimes reinforced with metal The glass-bk)wers in Jordan used high-tenq)erature fire 

bricks, while the other glass-woricers used k)cai clt^. A suitaUe k)cal clay source woukl 
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have been important in antiquity, for both the construction and maintenance of glass 

fiimaces. The inchisk>n of straw in local clays is attested in India, Turicey and the 

archaeological examples. 

2) Glass may be mixed from the raw ingredients or recycled. In either case it may be 
colored with metal oxides. The materials may or may not be collected by the glass-
workers. There is a tendency toward separation between the craft of glass-mating 
and the craft of glass-blowing. 

While it is possible to discuss the raw materials of glass in some detail, very little 

research on the procurement of these materials has been undertaken. This is primarily 

because the glass-workers in aU three of the woricshops use recycled glass. From k>oking 

at the archaeological materials, however, it is clear that the man*made glass found in 

Southwest Asia is typKalty a soda-Iime-silica glass. 

The only known study including modem glass blowers making glass was that 

whkh resulted in the film The Glassmakers of Herat. The raw materials gathered by the 

glass-blowers were "quartz pebbles, plant ash and scr^ copper" (Newton and Davison 

1989: 56). The quartz pebbles were the source of silica, which the glass-bk)wers ground 

with a mortar and pestle. The plant ash was "prepared by nomads" and purchased by the 

glass-bk)wers (Newton and £)avison 1989:56). In this isolated case, the glass-bk>wer 

collected all of these materials himself with the exceptbn of the plant ash. 

The glass-makers in the Galilee region during the Byzantine period were not 

using a plant-ash fluxed glass, and therefore woukl not have been concerned about 

acquiring it. The copper collected the A^hani glass-worker woukl have served as a 

cok)rant, as copper will turn glass blue, red or green depending upon the amount added. 
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Glass-makers add iron, copper, cobalt, manganese, antimony, and even gold to their glass 

in order to add or remove cok)r. 

The recently ended practice of making glass in India was quite different from that 

in Afghanistan, and probabfy more similar to what was done in antk^uity. The raw 

materials were collected from the plains, which Kock and Sode (1994: 7) describe as 

having "virtually the kleal mixture of sand, lime and soda.*" It is unclear who collected 

the raw materials and how the resuhing glass was distributed to glass-workers. Further 

research on these questions woukl be of interest because this two part, glass-making 

followed by glass-working, scenario seems to parallel what occurred in antiquity. 

While there were glass-bk)wers making glass in Herat, that does not seem to have 

been the case in the Galilee region during the Byzantine period. As shown in Chapter 2, 

glass was not made by glass-bk>wers. This does not mean that the glass-bk)wers had no 

control over the color of thebr glass. From the current archaeologkal evidence it is clear 

that both colorless and cotored glasses were produced by glass-makers. After purchasing 

raw glass, the glass-blower could have fiirther affected its color. 

Different glass cok)rs were achieved in antkjuity through the additk)n of metal 

oxides. These oxides could have been added during the initial production event by the 

glass-maker or the glass-bk)wer couM have added small amounts to the his glass at a later 

point in order to achieve a desired cok>r that was not produced in bulk. Interestingly, 

Marwan Natsheh of Jordan described using pieces of broken brass vessels in order to give 

his glass a greenish color. 
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MttHufacture: Furnaces 

3) Glass-blowers construct and maintain their own furruKes. 

Glass was not manufiictured by the glass-workers I investigated, all of whom 

relied on recycled materiaJs. The glass-workers did, however, all buikl their own 

furnaces. Three quite different furnaces were observed in the workshops. One similarity 

among them is that the glass-workers buih the structures themsehres. Ethnogr^hic 

evidence from around the workl shows that glass-makers build their own furnaces, 

traditional potters construct their own kilns or other firing structures, and metahvorkers 

bufld their own furnaces. When something goes wrong with these structures, the 

craftsmen do not call in outside help, but rather fix the problems themselves. Thus it is 

reasonable to suggest that in antiquity glass-workers buih and maintained their own 

furnaces. 

Kucukerman (1988:44) described a bead-making fiimace in Turkey as being "a 

small, tow construction of dawb, mortar and brick built into the ground" and fiirther 

suggested that "no more than minutes will have been needed for its construction." Kock 

and Sode (1994; 18) point out that the job of fiimace-buikiing is '̂ led by one of the okier 

and more experienced bead-makers and takes about a week." This suggests that 

Kucukerman's (1988:44) statemem about how quickly fiimaces can be buih is 

misinformed. A significant portwn of the time is probably, however, devoted to aOowing 

lower sectk)ns to dry out before attempting to buiki further. As this fiunace is meant to 

accommodate 18 bead-makers at one time, h is significant^ larger than those that woukl 

have been used one or two glass-btowers in antkiuity. As the gbiss-bk>wing furnaces 
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would have been smaUer, their construction was probabfy quicker, as will be discussed 

further in Chapter 5. 

Procurement: Glass 

4) Glass is often made at a facility, and even site, other than the one where it will be 
melted and formed into objects. 

The mechanisms by which the Jordanian and Turkish glass-workers procured 

their glass for remehing is unclear, but it certainly involved recycling. The Egyptian 

glass-blowers purchased their broken glass from garbage-pickers, as mentbned earlier. 

This type of recycling cannot be discounted in antk)uity, and is attested by the evklence 

from the Serce Limani excavation (Bass 1996:46). It appears from the archaeobgkal 

evidence that during the 4/5"* century in the Galilee, however, that there was a sufficient 

supply of raw glass and recycling may not have been necessary. As &r as glass 

workability is concerned, the raw glass woukl have been preferable to recycled glass. 

This is because the fluxes bum off each time the glass is melted, both raising the melting 

point and towering the viscosity. 

Manufacture: Glass Objects 

5) Bead-making and glass-blowing require different glass viscosities, and thus different 
furnace temperatures. The ftamaces used are therefore differeru and can be î ntified 
archaeologically. 

Two types of objects were being produced by the glass-woricers: beads and 

vessels, both of which are part of the archaeok)gical record in northern Israel The 

activities of the contemporary glass-workers offer insights mto the technkal practKes of 

the glass-workers in antk^uity. 
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Beads 

The glass was removed &om the furnace by placing the pontil rod into the glass 

and pulling up a small piece. This piece was then wound around the pontil, forming a 

bead. The glass used was in a very pasty state. The bead makers in Gorece made a great 

deal of eye beads, and so they would use a second pontil rod to pull contrasting colors out 

of the fiimace. It was certainly not clear to the observer, but various colors were melted 

next to each other on the shelf Fig. 85 shows a completed bead that is ready to be placed 

in the annealing chamber to the right. After cooling, the beads are strung on cords for 

distribution. 

Vessels 

Glass vessels can be formed in a number of ways, but there are certain basic steps 

in the forming process that are Qhistrated in Figs. 86-93. After gathering a suflSdent 

amount of glass onto the blowpipe by slowing rolling the tip into the molten glass in the 

furnace (Fig. 86), the glass-blower must begin to sh£^ the glass. In Fig. 87, the glass-

blower is seen rolling the glass into a long shape on the marver. To elongate the glass 

further, he swung the glass in an arc (Fig. 88). Fig. 89 shows him using his jacks to make 

an indentation at the neck of the vessel as well as to make a ball shape on the end. This 

ball shape is a decorative element for this glass object, which will rest in a metal lamp 

armature. 

In a move to be envied by Amerkan glass-bbwers, the Egyptian glass-blower 

held the vessel on the bk>w-pipe in his left hand whfle gathering glass on the pontil with 

his right (Fig. 90). Throughout the process he reheated the glass in the fiimace port. Fig. 
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91 shows him heating the vessel in the furnace port and the pontil, onto which he had 

already gathered a small amount of glass, in the pontil port. In a move that was not 

caught on film, the glass-blower removed the vessel finm the furnace port, rested in on 

the marver, knocked it off the bk)wpipe and spun it around to receive the pontiL The hot 

pontil was then placed on the base so that the glass-bbwer coukl shape the rim of the 

vessel 

First he heated the top of the vessel and hekl it down so it coukl ek)ngate and thin 

out(Fig.92). He then used the jacks to open up the mouth of the vessel Whenhehad 

completed the desired shape, he knocked the vessel off into the annealer (Fig. 93). 

Similar processes are used in American glass workshops, and were probably used in 

antiquity. 

Transfer: From Producers to Consumers 

6) While the majority of blown glass remains dose to its point ofproduction, it can be 
traded long distances through middlemen such as traveling salesmen. Items with a 
ritual significance may travel further than utilitarian items. 

In 1988 Onder Kucukerman noted that there were glass bead workshops in 

Gorece, as weD as Bodrum, claiming that the bead-makers in Bodrum were original^ 

from Gorece (42). In August of 1996 it was clear that the only center of bead 

manufacture still operating in the western half of Turkey was Gorece. The workshops in 

Bodrum were no tonger operating. This situatk)n was fiirther underscored by the 

incredibly large area in which these beads were distributed. AH the glass beads whose 

origin I questioned in Ankara were from Gorece, k)cated 600 km to the west. Itis 

unclear whether there was a source of beads in Eastern Turkey. I noticed that the number 
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of beads available in shops seemed to dwindle in the eastern portion of the country. 

Archaeological evklence would suggest that there were multiple glass shops operating 

even within a single large city in antiquity. 

Unless a workshop was making a unk)ue product, it is unlikely that its wares 

wouki have traveled as fiir as the beads produced today in Turkey. This is both because 

the workshop produced apotropek: eye beads, whkh are believed to protect both property 

and humans from the negative effects of the evil eye, and because they were one of the 

last traditk)nal bead workshops supplying the country. This does underscore the reverse, 

however, that unique items—especially small ones-can travel large distances to 

consumers, and that when a craft is dying a single workshop can have a very large 

distribution area. 

7) Glass-blowers who sell their wares directly to consumers draw visual attention to their 
workshops. 

The two Near Eastern glass workshops that both manufactured and sold their 

wares at the same site had external advertising. One relkd on words to entke people 

within, while the other simpty enq>k)yed paintings of what was offered. The bead-

makers, who dkl not seQ easy beads out of ther workshop, had nothing external that 

deliberately called attention to the activities going on within the workshop. If this 

principle is ^plied to the upper city glass workshop at Sepphoris, it seems likely that 

glassware was for sale there. The glass embedded in the door plaster would have served 

to inform both literate and non-literate customers of the glassware mskle. 
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Placement within Community 

As the use of the objects produced in these workshops was not observed, the life-

cycle of these objects has only been followed to their transfer to consumers. The 

contemporary glass-workers have, however, yielded information that can be used to 

predict the placement of glass workshops within settlements. Historical-period Near 

Eastern excavations have tended to focus on monumental architecture. A few recent 

excavations have made concerted efforts to look, instead, at how the majority of the 

population lived. This opens up the possibility to ask two questions about glass 

industries in antiquity; 1) After consideration of the ethnographic exan^)les of glass-

workers, where might we find glass workshops k)cated on a site and how can we 

recognize them? 2) Also, using ethnogr^hic parallels, what can the existence of a glass 

workshop tell us about that portion of the settlement? 

The ethnoarchaeological evkience aUows for the constructk)n of guiding 

principles where glass workshops are concerned. A) Glass workshops tend to be 

removed from upper-class residential areas and are most likely to be found on the edges 

of villages or cities. For a variety of reasons, inchiding polhition, odors, and proximity to 

resources, glass workshops are more likely to be on the outskirts of an urban area. 

Kucukerman's (1988:42) statement that the first bead makers to move to Gorece from 

the nearby city of Izmir m the 1940s dkl so "amidst complaints that the smoke and smell 

from their fiimaces was uiq)leasant and foul" vivklly Qhistrates the situation. By 

choosing to move, or being moved, to more marginal k)cations, glass-workers are 
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removed enough from their neighbors to avoid complaints, while stiU close to a large 

consumer base. 

As has been shown time and again, excavation of monumental structures and 

residential areas only yields a portion of the picture of what went on in antiquity. It is 

now possible to add glass-blowing to the list of activities that can be overlooked by 

excavating in this manner. It should be noted however, that the glass workshop 

excavated in the upper city at Sepphoris does not conform to this guideline. 

B) Glass workshops create a distinct footprint on the landscape that could be 
retrieved archaeologically. 

The three workshops were visible, from an archaeotogical standpoint, because of 

the large mounds of glass found both outskie and inskie. The actual space devoted to the 

workshop would be noticeable because of its lack of glass debris in an area surrounded 

by it. An abundance of glass is therefore not a necessary marker of the interrar of a glass 

workshop, nor are fiimace remnants, as they may represent a dumping event. 

C) Glass workshops ded&cated to blowing vessels are an urban phenomenon 

Looking at the glass-workers in the Near East, it is possible to generalize that 

glass vessel productk)n typk:alfy takes place on the per^hery of large urban centers. One 

reason for this may be that glass is fragile and difBcuh to transport without Iveakage. 

When workshops are k)cated within urban centers, the *inishwJ objects are ck>ser to 

consumers, avokling lengtlqr transportation and ensuring that a large number of potential 

buyers are exposed to the commodity. Glass beads are a special case, as they can be 

moved great distances rather safety due to their small size. 
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Summary 

If one were to use a single glass workshop to help interpret the remains at 

Sepphoris, a skewed view might result. This is due, in part, to the &ct that the 

contemporary workshops are significantly different from those in antiquity. The fuel 

choices made and distribution networks in use today were not even possibilities in the 

past. Using the informatk)n from the three workshops, it is possible to supplement the 

life-cycle created in Chapter 2, as weU as to conskler the chokes made by the glass-

workers about raw materials and fuels. Rice (19%: 190) has cautioned that '̂ anatogies 

certainly are appropriate when they refer to physkal or technotogkal properties of the 

raw materials, manu&cturing procedures, motor skills, use-related properties, and so 

forth," but not for other things. An attempt has made to stay within these boundaries in 

this chapter. Thus, while the ethnographk data may suggest what a typkal day of work 

may have been like for a Byzantine glass-bk)wer, with early mornings and a day spent in 

front of a hot furnace churning out dozens, and possibty hundreds, of objects, it cannot 

tell us what he thought about this, or aiqrthing else. The physkal ramifications of these 

activitks will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Experimental Archaeology and Archaeometry 

The archaeological and ethnoarchaeological data offer chies about bow the 

Byzantine period glass workshops were operated at Sepphoris. The questions still left 

unanswered, however, are how the ancient furnaces worked and what it was like to gather 

glass out of them. The answers to these questions do not have to remain hypothetical 

Utilizing methods from archaeometry and e}q)erimental archaeok>gy, it is possible to 

experience the same frustrations enjoyed by glass-blowers in antiquity. 

Experimental archaeok)gy and archaeometric analyses are vital to the study of 

ancient technologies. Were it not for their methods, and the addition of ethnographic 

information, very little woukl be known about the operatwn of ancient pyrotechnok>gies. 

Experimental archaeology often takes the form of experimental replication of ancient 

technologies. The primary technok)gy that has received attention from experimental 

archaeologists is flint-knapping (see Inizan et aL 1992). The goal of the replication 

experiments has been *^0 understand the means whereby the maker produced the 

signature artifacts of humanity" (Stieber 2000: 20). Thomas (1998:284) has described 

experimental archaeotogy as '*a way to determine the archaeotogkal correlates of ancient 

technology." 

It is not, however, enough to simply replkate the manner in which a particular 

glass arti&ct was produced, as has been done by Labino (1966) and Gudenrath (1991), 

both highly skilled glass-bk)wers. Whik they both produced reasonable &csimiles of 

ancient prototypes, they did so using higb-tech equipment that woukl not have been 

available to the original artisans. Schiflfer et aL (1994:197) have pointed out that m order 
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to glean archaeologically relevant behavioral correlates &om experimental archaeology, 

long-term research programs are necessary. The experimental process must begin with 

archaeological questions such as, "What production methods could produce a particular 

debris pattern?" A series of refinements should be part of the e}q)erimental process, 

which resuh from a dialogue between the archaeological and experimental data. 

Experimental archaeology projects can also benefit from the use of archaeometric 

technkiues. 

Without this feedback k>op, one is in danger of devek)ping theories about how 

objects might have been produced in antiquity that have no relationship to what is found 

in the archaeok)gical record. The current view of how Hellenistic period glass bowls 

were produced is an example of how a researcher can M into this tnqs and drag others 

along with them. Marianne Stem (1994a: 71; 1994b; 72-80) has devetoped a theory that 

these bowls were produced on potter's wheels, which has gained wide acceptance. When 

reconstructing the methods used to replkate these bowl types, she inchides a potter's 

wheel, even though no potter's wheels have ever been found in association with glass 

workshops (Stem 1994a: 71-72). While there is certainly evklence that the histories of 

the technok>gies of glass and pottery making were interrelated. Stem took this associatk)n 

fiirther than the archaeok>gical evklence warranted. 

Stem has &llen into the technok)gy trap where one believes that because 

something coukl have been done in a particular manner it must have been so. She 

worked in a hot glass studk) replicating these bowls, claiming that when making the 

ribbed variety 'It was possible to complete all the ribs of a bowl in less than a minute. 
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without reheating" (Stem 1994b; 76). What she neglects to point out is that her vessels 

bear only a distant similarity to the Hellenistic bowls that she is attempting to imitate, all 

of which have much thinner waUs and are finished with time-consuming lathe polishing. 

Thus, while experimenting with ancient technologies can be an enjoyable pursuit, 

it only becomes experimental archaeology if it has been informed by archaeological data. 

Some of these data come from archaeometry. Archaeometry can be loosely defined as 

the application of techniques developed in other sciences to archaeology. These 

scientific techniques have been primarily aimed at questions of dating and composition. 

There has been a great deal of discussion about the inadequate inter&ce between the 

archaeologists who collect samples for analysis and the archaeometrists who analyze the 

samples (see DeAtley and Bishop 1991; Killick and Young 1997; Rands and Bargklski 

Weimer 1992; Rice 1996: 188). 

This tension still exists, even though it is often necessary for archaeometry and 

experimental archaeok)gy to be tightly integrated m studies of ancient technok>gy. 

Archaeometric analyses yield hard data that make it possible to develop appropriate 

experiments, while the replkation experiments that are at the core of experimental 

archaeology are geared more toward theory building. There is a feedback loop between 

the two, with e^qieriments generating kleas with which to return to the laboratory or the 

archaeological record. 

Fig. 94 depicts the potential flow of data and ideas, which begins with 

archaeological data and can include the arti&cts from a site. This data set is utilized by 

both archaeometrists and experimental atchaeok)gists. The aichaeometrist uses it to 
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generate an archaeometric data set, which can also be used the experimental 

archaeologist, who is generating an experimental data set. The results of the 

experimental processes can then be subjected to archaeometric technk)ues, yielding 

further data for refining the experiments of the archaeologist. Without this feedback 

loop, the data are sflent. As Henderson (199Sb: 121) has pointed out, "analytical 

equipment can provide high-quality data, but the mterpretation of the results is, in the 

end, strongly dependent on research design and \A^iether or not the archaeological 

materials form coherent archaeological groupings.'" 

It was with a vision of an integrated, long-term investigation of ancient furnaces 

that the following research was undertaken. As with any experimental endeavor, the 

particular analyses needed to be well-planned and designed to answer specific questions. 

One of the main criticisms leveled at archaeologists using archaeometrk data is that "&r 

too many American archaeok)gists are poorly informed about archaeometry" (Killick and 

Young 1997:520). Partkular^ in CRM settings, archaeologists tend to perform what 

Killick and Young (1997:521) called a "checklist approach to analysis,"" where analyses 

are performed whether or not they answer specific questmns. It was with this critkism in 

mind that specific analytical techniques were chosen. 

One focus of this dissertation research is on the human behavwrs related to glass 

vessel production and, where possible, the glass-worker's reasoning behind those 

behaviors. As Lubar (1995:31) has pointed out, one of the aims of those who study 

ancient technotogies is to determine 'liow people interacted with them." To do so, the 

foOowing questions were devetoped; 1) How were the glass-bk)wing furnaces 
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constructed, and why were those particular raw materials chosen? 2) What materials did 

the glass-makers choose for their glass recipe and what would the resuhmg performance 

characteristics have been? 3) What type of crucibles did the glass-blowers use, if any? 

4) What metal was used for their tools? And 5) What was it like to buiU one of their 

furnaces and work glass from it? 

In order to answer these questions, a series of archaeometric analyses and 

experiments were conducted. All of the analyses were geared toward the creation of an 

appropriate model fiimace. This fiimace was then buih and fired to further investigate its 

performance characteristics and the ancient behaviors that may have been associated with 

the fiimaces at Sepphoris. Other issues that were investigated include the range of 

temperatures attainable, the ease of working with glass melted with wood fuel in a small 

ceramic fiimace, the amount of labor needed to buikl a fiimace, and the amount of wood 

necessary to fiiel the fiimace. 

Of Kilns and Funiaccs 

As there is little evidence for traditional glass filmace-buikiing and firing, it was 

necessary to draw some information firom the more thorough^ documented subject of 

pottery kiln buflding and firing. This q)proach is consklered reasonable because of the 

intertwined histories of the two pyrotechnotogies, as well as the similarities between the 

so-called "southern" glass fiimace type and simple round updraught kilns. Both had a 

firebox dug into the ground, a separate chamber for the materials to be fired and neither 

used bellows to force air through the structure. 
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Histoiy of Ccramic Kilns 

In order to fire clay into a stronger substance, it must general^ be fired above 

dOO^C. Cooper (1981: 16) points out that the earliest firings "were probabty carried out 

in the domestic hearth, though open bonfires would also have been used." In this manner 

of firing; the pots were stacked tightly together and covered with animal dung. The dung 

would have served as both insulator and fiieL Animal dung is especially suited for use as 

a fiiel because it bums for a long period of time. Only low temperatures would have been 

possible with this type of firing and the pottery would have been uneven in color due to 

contact with flames and smoke. Fred Matson (1971: 77), looking at modem Pueblo 

Native American firings, theorized that the earty open firings reached between 625-

940°C. The main reason a higher temperature cannot be achieved is that with nothing to 

contain it, the majority of the heat lifts up ofif the top of the bonfire. 

Kilns allow higher temperatures to be achieved by trapping heat within their 

stmctures, and so they quickly became popular once the technok)gy was available. The 

earliest kilns were constmcted of mud-brick or stone. Using stone for kiln building was 

not very e£5cient, as it must receive a thick plastering of clay and coukl not be fired over 

IOOO°C (Rye 1981:100). The stone kilns were a step above an open firing, as they gave 

the potter more control over the temperatures during firing. 

The more common method of kiln buflding utilized mud-bricks. The mud-bricks 

were not typKally fired before they were used to build a kihi, as the first kiln &ing 

accon:q)lished that task. The earliest kilns were probabty nothing more than a clay dome 

over a bonfire. The glass fiimaces used during the Byzantine and Arab periods, 
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contrast, seemed to include previously fired items such as brick and roof tiles in their 

construction. This previously mamifectured material was used in conjunction with wet 

clay, especially in the upper dome area, which would have necessitated a similar first 

firing. 

Between 4S00 and 4000 B.C.E. a two chamber kiln was devebped which is still 

in use today. The two chambers of the kiln are significant because the cok>rs of the pots 

could be more easify controlled as they no longer came into direct contact with the flames 

and smoke. The pots coukl be blackened 'carbon staining' which Rye (1981:100) 

believes was achieved by "sealing the kiln during cooling, after filling the firebox with 

fiieL'̂  Cooper (1981:16) describes these kilns as '̂ simple updraught kilns buih from 

clay: the fire was made underneath an arrangement of arches whkh supported the pots in 

the kiln.'' A depiction of such a kiln is found on a later Corinthian votive plaque of the 

sbcth century B.C.E. (Sparkes 1991:22). These kilns were often &ced to catch the 

prevailing winds, feeding oxygen directly to the fire. Dayton (1978:125) states that a 

modem firing of a similar kiln requires two tons of wood. 

The updraft kOn still had its share of problems; uneven distributk>n of heat, local 

overheating, and overfiring. Rye (1981:100) points out that the '̂ vaster dump associated 

with such a kiln wiU contain many vessels damaged overfiring, usualfy on one skle 

only." A further sophistication of the kihi was to place the firing chamber below ground 

(Dayton 1978:127). It appears that the above ground crown of this type of kifai was a 

temporary structure, rebuilt with each firing. These kites were still inefBcient 1^ today's 

standards, with only about ten percent ofthe heat gomg to the pottery. According to Rye 
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(1981:25), "forty percent of the heat was absorbed by the kiln and the rest was lost in 

waste gases and conduction and radiation from the kiln." However, experknced potters 

were able to control the firing of these kilns, and temperatures of up to 10S0°C were 

possible. 

Excavated Pottery Kiins 

Very few pottery kilns have been excavated and published. Those kilns that are 

published are often buried within excavation reports and not easily found. The following 

group of kilns is a representative sampling of kilns excavated in the Near East that have 

been published in such a way that they could be referenced. Some excavated kilns have 

certainly been overkx>ked, as these examples were chosen to highlight the technical 

changes made during the development of the pottery kiht 

The earliest excavated kiln dates to 4500 B.C.E. at Tepe Ghabristan in Iran. This 

kiln had a firebox with a central pillar that would have supported a sur&ce on which the 

pots woukl have been placed. The superstructure was missing, and supports the theory 

that these domes were temporary. The domes wouki have been broken open after each 

firing in order to remove the pots, and then repaired. The portion of the kiln that remains, 

the firebox, was plastered with '̂ veil-levigated plain mud" (Majidzadeh 1989:162). 

Within the .75m tall firebox, the excavators found both the mud-bricks that made up the 

ground level sur&ce of the pottery chamber and fiagments of the domed superstructure 

(Majidzadeh 1989:162). As the superstructures of kilns are rarely found, this discovery 

is very inqmrtant. Majklzadeh (1989:162) describes the superstructure as ''consist[ing] 

of large and «nall hunps of mud, heavify mixed with straw...These were slightfy curved 
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and their concave sur&ces were almost baked/' From this they concluded that the 

superstructure was indeed meant to be temporary. 

Also found at Tepe Ghabristan were the fragments of a wheel for throwing 

pottery. That the earliest idln was found in conjunction with arti&cts suggesting the 

throwing of pottery is not surprising. In order for a kiln to work properly, it must be fiill 

of pottery. Under hand-buikling conditions it woukl have taken a k>ng time to 

accumulate the necessary amount of pots for one firing. If the kiln was only fired a few 

times a year, it woukl seem strange for so much energy to have been invested in buikling 

the kiln structure in the first place. With the advent of wheel thrown pottery, however, a 

quick method of firing large numbers of pots efSciently was necessary. It was into this 

situation that the pottery kiln was first invented. 

Another kiln, whkh is unfortunately dated simply to the Ancient Bronze perk)d, 

2000-1200 B.C.E., is from TeU El-Far'ah (North). This kiln still retained the floor, a 

pierced grate-like platform, on whkh the pottery. This is usefid, as it was unclear what 

type of platform was supported by pillars in the Tepe Ghabristan kiln. The Tell El-Far'ah 

constructu)n shows that air was pulled through the floor and around the pots, which 

would have allowed ash and smoke to discolor the pots. 

A Mkldle Bronze I/Early Bronze IV kifai was discovered at Jebel Qa'aqir and 

excavated by William Dever. This kiln was oval, and only the firebox and stoking area 

were intact. This kiln-shape is somewhat uncommon, and the kiln has not yet been 

published fiiUy, but it does show that there was a ramped area leading down to the 

&ebox. This ramp woukl have &ci]ftated the pbcmg of wood in the firebox. It is 
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possible that in the fiitiire a better understanding of the operation of this kiln will be 

available. 

As discussed previous^, pyrotechnobgy was nothing new, a two-chambered kiln 

for firing pottery had been in use in the region as early as 4S00 B.C.E. That this type of 

pyrotechnok)gy had been utilized for 2000 years suggests that some variant of this kiln 

type may have been in use in the earty glass industry. The shape and plan of glass 

furnaces likely did not vary dramatically from ceramic kilns. The main difference 

between the two woukl have been that the upper firing chamber woukl have been fiilly 

enclosed in a ceramic kiln, to retain heat, while the glass fiimace woukl have included a 

way to access the glass. The glass furnace woukl not have had holes between the firebox 

and upper gkiss chamber, as was common in some ceramic kilns. Therefore the glass 

fiimaces must have had an exit hole on the opposite skle from the stoking area in order to 

draw air through the structure. 

The Furnacc: Constmcting the Modd 

As Schiffer et al. (1994:198) have pointed out, often experiments conducted in 

the name of archaeology are simply designed to determine '̂ whether the arti&ct couki 

have been made or used in the hypothesized manner." Kmgery and Vandiver (1986:306) 

described it as verifying'̂ credibility of a process." It must be admitted that this was 

the gukling principle for constructing the Galilean fiimace model This is because glass-

bk>wers today work with glass in a highfy viscous state, which shoukl not have been 

possible when using the ancient fiimaces. Today glass is worked at 1200°C, and a wood-

fired fiimace shoukl onfy be able to reach temperatures around 1000°C. It was necessary 
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to build an experimental fiimace to see how the glass would melt under these conditions 

and how difficult it would be to work. 

The plan for the fiimace, shown in Fig. 95, was devek)ped through consideration 

of the fiimaces discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, and discussk)ns with Robert Brill, a 

researcher at the Coming Museum of Glass, and Judith Pointer, Professor of Ceramics at 

Centre College. This research resulted in a fiimace plan with a k)wer firing chamber 

approximately 60cm in diameter and a rectangular upper glass tank measuring 10 x 

10cm. For this first experimental fimiace, an annealing chamber was not attempted. 

In order to insulate the firebox, the model calls for that portion of the fiimace to 

be buih 15cm bek)w ground level This was determined from the archaeok)gical 

examples discussed in Chapter 2 as well as the glass fiimaces excavated at el-Amama 

(Jackson et aL 1998: 13). From the Somelaria fiimace, it was clear that vents woukl be 

necessary on the firebox in order to draw air through the structure. In addition, a hole 

between the firebox and the upper glass area woukl aOow the hot air direct access to the 

glass. The dome sh^ of this upper portran of the fiimace shoukl serve to gukie the hot 

air directly down onto the top of the glass. 

The design of the model fiimace calls for the walls to be 15cm thick, and 

constructed of ceramk brkks that ai^>roximate the bricks and roof-tiles used m the 

archaeok)gical examples. The entire exterior sur&ce shoukl be covered in clay. The 

plans call for the tank of the fiimace to be constructed by laying brkks across the top of 

the firebox and spreading wet clay on top. Once the glass is melted in the tank it shoukl 

also help to hold the stmcture together. 
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An annealing chamber was not attempted, although in future furnace 

constructions this chamber will probably be built on the side, somewhat like the Gorece 

furnace. While a 9"* century Syrian manuscript describes furnaces with annealing 

chambers buih above the main glass tank (Charleston 1978:11), the decision to put the 

annealing chamber to the side on future fiimaces was made for a variety of reasons. The 

extant archaeobgkal examples reveal side chambers that are presumably for flnngaling 

Henderson (199Sa: 435) describes one of the 8/9"* century furnaces at Raqqa, Syria as 

having a chamber buih '*on the back" of the fiimace for annealing. The 

ethnoarchaeological examples of fiurnaces all had their annealing chambers to the side of 

the main furnace. The literary references to glass fiimaces and the illustratk>ns of these 

fiimaces, however, consistently depict the annealing chamber on the top of the fiimace, or 

not at alL This is not terribly problematic, as the earliest depk;tk>ns do not show 

annealers, although they must have been present, and the later depictions could represent 

a development in glass technok>gy that post-dates the Byzantme perkxl. 

The Archaeological Evidence and Archaeometric Inquiries 

After devek)ping a plan for the fiimace, it was necessary to determine the raw 

materials used in antkjuity prior to building the experimental fiimace. It was not enough 

to buiki a fiimace that k)oked like the ancient examples, it was also necessary to be sure 

that it performed in the same way. Knowing the ancient raw materials, and using ck)se 

approximatk>ns of them, made it possible to build an experimental fiimace that woukl 

have similar performance characteristks. Samples of the fiimace debris firom Sepphoris 
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discussed in Chapter 3 were collected for petrographic and refiring anafyses. Nine pieces 

of the upper dome and four roof tiles from the fiimace structure were chosen. 

Petrographic Analysis 

Petrographic thin sections were made from the IS samples of fiimace debris. 

Petrography was originally borrowed by archaeologists from geology, where it is used 

"to describe and classify rocks" (Rk» 1987:376). By k)oking at thin sectk>ns of ceramk 

objects, including ceramic vessels and pyrotechnic structures, archaeologists are able to 

determine their minendogkral and textural characteristics. Other technkiues, such as XRF 

and NAA, make it possible to determine the composition of arti&cts, but petrography can 

inform archaeologists about other raw materials that may have been used during the 

manu&cturing process, particularly vegetal tempers and other organics that would have 

burned out during firing. 

Petrographic analysis was conducted on the Sepphoris samples in order to answer 

three questions; 1) Were the glass-workers choosing to reuse roof tiles because they were 

well suited to use in a furnace? 2) How dkl they prepare the other clay material used in 

the upper portmn, or dome, of the fiimace, and what eflfects woukl this preparation have 

had on the fiunaces' performance characteristics? 3) What modem materials wouki be 

appropriate to use when constructing the e}q)erimental fiimace? 

The thin sections all exhibited a clay matrix with fossQi&rous calcite inclusions as 

well as iron concretions. Cakite is naturally found in "marfy sedimentary cbys that were 

deposited for example, in lacustrine or riverine environments in a limestone or other 

carbonate geok>gkai regmiT and is also referred to as caknum carbonate (Rke 1987: 
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410). Based on an informal geological survey, Jason Rech has stated that none of the 

clays around Sepphoris have these calcite inchisions natural^ (personal communication 

7/24/2001). This particular fossili&rous calcite, as evidenced by the impressions of 

microscopic creatures preserved in some of the thin sections, did not enter the clays after 

burial 

Had the calcite been post-depositional, the calcite should have been visible on the 

exterior of the objects, as well as within the voids created by the use of straw temper. It 

was not. Instead it appears that the calcite was added intentionally. Rice (1987:229) has 

noted that calcite temper would be helpful in a ceramic body that was exposed to heating. 

This is because it has a coeflScient of thermal expansion similar to that of clay. During 

repeated heating and cooling cycles, the clay and calcite would expand and contract 

together, rather than cracking. 

The thin sections also revealed that the roof tfles were not particularly well made. 

In &ct, the clay in the roof tiles was only slightly better prepared than that found in the 

fragments from the upper portion of the fiimace, showing a cursory removal of the larger 

stones and other inchisions apparent in the upper samples. Both sample types appeared 

to be made of local clays with a vegetable temper, probably chopped straw or grass. 

After determining what the glass-workers used to construct their fiimace, a related 

issue was the origin ofthe materials. The glass-bk>wers appeared to utilize a 

combinatranofimmediatetyavaikible ceramic objects and raw clay. When the Sepphoris 

fiimace located in the k>wer market was in use, some ofthe buiklings nearby were in 

various stages of collapse. The roof tiles used in the furnace construction were probably 
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scavenged from abandoned structures. As already mentioned, it is likely that the clay for 

the dome was collected k)calfy, either by the glass-bk)wers or k)cal potters, and not 

highly modified except for the addition of the straw and calcite tempers and removal of 

some stones. 

The local clay supply was well known for its thermal capabilities, as discussed in 

the rabbinic sources, and was often used for making cooking vessels (Strange et aL 1994: 

225). While the clay deposits were located on the outskirts of Sepphoris, they seem to 

have primarily been used by the potters at the satellite village of Shikhin. Strange et aL 

(1994:217) have identified a "low hill north of Sepphoris" as the site of Shikhin based on 

literary references to the site, as well as the kilns and wasters apparent on the sur&ce. 

The glass-bk)wers chose a clay body that would withstand thermal stresses, 

though perhaps because it was conveniently k>cated nearby, rather than due to that 

particular performance characteristic. The glass-blowers' choices of tempers would have 

improved further improved the clay's ability to withstand high temperatures. The cafcite, 

as mentioned previously, would have helped the furnace bricks to expand and contract 

evenly as they were heated and cooled. The glass-bk)wers' choice of straw or grass 

temper, evident as large voids in the thin sections of the upper dome, would have made 

the structure more resistant to thermal shock. This is because the vokis 'interrupt cracks 

that form as a consequence of thermal stress (Rye 1981: 34). 

This vegetable temper is similar to tempers used in some ancient metalhirgical 

furnaces and ceramic kites (Freestone 1987: 156). The straw would have made it easier 

to manipulate the clay while buikiing the structure as it yieUs a greater wet strength. In 
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addition to helping to hold the furnace together, the straw would have made the structure 

lighter when the straw burned out. The structure would then have been fired in place. 

Additionally, when a clay object is fired rapidfy the straw bums out, leaving voids 

through which the gases evolved fi^m the clay could escape (Freestone 1987:159). 

These voids would also act as insulating pockets of air when the furnace was fired. This 

would be useful as it is likely that the glass fiimace was fired every morning, rapidly 

going fi-om room temperature to 1000°C. 

It was determined that a generic earthenware clay (Cedar Heights' RedArt clay) 

mixed with a small amount of fireclay would be appropriate to use in the furnace 

constructk>n, with the additwn of a large mesh (45-30) cafcium carbonate (Marble White 

30) and chopped straw as tempers. The resulting recipe was: 

100 lbs. earthenware clay 
20 lbs. fire clay 
5 lbs. large mesh calcium carbonate 
20-30 lbs. Water 
chopped straw added untfl it makes up 3-5% of the volume 

Rather than mixing up a clay body with the exact chemical composition of the 

Sepphoris clays, this commercial clay was chosen for a number of reasons. First, the 

composition of most earthenware clays is similar, and the differences should not affect 

the performance characteristics. Second, this approach was admittedly simpler than 

starting finm scratch. If it had been determined that the two clays woukl have performed 

differently, the more complicated approach wouU have been chosen. Discussions with 

Judith Pointer of Centre College highlighted that the only reason to take such an approach 

wouki be academk snobbery, and so it was abandoned in fiivor of the simpler method. 
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Refiring Analysis 

As a second step toward understanding the Sepphoris furnace, a refiring 

experiment was conducted at the Laboratory of Traditional Technology at the University 

of Arizona. Refirmg analysis makes it possible to determine the highest temperature 

reached by a ceramic object; in this case, it would yield a target range for heating the 

experimental iiimace. Slices cut &om the fifteen samples discussed earlier were used. 

Slices were cut fi:om each sample and five firings were conducted in the Laboratory for 

Traditk)nal Technology at the University of Arizona. Change in color was used as the 

indication that the original firing temperature had been met and superceded. As Mirti 

(1998: 56) has described, this method '̂ allows one to recognize an interval of temperature 

within which the equivalent ten^)erature of firing may be most probably placed." 

The first firing, to 500°C, only served to bum ofif the carbon that had accumulated 

on the samples' exteriors due to their proximity to charcoal when excavated. The second 

firing, to 900°C, was clearly above the range of the samples' original firing temperatures. 

Attempts were made to bracket the highest tenq)eratures reached in the past by firing the 

remaining samples at 700°C, 750°C and 800°C. A cotor change was noted in all of the 

saniq)les at 750°C. Interesting^, after a year of being stored in a box, the samples fired to 

800°C and 900°C disintegrated into powder, ak>ng with about half of the samples fired to 

750°C. This was probabty caused by the dehydration of CaCOs to CaO + H2O, which 

woukl have occurred during the e?q)eriniental firings and caused the subsequent 

disintegration. This phenomenon alone is sufBc^ proof that the samples were not 

subjected to tenq)eratures above 750°C in antiquity. 
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This refiring analysis was compared with the data derived &om an earlier SEM 

study of the glass composition at Sepphoris (Fischer and McCray 1999). While the study 

included glass from all excavated periods at the site, it was possible to isolate the 

Byzantine recipe for the current purposes. As part of the initial SEM project, the glass 

composition was plugged into log viscosity models to determine its properties at various 

temperatures (Fischer and McCray 1999: 897). Glass-blowing requires a log viscosity of 

4 (BrOl 1988: 280). According to the log viscosity model, the Sepphoris furnace needed 

to reach approximately lOSO^C in order for glass to be blown (Fischer and McCray 1999: 

897). 

These data seem to be in conflict with the refiring analyses. Unfortunately, as 

discussed in Chapter 4, there are no temperature data from traditional, Le. wood-burning, 

glass fiimaces with which to compare these results. Turning to metalhirgical examples, 

however, it is possible to offer an explanation for the discrepancy between temperatures. 

In a metal smelting furnace, the difference between the central combustion zone of the 

furnace and the furnace walls is "typically 100-300°C" (Freestone 1987: 155). Nicholson 

and Patterson (1992:39) noted that in the pottery kiln they observed in Egypt, there was 

"a range of 100-150* C between different parts of the kiln." Mirti (1998:45) noted a 

similar, though less dramatk difference, suggesting that ''firing condituns in antkiuity 

might often be such that temperature was not uniform within a furnace and pieces fired 

together in the same fiimace coukl experience maximiiin temperatures as different as 50 

or even 100 *C." Because the difference between the walls and the necessary 

temperature for glass-bk>wing is 300°C, it is possible that the discrepancy reflects the 
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difference between the center of the fiimace where the mohen glass would have been 

located and the exterior fiimace walls. It was hoped that optical pyrometer data from the 

experimental fiimace might provide data that would help explain the situation. 

One of the questions that the construction of an experimental furnace was 

designed to answer was whether this temperature was actually necessary, or whether it 

reflects onfy the temperatures that modem glass-blowers prefer for working glass. As 

will be discussed later, the experimental firing showed a difference of300°C between the 

firebox and the brick walls. 

The Question of Cruciblcs and Tank Linings 

It was unclear whether crucibles were used in the Sepphoris fiimace. Among the 

glass debris excavated at the site were a number of glass chunks that still retained the 

remnants of some sort of container adhering to their exterur. These artificts raised a 

number of questions: Was the glass melted in a tank fiimace, as at Somelaria, or was it 

mehed in crucibles as has been suggested at Jalame (although see Perrot 1966:141)? 

Were the containers made of limestone, as Brill (1988:288) and Weinberg (1988:31) 

claim at Jalame, or were they ceramic? 

In order to investigate these questions, a general understandmg of crucibles is 

necessary. Most crucibles in antkiuity were used in the meitmg and pouring of metals. 

The earliest cast metal object yet excavated was found in a SOOO B.C.E. context at Can 

Hasan, near Catal Hoyuk (R^^mond 1986:9). In order to cast an object in metal, it was 

necessary to heat the metal into a pourable state inskle of a container that coukl withstand 

the tenq)eratures necessary to melt the metal Typically this was a crucible made of cb^. 
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although Tylecote (1980:201) claims it was possible to make crucibles out of stone. The 

first glass objects that would have necessitated the use of crucibles in their manufiicture 

were core-formed vessels. These vessels first appeared in Egypt between 1500 and 1000 

B.C.E. To make these vessels, the glass-worker gathered mohen glass out of a number of 

crucibles holding different cobrs of glass and wound it around an organic core, whkh 

was later removed to make the vessel hoUow. 

Freestone (1987: 157) has shown that the archaeological examples of 

metallurgical crucibles were barely able to withstand the temperatures to which they were 

subjected. The crucible makers were evidently using local clays, often tempered with 

quartz. The plan of many metalhirgkal fiimaces before the Roman era included a tube 

that blasted hot air down on the crucibles. This plan allowed for crucibles that could not 

withstand the 1200-1300*C that were necessary to heat metal to a workable state. 

Because the heat source came from above, the highest temperatures were "confined to the 

inner sur&ces and perhaps the rim" of the crucibles (Freestone 1987:157). The clays 

used had very low thermal conductivity and so outer sur&ces of the crucibles coukl 

be at temperatures as k>w as a few hundred degrees while they hekl molten bronze as 

high as 1100 'C (Freestone 1987; 157). 

The additwn of quartz temper to these clays made the crucibles more resistant to 

thermal shock (Freestone and Tite 1986:58). Thermal shock is an important 

conskieratnn because the crucibles were not just heated, but were often moved in and out 

of the fiimace during the casting process. The ability to withstand the fluctuations in 

temperature that would occur as a result of this movement may have been the most 
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important &ctor in the length of the use-life of a crucible. The clay would shrink away 

from the quartz inchisions, creating small voids that would assist in stopping the 

propagation of cracks. 

The available data are inconchisive concerning whether crucibles or tank furnaces 

were used at Sepphoris. The curved skle of one glass sample from the site suggests that it 

may have been held in a crucible, but the skies of a fiimace tank may also have been 

curved to &cilitate gathering all the available glass. Most tank liners in modem furnaces 

are curved, so morphology ak)ne cannot answer the question. 

The petrographic analysis clearly shows that the containers holding glass, whether 

they were crucibles or fiimace tanks, were made of clay. The clay bodies were similar to 

those used in the rest of the furnace, with calcite inclusions, a few small stones, and a 

finely chopped vegetal temper. Halem (1996; 121), in reference to modem use of 

crucibles, has noted that the use of cuUet is preferable to using batch when employing a 

crucible. This is because cuUet '̂ von't attack your crucibles quite as harshly as batch 

will" (Halem 1996; 121). As ancient crucibles and fiimace tanks were presumably made 

of the same materials, melting pre-made glass would have been better for the overall use-

life of the glass-blowers' furnaces. 

The Byzantine Period Gbu Rccipe 

As with ethnoarchaeology, the usefiibess of an experimental study is directly 

related to how closely ft mimks the conditions in antkjuity. It was necessary, therefore, 

to determine what type of glass was melted in the Sepphoris furnace in order to find a 

modem parallel The previous Fischer and McCray (1999) study had determined the 
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compositioii of the Byzantine glass. The analyses showed that the glass used during the 

Byzantine period at Sepphoris was a soda-lime-silka glass fluxed with natron. The 

composition is actually quite similar to modem clear glasses. This established that a 

modem suppty of glass could be used in the experimental furnace, at least fix)m a 

compositional standpoint. The decision was made to use Spruce Pine Batch cullet. This 

cuUet was made up of waste glass from the Centre College Hot Glass Studio. 

Fuel 

Cable (1998) has extensive^ discussed the use of wood fuel in glass fiimaces. 

Although the furnaces he discusses are larger in size and later in time than those used to 

design the experimental furnace, he makes a number of useful observations. He carefully 

considers the steps from cutting wood in the forest to stoking the furnace. The large 

quantities of wood necessitated by the fiimaces he discusses, between 3000 and 6000 tons 

per year, point to the importance of a reliable wood supply (Cable 1998:327). Jackson et 

aL (1998; 20,21), in their experimental frimace at Amama, used 380 kg of fiiel for a 

firing that lasted almost 9 hours. 

From Cable's (2000) research we can draw the foOowing conchiswns; 1) Beech 

and ash wood care preferred, while oak, aspen and pine are too smoky. The 

ethnoarchaeological evidence shows, however, that the less preferred woods are still 

used. The pollen core data discussed in Chapter 2 suggests that oak and pine would have 

been used at Sepphoris. 2) The wood should be prepared through the removal of twigs 

and should be less than 6 inches in diameter, with 3-4 inches being closer to the ideal. 

Leach (1976; 187) called for wood ofthe same size for use in potters kilns, and fiirther 
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suggests that the sticks be between 2 and IVi feet loi^. 3) The wood should be dried for a 

year or more, so that it does not retain moisture and will bum more rapidly. 

For the experimental fiiniace, kiln-dried pine scraps were collected at a nearby 

sawmill. These scnq>s came in a variety of sizes, none of which were the kleal sizes 

mentioned by Cable or Leach. The primary sizes used were 3cm x 3cm x 20cm and 3cm 

X 10cmX IScm. 

Metal Toob 

The archaeok)gical evidence from Sepphoris, discussed in Ch{q>ter 3, showed that 

metal tools were being used. There was clear evidence for metal bk)w-pipes and pontils, 

and equivalent modem examples were created for use with the experimental fiimace. 

Given ancient metallurgical technology, it is unlikely that the ancient examples were as 

k)ng as those found comnoercially today. Therefore, oUer bk)w-pipes and pontils 

donated by Centre College were cut shorter to better ^proximate the working situation in 

antiquity. Cutting them shorter also served to remove the modem conveniences such as 

mbber handles, as well as the damaged portk)ns that made these otgects suitable for 

experimental use. 

Building the Furnace 

Bricks 

Once a plan had been created and the i^ipropruite materials determined, the brkks 

for the fiimace had to be made. Using the recipe discussed earlier, five batches of clay 

were mixed and 255 mudbricks were formed the author and three Centre College 

students. In total, this represented approximately 12 person hours of woric, which coukl 
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have easily been doubled had an electric clay mixer not been used. Wooden templates 

had been constructed to standardize the amount of clay used in each brick. This portion 

of clay was then hand-formed into a brick. Each brick-maker interpreted the appropriate 

size and shape somewhat differently, resulting in three different size/shape classes. This 

situation turned out to be advantageous when the ftimace was constructed. 

The brkks were made between September 20"* and September 25"', 2001. As a 

result, some of the bricks dried for a week before the fiimace was constructed, whOe 

others only had two days to dry. In the fiiture, it woukl be advantageous to aUow a nnich 

longer drying time or to dry the bricks in a kiln. The reasons for this will be discussed 

later. Fig. 96 shows the bricks drying on a rack. 

Pit 

The second stage in buikling the fiimace was to excavate a pit for the firebox. 

Again the help of Centre College students was enlisted, and on September 26"*, 2001 the 

pit was dug in less than two hours, probably 3 person hours total Fig. 97 shows the pit, 

which was located next to a larger pit constructed for an unrelated ceramic firing. The pit 

was made slightly larger than the planned firebox diameter, in order to make it simpler to 

bufld the firebox and then pack the dirt around the exterior. 

Firebox 

No mortar was used in the construction of the fiimace, as there was no evidence 

for it in antiquity. Because of this, it was necessary to buikl the entire structure in a 

single day to avoid it collapsing overnight. The fiimace was constructed by the author 

with no additional help in approximate^ 4'/2 hours on September 27"'. The firebox was 
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constructed by ahemating the direction of the bricks, as seen in Figs. 98 and 99. Each 

succeeding ring of bricks was made slightly smaller, in order to achieve an overall bee

hive shape. This also made it possible to put a second ring of bricks on every other layer. 

When the top of the firebox began to near ground level, a lintel was place on the stoking 

hole, and two vents were constructed (Fig. 100). One vent was directly across from the 

stoking hole to draw aff across the fiimace and the other was to the left. No vent was 

constructed to the right of the stoking hole because it would have directed hot air directty 

onto the experimental glass-bk)wer. 

Giass Tank 

The glass tank was constructed by taking k)nger bricks and extending them over 

the top of the firebox. Because none of the bricks were tong enough to completely span 

this area, it was necessary to put two bricks end to end and balance them against each 

other. In total four bricks were used in this area. In order to hold them in place, the next 

ring of bricks was placed and wet clay was spread over the interior of the tank, as can be 

seen in Fig. 101. Behind the glass tank was a brick set perpendkular to the others that 

was intended to keep the glass fitim ftowmg into the firebox through the vent connecting 

the two chambers. In Fig. 101, the area directly above the word TANK is the glass tank, 

and the area directly bek)w the word VENT is the vent between the two chambers. The 

problems with this tank will be discussed later. 

Upper Dome 

After the glass tank had been constructed, the rest of the fiimace dome was 

completed (Fig. 102). At this point the variety of brkk sizes became essential When 
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constructing fiiture furnaces, it will be helpful to have an even greater selection of small 

bricks. The uppermost layer of the fiimace consisted of two bricks. 

Exterior Coating 

The final step in the fiimace construction was to appfy a coating of wet 

earthenware clay to the exterior (Fig. 103). This coating was put on the bricks for a 

number of reasons. First, it seemed likely from the extant examples and depictions of 

furnaces that they had a smooth coating in antiquity. The second reason was because 

without mortar only gravity was hokling the furnace in place. The addition of clay to the 

sur&ce would help to bond the structure together. The final reason for the clay coating 

was to fill in the vokls left by the furnace construction. These vokls were due, in part, to 

the size and shape of the bricks used and there was some concern over how much heat 

woukl be tost through thenL The entire structure was then left to dry out overnight. By 

the next day, large cracks had devetoped in the surfiice coating as expected as a result of 

clay shrinkage (Fig. 104). 

Furnace Use 

On September 28*** at 12:40, a small fire was started in the firebox using straw. 

Part of the stokehole was bkicked, as can be seen in Fig. 104, in order to decrease the 

amount of air flow through the furnace. Chunks of wood from the sawmill were then 

introduced. Within an hour a temperature ofSTl^C had been reached. The temperatures 

were monitored using an optkral pyrometer toaned to the endeavor by Stephen PowelL 

At this time it became apparent that some of the bricks in the fiimace were not dry 

enough. The heating caused them to crack. This was onty a problem m two areas. The 
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vent at the back of the fiirnace appeared to be receiving the majority of the fiimace heat 

and therefore had the most problems with cracking (Fig. 105). Small expk)sions of clay 

came from this portion of the fijmace throughout the firing, literally making it dangerous 

to stand in that area. 

The second problem area was the glass tank (Fig. 106). One of the bricks that 

made up the bed of the tank expkxled, putting a large hole in the region that was meant to 

hold glass. This hole probably occurred because the tank was located directly above the 

wood pile in the firebox and was getting a concentrated blast of heat. While this was a 

significant problem, it was easily remedied. A leftover clay bowl from the ceramics class 

that fortuitously fit into the fiimace opening was used as a crucible. This bowl had 

already been subjected to a bisque firing (900-1000°C), so it was unlikely to crack under 

the projected fiimace ten^ratures. In order to preheat the bowl, it was set in the fiimace 

opening for an hour and a half (Fig. 107). 

very little effort, the fiimace reached 704''C within two hours of starting the 

fire and 838°C within three and a half hours. This was clearly a shock to many of the 

bricks, as they constantly popped and, as already mentk>ned, sometimes expknled. This 

situation was probably intensified because of the wide range of temperatures that were 

occurring in each bricL One particular brick, whkh was monitored throughout the firing, 

ranged from on the interror to 82°C on the exterior at its top ten:q)erature. In 

addition to showing the type of thermal stress each brick was under, the tenq)erature data 

from this brick show that while the heat in the firebox reached a maximum of938*'C, the 
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bricks were 300° lower. This fits well with the re-firing data from the Sepphoris fiimace 

fragments. 

After introducing the crucible to the furnace, three pieces of glass cuUet were 

placed in a smaller bowl on top of the fiimace. This was done to preheat the glass before 

introducing it into the crucible. Throwing cold glass directly into a hot fiimace can cause 

it to crack, and this was avoided through the preheating process even though the glass 

only reached about 93''C on top of the fiimace. 

Four hours after the firing was begun, glass was finally introduced into the 

furnace. At this time the heat in the firebox had basically hit a plateau around 804''C, 

which was presumably too bw to melt the glass, especially because the glass tank area 

was only reaching approximately 343''C. With input fit>m Judith Pointer, who had 

prevk)usly done wood-firings of ceramic kilns, the focus shifted to getting a good bed of 

coals going and periodically stirring them up (Fig. 108). This practice quickly pushed the 

fire hotter, and within one hour the temperature was 849°C m the firebox. Even though 

the firebox was still only around 482°C, the glass cuUet began to slump. Clearly it was 

getting heating from bek>w as well as above. An hour later the glass was complete^ 

melted (Fig. 109), even though the firebox was at 938°C and the glass tank was at 482*'C. 

In order to determine if the gbss was truly melted, a decision was made to go 

ahead and gather it on the end of a bk)w-pipe. In order for the bk>w-pipe to adhere to the 

glass, it has to be hot and so the end ofthe bk>w-p^ was [He-heated in the furnace vent 

(Fig. 110). After it had sufBciently heated, the glass was gathered from the fiimace (Fig. 

III). Having gathered glass out ofthe bead-makers fiimace in Gorece, I was not 
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surprised by bow pasty the glass was compared to the glass in a gas-fired fimiace. It was 

a pleasant surprise, however, to be able to gather all of the glass around the end of the 

blowpipe and shape it into a symmetrical fonn. Unfortunately, the clay that had popped 

off the bricks above the crucible was also incorporated into the glass. It was stiU possible 

to heat the glass blob in the furnace and inflate a small amount of air into it (Fig. 112). 

After having gathered and bk)wn the glass, the fiimace was no tonger stoked with wood 

and the vents were bk)cked to help the fire die more quickly. 

Conclusions 

The experimental furnace took less than 20 hours of labor to produce, most of 

which was devoted to making bricks. Renfi«w and Bahn (1991:303) have pointed out: 

'there is usually much more to be learnt fi'om careful study of the work of a 
skilled craftsperson operating with a traditional technobgy than there is fix>m 
some less adept attempt at experimental archaeology undertaken by an 
experimenter who does not have the benefit of generatuns of experience." 

With this in mind, it is reasonable to suggest that it woukl have taken an ancient glass-

worker less time to construct a similar fiimace. It shouki be remembered, however, that 

the experimental fiimace was certainly on the small end of the range of fiiraace sizes and 

so it may be a good approximatran of labor for a slightly larger fiimace constructed by a 

seasoned practitk)ner. 

Furnace Operation 

The fiimace was surprisingly simple to operate, and came to temperature noore 

quickfy than expected. This was even though the bricks were not in the kleal condition 

for firing to such high temperatures. If larger sticks of a hotter burning wood had been 

used, it is conceivable that very little fte tending woukl have been necessary once the 
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appropriate temperatures had been reached. as in Afghanistan, a child had been 

tending the fire, they would have had ample time to learn glass-bbwing skills through 

observation. While the experimental firing was short, less than 20kg of wood was used, 

suggesting that the estimates of 100kg of wood per day are certainty adequate. 

Tempentures Obtainable 

In the experimental furnace, 938°C seems to have been the upper temperature 

limit. Again, however, because this furnace was built by a novice, it is likely that the 

ancient furnaces were capable of somewhat higher temperatures. One unexpected result 

of the experimental firing was the conclusion that the upper tank area did not have to 

reach as high a temperature for the glass to be workable. 

Ease of working with glass 

The glass was fliU of ceramk bits from the bricks, but it stiU melted, and was easy 

to gather on a bk>w-pipe. After gathering the glass, it cooled and hardened, as glass does. 

Looking for a spot to re-heat the glass, it became clear that the vent connecting the 

firebox and glass-chamber could function much like a modem glory-hole. The glass 

quickfy heated when hekl over this vent, to the point it could be further manipulated. The 

bricks in front of the fiimace opening were used as a marver and dkl not stick to the glass. 

Peih£^ this is because they had already been heated by the heat emitted from the firebox. 

Future Considerations 

The construction of the experimental fiimace showed that the furnace plan 

extrapolated from the archaeological evidence can work. It is likely, therefore, that this 

fiimace plan bears a distinct similarity to the fiimaces used in antkiuity. WhOethisisa 
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worthwhile result, it is only the beginning where ancfent glass furnace research is 

concerned. Taking the lessons learned from the construction of this fiimace, it is now 

possible to buOd better fiimaces and conduct experiments on how particular glass objects 

were made in antiquity without the help of aU the technology glass-blowers feel is 

necessary today. These experiments are, however, outside of the scope of this 

dissertation. 
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The Acquisitioii and Use of Glass-blowing Sldlb 

Glass-workers in general, and glass-bk>wers in particular, woukl have been 

specialized craftsmen in the ancient world. Their craft demanded the acquisition and use 

of certain skills that were unk^ue to glass-working. This chapter begins with a discussun 

of specialization and where the craft of glass-bk)Mdng Ms in the spectrum of 

specializatun. The types of knowledge that woukl have been necessary for glass-bk)wers 

in antkiuity to acquire and use are then consklered. This knowledge was fiirther 

investigated through a study of modem glass-bk>wers. McCray and Kingery (1998:11) 

called for this type of study, claiming it "couki lead to a better appreciatk)n of such issues 

as the acquisition of craft skills through non-verbal methods." 

Craft SpcciaUzation 

Brumfiel and Earfe (1987:5) describe specialization as existence of 

indivkluals who produce goods or services for a broader consumer populatwn." Costin 

(1991:4) describes specialists as producing more of a partkular good than tbey can 

consume and as having regular and predictable productive activities. There are many 

levels and types of specialists. Costin (1991:2) reminds us "specialization is a relative 

state, not an absolute one." Brumfiel and Earle (1987: S) have listed five variable 

related to specializatnn: 

1. The affiliation of the specialists (Independent or attached). 
2. The nature of the product (subsistence goods, wealth items or servkes). 
3. The intensity of specializatk)n (part-time or fiill-time) 
4. The scale of the productnn unit (mdivklual industry, househoki industry, 

woricshop industry, village industry or kvge scale industry). 
5. The voh^ of output per indivklual specialists. 
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Affiliation 

From the textual references discussed in Giapter 2, the glass-blowers at Sepphoris 

appear to have functioned independently. Independent specialists are described as 

producing '*goods or services for an unspecified demand crowd that varies according to 

economic, social and political conditions" (Brumfiel and Earle 1987: 5) 

Brumfiel and Earle (1987: 5) describe attached specialists as "contractually bound 

to the patrons for whom they work, and fi'equently, the patrons insure that all the 

specialists' bask needs are met." While the Byzantine period glass-blowers at Sepphoris 

were not attached specialists, there does seem to be a long period of attached glass-

blowers in the Near East. The earliest recorded history of attached glass specialists is 

from Egypt at El-Amama, but the later references are closer to the study area. Engle 

(1980: 73) notes a century C.E. text that mentions "servants of the Sanctuary," 

meaning the area surrounding the Dome of the Rock and al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, 

and specifically mentions a "compai^ of Jews, who made the glass plates for the lamps, 

and the glass lantern bowls, and glass vessels and rods." 

Nature of the Product 

Brumfiel and Earle (1987: S) point out that "when the production process involves 

some gradually acquired skills or significant economies of scale" specialization can be 

expected. The question of skill acquisition as it relates to glass-blowing will be discussed 

fiorther later in this chapter. 

A further marker of specialization is "the payment in money or in kind for the 

products of the specialist" (Costin 1991:3). In addition to economic records that ^w 
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that goods were paid for with coinage during the Byzantine period, there is also 

circumstantial evidence of coin payment at the USF glass workshop. In the area 

containing the highest concentration of glass-working debris, many Byzantine period 

coins were also found. 

Intensity of Specialization 

According to Costin (1991:18), the intensity of specializatwn "reflects the 

amount of time producers spend on their craft.'' Glass-bk)wers in antk)uity appear to 

have been fiiU-time specialists, although it is possible that they engaged in agrkuhural 

pursuits a few months of the year. The intensity of specialization is also related to the 

specialized tools necessary to carry out a craft. As Avi-Yonah (1976:24) has pointed 

out, "production of glass required technical skills much above those of an ordinary potter; 

it also demanded larger investments in kilns and tools, and the import of raw materials 

from some distance.** The existence of a glass fiimace is proof of both time and material 

investment. 

Scale of the Production Unit 

The archaeological evidence from Sepphoris suggests that the glass-blowers were 

operating at the level of workshop industry. It is possible that they lived on the second 

story of the workshop buikiings, whkh is the basis for arguing that theirs was a 

household industry. This wouki not be a sound argument for two reasons. First, none of 

the glass-workers visited in the Near East lived at their workshops, whkh suggests a 

trend against that type of arrangement. Of course these glass-workers are renx)ved by 

1500 years from the workshop in question, and thus it b only a suggestnn. Second, the 
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SRP building was clearty set up as a workshop, not as a dwelling where the inhabitants 

also managed to woric with glass. Even if they dkl live on the second floor, it coukl be 

said that they lived with the workshop, and not that the workshop was inserted into their 

living space. 

Volume of Output per IndividutU 

The Jordanian glass-bk>wers discussed in Giapter 4 reported making 70-80 small 

goblets per day, which is probably accurate. Given the sheer volume of glass excavated 

at Sepphoris, it is not difiScuH to imagine a simikir output in antkiuity. It is, of course, 

impossible to know the actual output per individual without knowing the volume of glass 

produced at the workshop and the number of indivkluals working there. At this point it is 

only possible to say that very few people were working with glass at one time, as the 

furnace couki only accommodate one or two craftsmen, and they were producing a tot of 

glass. 

Jargon 

Further evidence that glass-blowing was a specialized craft during the Byzantine 

period is the use of a specific tenn meaning g]ass-bk>wer, zagag (rir), and the use of tools 

unique to the glass craft. The specialized nature of the glass craft may have resulted in 

the use of jargon, as will be discussed briefly. 

Zagag: ur 

Costin (1991:3) has suggested that one characteristk of specialized production 

that distmguishes it fix)m non-specialized productton is "the presence of a recognized 

title, name, or oflSce for the person or activity." The Mishnak passages discussed in 
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Chapter 2 contain terms that refer specifically to glass, zekhuhit (nTiinr), and maker of 

glassware, zagag (UT), one indk^on that glass-working was a specialized occupation. 

The Hebrew term for glass, zekhuhit (TiTnnT), may be related to the term zeku, used in the 

second millennium B.C. glass-making texts fivm Mesopotamia to denote glass 

(Oppenheim 1970: 35, Brill 1970; 109). A similar term in Arabic zqjjaj was also used to 

describe a glass-maker in 13th century Jerusalem (Burgoyne 1987; 62). Cohen (1973; 

31) has pointed out that the use of the nisba al-Zaj^aj or al-Zajjaji, refers to the 

indivklual's occupatk)n as a glass-bk)wer beginning at least as early as the 8"* c. C.E. 

These terms are quite different fi:om the Latin vitrearii, glass-blower or molder, and 

diatretarii, glass engraver (Nicholson 1993; 65). 

The Importance of Jargon 

In order to converse with feUow craftsmen, a giass-bk)wer needed to explkitly 

learn the jargon of the craft. Jargon, or the specialized vocabulary relating to a group or 

activity, serves a number of purposes. Specialized terms are defined for novkes and 

mark their entry into the craft. These terms also make it possible to talk about objects or 

activities that do not exist outskle of the craft. An indivkiual without this knowledge 

couM still have produced fine glass vessels, but it is difficult to imagine how he or she 

woukl have acquired the kinesthetk skills necessary without ever talking about the 

activities in whkh he or she was engaged. 

The knowledge of jargon is not consklered integral to glass productran, but woukl 

have been necessary for a glass-bk)wer to have been accepted among his peers. As 

Bourdieu (1977; 648) pomted out, "a person speaks not onfy to be understood but also to 
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be believed, obeyed, respected, distinguished." Through the use of jargon, glass-blowers 

signal their competence to other craftsmen, as well as to potential customers. While the 

customers would not understand the jargon, they would understand that the use of jargon 

marks the craftsmen as competent, therefore increasing the customers' confidence. To 

illustrate the importance of jargon, one need onty imagine whether he or she would hire 

an individual to do carpentry work calls a hammer "that thing you hit stuff with." 

Took 

To carry the carpentry anak>gy further, one is unlikely to hire indivkluals to do 

such work if they do not own the proper tools. How e>q)erienced can a carpenter be if he 

or she does not own, for example, a hammer? Another marker of the specialized nature 

of the glass craft is the use of tools designed especial^ for glass-working. Evidence for 

the existence of these tools in antkiuity has been discussed in Chapter 3. 

Specialized Knowledge and Skilb: Lessons finom the Present 

Renfrew and Bahn (1991:271) have recommended that archaeok)gists '*seek the 

advice of modem experts in equivalent technologies." Although I was trained as a glass-

blower, relying solely on personal experiences wouU have yiekled an inadequate and 

potentially biased data-base. When attempting to describe the knowledge necessary to 

glass-bk)wers in antiquity, a wkler view was necessary. To gain this wkter viewpoint, 

texts that describe glass-bk)wing, as well as other glass-btowers, were consulted. The 

texts are generally problematic, as most are written non-practitioners and meant to 

describe glass-bk>wing and its jargon to other non-practitraners. Other books, such as 

Halem's 1993 work, are written by glass-blowers about the technical issues of buikling 
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furnaces and melting glass in various situations. The only books written by a glass-

blower about glass-blowing specifically for an audience of glass-blowers are Schmid's 

1993 and 1997 volumes. His books are sometimes used by introductory glass-blowers, as 

well as advanced practitioners, especialfy when they need to more fiilly understand a 

skill His combination of drawings and hand-written descriptions serves to supplement, 

but not replace, live instruction. 

The personal experiences of other glass-workers appeared to be a more reliable 

source of data about glass-working. In addition to the glass-workers I interviewed in the 

Near East, I chose 10 American glass-bk>wers of varying skill levels and conducted 

interviews with them concerning their glass knowledge. These interviews were designed 

to investigate the specialized glass-blowing knowledge the informants had acquired. The 

primary focus of the interviews was investigating the specialized tasks that glass-bk)wers 

are engaged in that are peripheral to the main activity of bk)wing glass. It was not 

deemed sufScient to interview the glass-bk>wers for, as Schiflfer and Skibo (1992:46) 

have pointed out, "it shoukl not be presumed that the practitk>ners of a technology can 

provkle a complete or accurate verbal account of the rules that underlie their behaviors.'* 

In additk)n to the interviews, informatmn was collected via observation and video-taping. 

To determine what these tasks might be, my personal knowledge of the 

characteristics of glass was consulered. Molten glass, as an extremely hot and corrosive 

material, is very dangerous to work with if an individual does not know what they are 

doing. There are any number of activities that a glass-bk>wer constantly engages in that 

can be done a right or wrong way, from a safety standpoint. When discussing working 
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with a hot blowpipe, Schmid (1993: 10) points out that "usually you get a severe bum 

ONCE. After that you become painfiilly AWARE" (emphasis in original). One 

emphasis of the interviews was the activities that are integral to safety in the workshop 

and how those activities were learned. 

Description of the Study 

A plan was drawn up whereby glass-blowers would be vkleo-taped while working 

in the hot shop and subsequently interviewed. An interview format was developed (see 

Appendix B) and two study groups chosen. Consent forms were drawn up (see Appendix 

C), and each potential informant was given numerous opportunities to decline the 

opportunity to participate in the study. Only one potential informant asked to be 

excluded. The real first names of the informants are being used, and Appendix D denotes 

the number of years of glass-bk>wing experience each informant reported. A transcript of 

the resulting video project What's a Gather? can be found in Appendix E. 

Selection of Study Groups 

Two separate groups of glass-blowers were chosen for the study, each consisting 

of 5 individuals. One group was at an educational &cility and the other at a private glass 

studio. These particular groups were chosen to see if there was any difference in basic 

skill knowledge based on the manner in which they had been trained. 

The first group that was videotaped and interviewed was located at Centre 

College, in Danville, Kentucky. This group was made up of a selection of current glass 

students, graduates who had remained in the area working on glass, and the glass 

professor. The glass studio was visited for two days. On the first day, the professor and 
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his team of assistants were videotaped while making two glass objects. On the second 

day, the students working during the 9-12 A.M. shift were vkieot{q)ed. This sample was 

therefore made up of non-random advanced glass-blowers and a random selection of 

students who had previously chosen this blowing time. 

Following their work in the hot glass studk), the glass-blowers were asked to 

submit to a 10-minute videotaped interview. This manner of sampling the available 

glass-blowers gave a cross-sectk)n of abilities from intermediate through advanced, as no 

beginners were working that morning. In order to get the viewpoint of a beginning glass-

blower, 1 interviewed a first semester student who was not videotaped while working. 

The second group of glass-blowers was located at Phikbaum Glass Studk> in 

Tucson, Arizona. This group was made up of a selection of employees who work in the 

hot glass shop. The studk> was visited on two di£ferent occasions and 5 glass-blowers 

were video-taped and interviewed. This sample also contained a cross-section of 

intermediate through advanced glass-bk)wers. None of these glass-blowers had learned 

their craft in an educational setting. There was no significant difference in the way that 

the glass-blowers from Centre and the glass-blowers from PhUabaum's answered the 

questmns. The annunt of glass-blowing, as well as teaching, experience seemed to be 

most important in determining how an mdivkiual stored and retrieved gkiss-blowing 

knowledge. 

Nccessaiy Knowledge juul SldOs 

As with most other crafts, glass-blowing has certain skills that a practitraner must 

leam in order to work e£kctivety. The skills under discusswn here are those that result in 
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a particular finished product such as a glass cup. There is an emphasis on those 

peripheral skills necessary every time a glass-blower enters the shop with the intention of 

working with hot glass. 

Jargon 

Testing their knowledge of glass jargon, the informants were asked; What is a 

gather? A gather is defined by Newman (1977:130) as "a bk>b of mohen glass attached 

to the end of a gathering iron, bk)w-pipe or pontil, preparatory to forming an object." 

Whitehouse (1993:37) points out that gather can also be used as a verb, as in 'to collect 

mohen glass on the end of a tool" This term was chosen because it is specifica% related 

to glass, unlike other pyrotechnic terms such as annealing, whkh also applies to metal, 

and because it was not a tool. A great deal of the specialized vocabulary of glass refers to 

the tools used in the glass shop, much of it borrowed from Italian. This use of Italian 

terminotogy denotes the k)ng history of glass in that region, as well as the skill of the 

Italian practitioners. 

During the interviews there was a tendency for the informants to descnbe the 

physical activity of gathering rather than to actually define the term gather. Natasha, a 

beginning glass student, defined a gather as, 

'̂ t's when you go ^o, uh, theglass fiimace withehherabtowp^ora 
pontil and, uh, you put it IN the furnace and you barety touch it into the 
glass, and then you turn it and you pick up the glass and let it cut itself off 
and then take it out, and that's to gather a piece." 

Often the answers were short and to the point, as when Shane responded "A gather being 

each time you go to the fiimace to collect new glass," or SteveH explained, '*A gather? 

It's uh, it's a layer of glass. It'sad^." The ease with which the informants retrieved an 
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answer, as well as the similarity of the answers, suggests a common knowledge about 

gathers and gathering. 

Their answers demonstrated that there was a certain explicit knowledge base that 

was common to all the glass-blowers regardless of the setting in whkh they had learned 

their craft. This is probably because glass-blowing in the United States is a &irly 

homogenized craft in terms of jargon and skill-base due to constant interactk>ns between 

practitioners of all skill levels at events such as the annual Glass Art Society meetings. 

While the use of jargon marks one as a practitk)ner of a craft, it is not absolutely 

necessary for the creation of an object. Glass-bk>wers may use it whfle working if they 

work in teams, as in '*get me a gather" or luring me a punty.'" however, the glass-

blower is working alone, it would not be necessary to communicate with someone else 

about the necessary processes. It is difficult to determine whether glass-bk)wers worked 

alone or in pairs in antiquity. 

Two of the depictions of glass-bk>wers discussed in Giapter 2 show two figures 

in front of the furnace (Figs. 7, 8). It is unclear if it is showing two equal glass-blowers 

working on separate objects or a glass-bk)wer and an assistant working on a single object. 

The other two depktions, shown in Figs. 9 and 10, show a single glass-blower at work. 

Looking at the contemporary glass-bk)wers in the Near East, there is strong evidence for 

working alone on the creatk)n of an object, although muh^le craftsmen may work out of 

the same furnace. As mentk>ned in Chapter 4, in the Cairo workshop bbwn vessels were 

made by one person working alone, while smaQer objects, such as glass disks meant to be 

placed in brass laiiq)s, were made by a team (Fig. 80). 
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Working with Hot Glass 

The following sections will focus on the tacit knowledge base that the glass-

blowers must draw upon whfle forming a glass object. The e;q)licit plans a glass-blower 

uses to create an object will not be discussed. A discussion of craftsmen's plans while 

working can be found in Keller and Keller (1996:130-1S8). Specific plans are not being 

focused on here because there can be many ways to achieve the same end product in 

glass-working. Without knowing with great certainty exactly what tools were available 

to the Galilean giass-bk)wers, attempting to describe their specific plans wouki invohre 

significant guesswork. 

Maintaining the necessary temperatures in the fiimace woukl also have been very 

important for the ancient glass-btowers, but will not be discussed here. At this time it is 

unclear who woukl have stoked the fire, and it may not have been among the glass-

bkiwers' duties. IC as in Herat, a young man stoked the fiimace, it is likely that the glass-

bbwers woukl have kept an eye on him and on the fiimace, encouraging him to maintain 

a steady, adequate temperature. 

Gathering 

In order to create a gkiss object, it is necessary to gather hot glass from the 

fiimace using either a bk)w-p^ or a pontiL There is a limit to the amount of glass that 

can be gathered at one time. This limit is set by the size of the object being used to 

gather, as well as the viscosity of the glass. Depending on the planned size of the final 

object, muh^le gathers may be necessary. When using multiple gathers, the glass-

bk>wer must determine when it is appropriate to gather again. Gathering when the glass 
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on the pipe is too hot can resuh in a collapsed bubble; gathering when the glass is too 

cold can cause the glass on the blow-pipe to crack. 

In order to investigate how glass-blowers determine when to gather again, the 

informants were asked; "How do you know when the glass is cool enough to gather a 

second or third time?" This question was designed to elicit the informant's personal 

strategy for determining when it is appropriate to gather mote glass. The variation m the 

answers was interesting and underscored Schiffer and Skibo's (1987:598) admonition 

that "aU informant statements about the hows and whys of a technok)gy, inchiding those 

offered by archaeologist-practitioners, should be treated simply as hypotheses that do not 

necessarily have high prior probabilities." 

Most of the informants claimed their decision was based on cotor. Kasey said 

that she could tell when to gather again by the cotor of [the glass]," and Shane felt it was 

time to gather again when '*[the glass]'s pretty much lost all the red heat." Other glass-

bk)wers cited a combinatnn of &ctors contributing to their decision. The beginning 

student Natasha considered the color, but also said, 

"you can tap it sort o^ oC REAL lightly on the marver, marvmg table, and uh, 
t^ if it m^es a sound like it's hard, and you know, it doesn't go pllth and your 
bubble flattens out then you know it's hard enough that you know, you're fiK." 

Louis also mentioned that it was possible to "tap [the glass] with a tool and if you get a 

metallk sound then you know it's ready to gather." Most of the advanced gkiss-bk)wers 

cited cok)r and timing as their main mdcators. Glass-btowers whose work included 

repetitive motmns such as muh^le gathers were more likefy to base thefr decisk)n on 

timing. When describing hewing with SteveP's pieces. Brook claimed that "you just get 
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into a rliythm" and admits that they had even toyed with the idea of timing certain 

portions of the work sequence. During the summer of2001, one segment of the work 

sequence that involved SteveP leaving the workshop whfle the glass on the blowpipe 

cooled sufBciently to gather an eighth time was monitored using a stopwatch to ensure 

that 2 minutes and 40 seconds l^sed. This was to be sure that his assistants were ready 

for his return, which was always within a few seconds the of allotted time. 

Potters and metal-workers also use color as a proxy measure for determining 

temperature. Keller and Keller (1996: 140) discuss how blacksmiths must be able to 

gauge the heat of iron by its color, using '"visual images" of the possible color range. 

Olsen (1983:253) describes a 'temperature cok)r guide for kilns" that allows modem 

potters to fire their kDns to the necessary temperatures when "neither pyrometric cones or 

a pyrometer are available." 

Berry and Dienes, however, described a sttidy in which individuals were asked to 

describe the k)gic behind a sequence of letters that they had been viewing (1993:74). 

While all were able to give a description, none of these accurate^ reflected the actual 

patterning of the letters. It is possible that the same phenomenon was occurring with the 

glass-blowers, or it may be that there are many ways of knowing when to gather. Perhiq)s 

the most important &ctor in determining when to gather again is, as one of the informants 

answered, "experience." ExperKnce allows the glass-bk)wer to internalize all of the 

outward cues; cok)r, timing, stiffiiess of the glass, and arrive at the apinropriate time to 

gather again. 
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Schififer and Skibo (1987:597) have discussed how being able to give an answer 

serves to "promote the leamiiig process by providing authoritative answers, thereby 

reinforcing the higher status of the master." It is often not possible, however, to 

determine whether the answer given is '̂ echno-science, rationale, or n^thok)gy" 

(Schiffer and Skibo 1987:598). As with blacksmithing, visual, sensorimotor and aural 

imagery may be '̂ equally important in the conceptualization of productive activities" 

(Keller and Keller 1996:135). The glass-bk)wers' descriptions of when to gather again 

woukl then be classified as '%lk theories" that do not adequately describe the situation 

although they do allow the practitioners a sense of confidence about their activities 

(Keller and Keller 1996:171). 

While the glass corpus at Sepphoris contains many different vessel types, it is 

likely that the glass-bk>wers spent k>ng periods of time making a single type. Due to the 

repetitive nature of this type of production work, the glass-bk)wers probably relied 

primarify on timing to determine when to gather again. This sense of timing wouki have 

grown out of an earlier knowledge of when to gather that was based on the sensorimotor 

clues discussed prevk)usly. 

Entering and Exiting the Bench 

A glass-bk)wer's bench (Fig. 113) is a seat with two k>ng arms where a glass-

bk>wer sits while sh2q)ing the glass. The arms of the bench are used as a sur&ce on 

whkh to turn the bk>w-p^ or pontil with the left-hand while manipulating the glass with 

the right hand. While most American glass-bk)wers call this apparatus a "bench," it is 

also known simpty as a "chair" (Bn^ 1995:69; Whftehouse 1993:18). Personal 
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experience as a glass-blower allowed me to come up with two potential^ implicit 

activities to ask about; the movement of getting in and out of the bench with hot glass and 

the way in which an individual turns the bk)wpipe while sitting in the bench. Both of 

these activities are conducted in tandem with other physical movements such as walking 

or working the hot glass with metal hand tools. While benches appear to be a later Italian 

innovation, learning how to work safely with hot glass wouki have been necessary fix)m 

the inceptk)n of the craft of glass-bk)wing. 

Glass is, by its very nature, dangerous to work with. There are a number of 

background skills that a glass-bk)wer needs to devek>p in order to avokl getting hurt. 

Background skills are being defined as '̂ automatk; processes [that] shoukl require no 

attention at aU" and "shoukl have no efifect on concurrent performance of an attention 

demanding task" (Berry and Dienes 1993:11). The informants were asked. How do you 

get in and out of the bench when you have glass on the end of a bk)wpipe or pontil? This 

questk)n was asked because getting in and out of the bench smoothly is a safety concern. 

An example of how to enter the bench can be seen in Figs. 114-116. One of the less 

experienced glass-bk>wers replied, 

CAREFULLY, 'cause you don't want to bum yourself and you, 
you know, that END of pipe where the glass is is so hot, you know, 
you know, and you just touch it for a second and it bums you. 
(Natasha) 

As expected, the answers to this questk>n were more ptq^skal, and less verbal, than the 

[«evk)us ones. One mformant actually stood up and enacted the proper way to get in and 

out of the bench, demonstrating that his knowledge was primarity kinesthetic. Shane sakl 

"I thmk I do ft wrong,** reiterating Keller and Keller's (1996:52) notion that there are 
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certain accepted rules within a craft. Surprising^, while some introductory texts on glass 

contain descriptions of benches (see Schmid 1993:9), they do not describe how to get in 

or out of one. 

The two informants who spent the most time teaching beginning glass-blowers, 

the professor at Centre and the owner of Philabaum Glass Studio, had the lengthiest 

answers. SteveP, in particular, stressed how important it is to acquire this skill for safety 

reasons; 

That's, uh, something that we, uh, I have my beginning students practice, I 
mean, you, you've got to learn to do that, it should just be like walking around the 
studio because you, you're, you're peripherally controlling the glass and so you 
don't want to have to really watch and be aware of going in and out of the bench. 
But, the way you go in and out of the bench is, is basically you, you first uh have 
to switch to the other side of the pipe so you use the one arm of the bench as a 
fulcrum to take the weight of the piece then you can really control the pipe or 
punty with one hand as you swing around to the other, other side. Uh, getting in 
and out, in and out of the bench you've also got to be very conscious of the level 
of pipe because that's affecting the shape of the piece if you're, you know, up 
high or down low, or whatever so, um, you get in and out of the bench with a 
great deal of practice I think and just doing it it becomes totally second nature 
where you just, you know, you don't even think about it, you want to get in as 
quickly, you know, and deliberately as you can and you know with beginners 
we're most concerned about them getting burned and grabbing the pipe too low 
and that sort of thing and so we have little rules about how to do that. (SteveP) 

The way the informants answered this question suggested that knowing how to get in and 

out of the bench began as explicit knowledge, but over time became "second nature." 

Once knowledge is second nature it is more di£Bcult to describe verbally. The exception 

to this shift is when advanced glass>bk)wers are actively engaged in expUcitly teaching 

the activity to beginners. 

The Sepphorean gkiss-blowers woukl not have used a bench, as it is a later Italian 

innovatran, but they woukl have been engaged in similar situatnns where thev tacit 
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knowledge allowed them to focus their attention else^^iere. This tacit knowledge would 

have been gained through a combination of observation and practice. Observing a master 

of the craft wouki have shown them the accepted way to do certain skills, but only a 

lengthy period of practice wouki have albwed them to internalize the skill. As Ingokl 

(2001) describes, "through repeated practical trials, and guided by his observations, he 

gradually gets the 'feel' of things for himself- that is, he learns to fine-tune his own 

movements so as to achieve the rhythmk fluency of the accomplished practitioner." 

Turning the Blowpipe 

Whfle some skills are related to safety, there are others that are absolutely 

necessary in order to work with glass. One of these skills is the ability to turn the bk)w-

pipe or pontil at a constant rate while engaged in other activities (Fig. 117). The 

blowpipe must be turned at a constant rate or the hot glass will succumb to the forces of 

gravity and deform the piece. The other activities carried on simultaneously could 

include walking, reheating an object in the furnace or using one hand to shape the glass 

with metal or wooden tools while tummg the bbwpipe or pontil with the other. It is 

unlikely that the ancient glass-blowers at Sepphoris were walking around with hot glass, 

especially given the cramped size of their furnace room, but they wouki certainly have 

been engaged in the other situations while producing glass vessels. 

Schmkl^s (1993:63) description of turning the btowpipe further suggests that it is 

an explicitly learned task that becomes implicit knowledge; 

it [using your left hand to turn the bk>wp^] takes an initiation period to learn 
timing and balance before it becomes 'natural' and you don't have to thinlc about 
it. Watching other advanced glassbk)wers hands can provkle you with more 
visual clues as to how to go about turning the p^. 
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Schmid's comment also touches upon another characteristic of implicit knowledge, it 

"tends to be associated with incidental learning conditions" (Berry and Dienes 1993:14). 

Underscoring the nonverbal nature of learning this activity, Schmid includes drawings 

that visually describe how to turn the blowpipe (1993; 14). 

After having been videotaped while working in the hot shop, the informants were 

asked how they turn the bk)wp^ while sitting in the bench. Their re^nses reflected 

the implicit nature of this knowledge, with the majority of the informants finding it 

necessary to mimic turning the bk)wpipe in order to explain it. Even the beginning glass-

bk)wer, whose knowledge of most glass-related activity was explicit, explained that she 

'̂ ver really pay[s] much attentkin" to how she turns the bk)wpipe. 

Turning the bk)wpipe is the first skill a glass-bk>wer learns that is unique to his or 

her crafl. In my own experwnce, the mitial periods of turning the bk)w-pipe while 

working with hot glass were not sufficient to master the skiU. I found it necessary to 

practice with a coki pontiL FoUowtng mastery of the skill, there was almost a 

compulswn to turn similar objects, such as broomsticks, in non-glass related situations. 

This compulsion was probably due to the kinesthetk nature of the knowledge. When my 

hands were put into a similar situation, the kinesthetic knowledge jumped to the fore. 

Conclusions 

As discussed in Ch^er 4, it is likefy that the Sepphorean glass-bk>wers were 

exposed to the glass woricshops at a young age, perhaps tending the furnaces or sweeping 

the fk>or. Spendmg time in the workshop woukl have aUowed for per^heral learning, 

which Keller and Keller (1996:63) describe as '̂ learning firom the per^hery to the center 
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of an activity." This initial stage of learning would have been supplemented by an 

^prenticeship period, which may have been formal or informal During this time, the 

beginning glass-worker would have received some form of instruction from a more 

advanced practitioner of the craft. 

Looking at other examples of craft skill acquisition, it is clear that a significant 

portk)n of the knowledge transfer woukl have been non-verbal (Keller and Keller 1996: 

SI). If the acquisition of the necessary skills had been solely a verbal afi^, it would be 

possible to imagine the spread of crafts through the movement of textbooks in antkiuity. 

Instead, it was movement of craftsmen that probably spread highly specialized crafts. 

It is possible to devek)p principles relevant to an archaeotogkal inquiry into glass 

from the examples given. The first principle is: Crafts are generally learned implicitly, 

although knowledge of specialized jargon is explicit. While it is possible to learn aspects 

of a craft from books, it is most eflBcient to learn by observing a master of the craft. 

Observation aUows both explicit and implicit learning to occur. Explicit knowledge can 

become implicit over time, although active instruction of novices may return the 

knowledge to an expUcit status. 

ImpUcit knowledge is particularly important in the pyrotechnic crafts, where 

immediate personal safety may be an issue because of the materials m use. The second 

principle is, therefore: Where personal safety is involved, an awareness of how to avoid 

those dangers is likely to develop. Safety issues appear to drive the adoption of some 

knowledge, reinforced by the pain caused during the learning process. It is only after the 
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practitioner has been able to move beyond a constant fear of getting burned that he or she 

is able to further develop his or her technical skills. 

An inability to adequately verbalize much of the knowledge necessary to glass-

bk>wing underscores that it must be learned from another person and not from a text. 

Glass is taught individuals, usually through a master'apprentice scenario. As with 

pottery, ethnographic examples fix>m outside the United States suggest that the master-

apprentice relatk>nship may coincide with a femilial relationship. The primacy of 

personal interactk)ns, rather than texts, in the learning process has an impact on how a 

craft can spread. The length of time necessary to implicitly adopt the techniques of a 

craft wouki also have been a &ctor in how qukkly a craft couki spread. As a resuk of the 

long time-span necessary to gain mastery of the glass craft, which could be measured in 

years, it is likely that the industry spread only through the movement of indivkiuals in 

antiquity, rather than the movement of glass texts. There wouki certainly have been 

exceptk>ns to this, as is perhaps reflected in the poorty devek)ped glass industries at some 

sites. 
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The Effects of Glass-working on the Body 

Archaeologists tend to fiKus on tangible objects; those arti&cts that remain in the 

archaeological record as the result of past activities. In some cases, archaeologists then 

investigate the activities that produce particular arti&cts, using methods from 

experimental archaeology and archaeometry as discussed in Chapter 5. What 

archaeologists sometimes lose sight of in their research are individuals, and how those 

individuals were affected by their professions. This chapter specificalfy considers the 

physical ramifications of working with glass. The research undertaken with traditional 

glass-bk>wers in Jordan and Egypt, as discussed in Chapter 4, made it clear that those 

workmen were exposing themsekes to carcinogens in the fiimes from the motor oil they 

burned as a fiieL While this fuel was not used in the past, its use led to the question: 

"Were there substances or practkres emptoyed by glass-workers in antkiuity that woukl 

have impacted their bodies, and subsequently their quality and length of life?" 

Although fieldwork was set up in Chapter 1 as the common bond in 

Anthropok)gy, the nature of an Integrative Anthropobgy also aUows for the use of 

previous research. While conducting fiekl research with a fiunily of glass-workers would 

have been one way to mvestigate the physical demands of their craft, the 

physical/medKal branch of anthropok)gy makes use of medkal research conducted by 

others. The research for this chapter was prnnarify archival, and medKal studies, 

personal accounts and recommended safety guidelines were consulted. 

In investigating those substances and practues for whkh there is archaeok)gicaI 

evklence, it became clear that most of the body would have been affected in some way by 
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working with glass. Unfortunately, as will be shown, the majority of the effects would 

have been adverse. While the goal of this chapter is a further understanding of the lives 

of individual glass-workers, the following discussion is a general one. It shoukl be 

remembered that ''people have indivklual metabolisms whkh automatKally produce 

individual standards of susceptibility" (Bray and Dobing 1978:16). The chapter is 

organized by body parts and inchides discussk)ns of the lungs, the kidneys and heart, the 

reproductive organs, the eyes, the muscles and the skin. Not every glass-worker would 

have necessarily been affected in all the areas discussed, although that scenario is 

certainly possible. 

Longs 

The first topic of interest when consklering the physxxd effects of glass-working 

is the toil of glass-working on the lungs. As a resuh of their craft, glass-workers are at 

risk for chronk bronchitis, emphysema and silkosis, a form of pneimionkonrasis. This 

heightened risk is primarily due to silica exposure, although wood smoke can also be a 

&ctor in some cases. 

SUica 

According to Rossol (1990:219), **3 large percentage of glassbk)wers develop 

lung problems and significantly decreased hing capacities." These conditions are 

primarily the 'bio-accimnilative effects" of inhaling silka over a number of years (Bray 

and Dobing 1978:16). While the sand partkles used to make glass are too large to 

inhale, silka that is crushed into a fine powder can become aM)ome and be inhaled. 
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There is potential for airborne silica at all stages of glass-manu&cture; glass-making, 

glass-melting, glass-blowing and woridng with finished vessels. 

Glass-makers wouki have been at the highest risk for silk:a inhalation among the 

glass-workers of antiquity. While mixing the ingredknts for the gkiss mehs discussed in 

Chapter 2, the glass-makers would have been exposed to large amounts of silica as well 

as other potential^ harmful glass constituents. If the glass-makers ground the sand to a 

finer grit to aul in the melting process, their exposure woukl have been even greater. 

Bray and Dobing (1978:21) have pointed out 'liatch mixing and toading presents 

particular hazards in that both siUcaceous and toxic dust is likely to be created." 

As a result of the hazards of working with silka, glass-bk>wers today tend to melt 

their glass firom cuUet, rather than batch, even though the meh may not be as good. The 

poorer mehs are related to air bubbles that get trapped between the mehing pieces of 

cullet, as well as the slight^ lower percentage of flux that results &om flux burning ofif 

during the initial melting of the glass. The glass-bk) wers at Sepphors appear to have 

been engaged in a similar practke, mehing chunks of glass in their fiimaces that had been 

transported fit)m glass-making sites. Rossol (1990:220) has pointed out that melting 

finm cullet rather than batch ''eliminates handling toxk; powders and reduces formation 

of toxic gases and fiimes in the fiimace." Handling the cullet, as i^lien bading, or 

charging, a fiimace still allows an indivkiual to come into contact with some airborne 

silka, however. Being around broken glass vessels and poorty stored raw materials also 

increases the risk of silica inhalatkn. 
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Not only would the glass-workers have been affected by silka, but their femilies 

woukl have also &ced the risks of inhaling silka. MaiQr of the safety guklelines for 

glass-workers today recommend the removal of ck)thes worn when in contact with silk^ 

to avokl bringing silka into the home and exposing other gunily members (Rossol 1990: 

225). Lawrie (1984; 28) also recommends fiequent washing of work ck)thes so they do 

not "harbour dust whkh will be right under your nose.'̂  It is unlikely that these activities 

were practiced in antk^uity, and therefore likely that &mily members who did not work in 

the glass workshop were still exposed to silica. 

Avoiding silica inhalatk)n is particularly important because it can lead to silicosis, 

which is an irreversible condition. When silka enters the lungs it cannot be absorbed. 

Once in the lungs, silka collects on the walls of the alveoli, shown in Fig. 118, irritating 

the alveoli and causing them to form scar tissue (McCann 1992:99). This scar tissue 

prevents the passage of oxygen into the bkradstream. The scar tissue also causes the 

lungs to become rigid, rather than elastk, making the physical act of breathing more 

difScuh (Barazani 1983:4). Silkosis takes 10-20 years to become apparent in an 

individual under modem exposure rates of 40 hours per week, so glass-bk>wers in 

antiquity may not have been aware of the risks to which they were exposing themselves 

(McCann 1992:99). As Barazani (1983:4) points out, '*most hazardous dusts [inchiding 

silica] are so fine they can't be seen," which further underscores the probability that 

ancient glass-workers were unaware of this threat. 

Glass-bk)wers in the United States have been work^ in small studks oniy since 

the earty 1970s (HoDister 1987:8), so the efifects of silkosis are just beginning to show 
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up in the early practitioners of the craft. As a result, silica is now correctly treated as a 

hazardous material, with a high relative toxkity rating when inhaled (McCann 1992: 

115). When working with free silica most gkiss-workers now wear respirators, as 

shown in Fig. 119, and work in well-ventilated areas (Kinsman and Cherill 1989; 20). 

This is not the case when working with noolten glass, as the probability of silica 

inhalation is much lower, and bk>wing glass while wearing a respirator is impracticaL 

One might be tempted to think that glass-workers in antiquity woukl not have felt 

the ef^ts of bng-term debilitating illnesses such as siUcosis due to their somewhat 

shorter life spans. It must be remembered that when periods such as 10-20 years are 

quoted for the onset of the symptoms of a condition such as silkosis, it is in reference to 

a modem population in which exposure would not begin until the age of 18 or later and 

where exposure woukl be around 40 hours per weeL 

The research with traditk)nal glass-workers in Afghanistan conducted by the 

Coming Museum of Glass in the 1980s showed that involvement in the glass process 

began at a very young age. In the fiunily they filmed, the 8-year-old son of the glass-

blower spent his days stoking the gkiss fiimace with fiiel, thus exposing his young hings 

to the silu:a and other harmiijl substances that a western glass-worker would not 

experience until later in life (Q)ming: The Glassmakers of Herat). The Afghani glass-

workers are the only modem craftsmen discussed here who melt from batch rather than 

cullet, whkh woukl have also increased the rate of e}qx)suTe. Young glass-workers were 

also recorded by Burra (1995; 43) in India during the 1980s, where 25% of the workers in 

the glass &ctories of Fvozabad were under the age of 18. The exposure to silka was 
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likely to have begun before the age of 18 in antiquity, increasing the exposure time 

significantly and maidng it necessary to adjust the date of onset of silicosis. 

The number of work hours was probabty higher in antiquity as well The glass-

blowers in Cairo reported working approximately 45 hours a week, while Burra 

interviewed glass-workers in India who worked 12 hour days (1995; 35). Reconstructing 

the workday of the Galilean glass-workers is not possible at this time, however, as there 

are no literary accounts dealing with this topic. 

Silica can cause other physkal problems in additk)n to silkosis. Silica has been 

considered a carcinogen by the International Agency for Research in Cancer (lARC) 

since 1987 (Rossol 1992:102). The carcinogenic label has been applied to silua based 

on experiments with animals, as well as "limited evkience for the carcinogenicity of 

crystalline siUca in humans'̂  (Rossol 1992:102). It has been difiBcult to link many 

specific cases of cancer to glass-working because of the latency period between exposure 

and manifestation of the cancer in the body. This situatk)n is fiirther complicated by the 

prevalence of cigarette smoking among glass-workers in the 1970s and 80s. Personal 

testimonials concerning the formatran of tumors foQowing a lifetime of glass-working do, 

however, show that the link is not hypothetical (Kristel 1981:39). 

Appropriate safety equipment can signi&antfy k)wer the risk of devetoping 

debilitating lung conditions. The glass-bk)wers I visited in the Near East, however, do 

not use any of the necessary safety equqnnent. This couM be due to both lack of 

availability and lack of educatk)n concerning the problems. Again, the same woukl have 

been true in antk{uity. Ancient glass-workers woukl not have used ventilating hoods or 
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respirators, the two most effective means for protecting the hmgs fix)m silica, as they 

were not invented until recently. 

The modem Near Eastern glass-blowers engage in other practkes that will also 

contribute to future lung problems. As was discussed in Giapter 4, the glass-blowers in 

Jordan and Egypt have stopped burning the traditional fiiel, wood, because it is cheaper to 

use motor oil (Personal Communication: Marwan Natsheh, 3/97). Exposure to petroleum 

oils is a known cause of skin cancer, and one can imagine what will happen to these men 

as a resuk of inhaling the smoke caused by burning oil The workshop that I visited in 

Cavo was so thick with black smoke that it was impossible to even see across the room. 

To make matters worse, many of these men smoke cigarettes while they work, as shown 

in Fig. 120, so one can expect that the number of cases of hmg cancer among these 

indivkluals will be higher than in the general population. 

Wood Smoke 

The questk)n of smoking cigarettes brings up another lung related issue. Silica 

woukl not have been the only damaging substance entering the lungs of glass-workers in 

antiquity. Wood smoke from the firebox of their fiimace, as well as from the possible use 

of wood tools, woukl have also been inhaled. Assuming that the ventilatk)n in the 

ancient workshops was no better than that seen in the contemporary Near Eastern glass 

workshops, it is likety that a significant amount of smoke was present m the work area. 

This wodd have been partkularly true when the fiimace was stoked, especially if 

improperly dried wood was in use. Rossoi (1990:221) has pointed out that wood smoke 
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can also be created when wet wooden tools are overheated, creating another opportunity 

for irritating smoke to enter the hings. 

It is clear, then, that the craft of glass-working has negative effects on the tissue of 

the lungs. Depending on an indivklual's exposure to silka and other irritants, his or her 

symptoms can range from mild discomfort to silkosis, emphysema or cancer. These 

same conditions may have been prevalent among the glass-workers of the Byzantine 

period in the Galilee, particularly among the glass-makers. Because there is a latency 

period between exposure and the appearance of symptoms, the glass-workers may not 

have recognized the link between their activities and their health. It is not possible to 

give accurate morbidity rates for these conditions, as there has yet to be a study of the 

health of modem glass-workers who work in small studios. 

Kidneys/Heart 

The lungs are not the only internal organs to be affected by glass-working. The 

heat emitted from the glass furnace puts stress on the kidneys and heart as well Anyone 

entering a modem glass studio and approaching the fiimace will notke the high 

temperatures that glass-workers must contend with. The body works to maintain an 

internal temperature of 37°C/ 98.6*'F, whkh is difiScuk in front of a furnace that contains 

molten glass. In order to see what internal temperatures can be reached in a glass studio 

during the summer, the body temperatures of 4 glass-workers, including the author, were 

observed on August 3rd and S"* of2001. While this small sample size and the use of an 
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ear thermoineter' make any conclusions anecdotal, it is noteworthy tfaat all the 

individuals began with body temperatures ranging from 96.5 to 98.4" F and during the 

glass-blowing process reached between 99.6 and 100.6''F. The glass-blower with the 

most years of experience began with the lowest temperature and ended with the highest. 

High temperatures are stressful for the body, causing the heart and kidneys to 

work harder circulating bk)od and water (Waller 1985:41). Overworking these organs 

can sometimes lead to their collapse (Barazani 1980a: 46). Organ damage typically 

occurs onfy as the resuh of a heat stroke. A heat stroke is characterized by a body 

temperature over 104°F, usually caused by "people who are exercising in excessively 

warm conditions," or "eklerly or debilitated people who are in warm environments for 

too long" (Finkel 2001: 1). 

Glass-bk)wers are more likely to suffer episodes of heat exhaustran than to suffer 

from heat stroke. It is difBcuk for the body to maintain its optimum temperature while 

working with glass, because most glass workshops are quite hot, hovering around 

39°C/104°F, and are even hotter around the furnace where the glass is held at 2500°F. 

The work area in front of the glass fiimace in Cairo, for example, was 60'*C/140'' F. The 

temperatures are even hotter during the summer months, causing glass-workers to take 

vacations from their work during this time if possible. Heat exhaustion is characterized 

by high body tenqperatures, though less than 104°F. The related symptoms are a 

combination of'Veakness, headache, and nausea," all related to delqrdration (Finkel 

2001: 1). 

' A Braun ThennoScan Instant Thermometer was used, wfaidi is supposed to have an accuracy within 0 J 
degrees between 96.4 and I06T. 
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As a result of the high surrounding temperatures, the body accumulates heat while 

working with hot glass. The priEoary method of heat loss utilized by glass-blowers' 

bodies is evaporation through sweating and exhalation. When subjected to constant heat 

stresses, the body reacts by sweating. When the ambient temperature is above 35°C, or 

9S°F, the body loses 90% of its heat by evaporation of water on the skin and from the 

lungs during exhalation (Frisancho 19%: 35). This excessive sweating puts stress on the 

heart and kidneys, which must work hard to process and move fluids through the body. 

Sweat cools the body as a result of the energy k)st during the evaporation of the 

liquid on the skin (Frisancho 1996: 36). The human body has between 2 and S million 

sweat glands and thus this part of the cooling system is rather efiBcient (Frisancho 1996: 

36). Over a period of repeated exposure to heat, the body becomes more efBcient at 

sweating (Barazani 1980a: 46). Of archaeok)gical interest is the &ct that for the majority 

of the history of glass-working, current evulence suggests that the craft was practiced 

primarily in the warm clunate of the Near East. Indivkluals in this area would have 

already devetoped some tolerance to heat as a result of the hot summers they experienced 

and may have more easily adapted to the high temperatures of glass-working. 

Heat tolerance can be gained over a few weeks. Frisancho describes the first four 

days of new exposure to heat stress as a period of'increased heat and circulatory strain," 

during whkh ''an increase in bk)od flow from the internal core to the shell may increase 

the peripheral heat conductance from five to six times fts normal value" (1996:55). The 

mdividual will also sweat profusely but not eflSciently, because "only a small proportran 

of this sweat is evaporated" (Frisancho 1996:55). Often this mitialperkxl is enough to 
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deter individuals fix)m pursuing glass-working. It has been suggested that the best way to 

get acclimated to the heat in a glass-blowing studio is to do so slowly, 1ncreas[ing] your 

work load gradually over several days" (McCann 1992:229). 

Frisancho also states that, as a result of k>ng-tenn exposure, "acclimation to heat 

stress is attained through the continued maintenance of high peripheral heat conductance" 

(1996: 55). This heat conduction is a result of an "increase in vasodilatbn," "an increase 

in plasma volume and total circulating protein" and "a more complete and even 

distribution of sweat over the skin" (Frisancho 1996: 55). Thus it is not surprising that 

glass-workers develop the ability to withstand very hot working conditk)ns. As any 

glass-blower who has left the craft for an extended period of time is aware, however, this 

heat tolerance can be tost. The acclimated heat tolerance "lasts two months beyond the 

end of the exposure," which aUows glass-workers to take vacations without having to 

rebuild their tolerance (Waller 1985:41). 

The accumulated ability to lose heat efBciently does not come without potential 

long-term costs to the body. Because bk)od is diverted to the skin during periods of heat 

stress, an individual can suffer from acute kidney and heart problems, in part because 

these organs were not receiving an adequate bk)od supply (McCann 1992:228). When 

the body is working at its peak heat-shedding efBciency, it is still taxing the heart and 

kidneys. This is because of the higher vohmie of fluids that must be filtered and punq)ed 

through the body. Waller (1985:41) has pointed out that acclimation to stressfiil 

amounts of heat also "produces a variety of harmiiil reactnns such as skin disorders, 

water and salt imbalance, heat exhaustion, cramps, edema." The body can even reach a 
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point where it can no longer adjust to the heat, where further exposure may resuh in death 

(Waller 1985:41). 

In order to work e£5ciently in hot conditions, glass-workers must reduce their risk 

of heat absorption by covering their bodies with appropriate clothing, and mamtflining a 

constant supply of water with which to replenish their bodies. Glass-bk)wers in antiquity, 

then, were likely to have taken periodic breaks throughout the day during which they 

ingested Ikiukis. 

The glass-blowers may have taken further steps to protect their bodies from the 

furnace's heat. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the man shown in Fig, 121, a glass-blower in 

Cairo, created additional protectwn in the abdominal area by folding up &bnc and 

placing it beneath his shirt as a heat shield. A second way that glass-workers protect their 

body from the heat of the fiimace is to buikl walls of the same materials used in the 

furnace, located between the opening to the furnace and the glass-worker's station, as 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

Being able to adapt to high temperatures may have been a prerequisite for 

becoming a glass-worker in antiquity. This heat tolerance coukl also have been a fiictor 

in the dominance of men in the glass craft. Women cannot endure as much heat stress as 

men (Frisancho 19%: 57). Their inability to shed heat as quickly may be one reason they 

were exchided from many of the pyrotechnk craiis. While this may have been a fiictor in 

the historical exclusion of women from gkiss-working, it is more likely that safety and 

economk concerns were to blame. Glass-woricmg was probably considered an arduous 

and dangerous professran, and therefore unsuitable for women. Glass-working woukl 
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also have carried the potential for earning enough money to support a &mily, again 

keeping it out of the female arena. 

Reproductive Oî gans 

Another potential area of concern for glass-workers is the reproductive arena. 

Studies have shown that a number of the materials used in glass production today can 

adversely affect reproductive success. Three of these substances were also in use in the 

Galilean glass industry of the Byzantine period: Antimoiqr (Sb), Copper (Cu) and 

Manganese (Mn). The earlier study of glass from the site showed that Sb and Mn were 

used as decolorants in some of the glass vessels at the site, while Cu was added to others 

in order to impart a blue hue (Fischer and McCray 1999; 901). 

It is unclear whether decolorants and cobrants were added by the glass-maker or 

the glass-blower in antuiuity. There is some evklence for each scenario. Certa^ glass-

makers made a variety of different cok)rs of glass, whkh wouki have exposed them to a 

variety of harmiiil substances. Glass-btowers may also have added cok>rants to the glass 

they purchased, especially if the desired cobrs were not available. It seems possible, 

therefore, that both coukl have been exposed to Sb, Cu and These three substances 

can enter the body through ingestion of small quantities or inhakitran of volatilized gases. 

While Barazani (1980b; 56) points out that ''trace amounts of mai^r metals are present in 

the body and necessary in the diet," she goes on to say "very small variatk)ns in quantity 

can cause harmful cumulative effects, particularly over a protonged perkxL" The glass-

workers in Egypt, Jordan and Turkey were all seen drinking beverages in their 

workshops. Fig. 122 shows a kettle on top ofthefivnace that was used for making tea. 
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E>rinking beverages in the studio is a useful way to combat heat exhaustion but is also a 

potential avenue for the ingestion of harmful materials. Fig. 123 also shows how the 

glass-blowers in Cairo used their furnace to heat vegetables, in this case eggplant and 

garlic, that they would later consume. Given their use of petroleum fuels, this was a very 

dangerous practice. Smoking cigarettes that had spent time in the glass workshop woukl 

also make it possible to volatize and inhale a variety of substances. 

The reproductive effects of these materials are significant. Antimony, in 

particular, has been shown in both human and animal studies to have dire reproductive 

consequences. In addition to affecting the fertility of both men and women, it also has 

the potential to induce '̂ miscarriage, stillbirth and spontaneous abortion" and to 

negatively affect newborns (Jossy 1985; 28). Animal studies have suggested that copper 

has similar effects, while both human and animal studies show manganese to have 

negative effects on male and female fertility (Jossy 1985:28). 

The Galilean glass-makers were certainly exposed to these materials, and the 

glass-bk)wers may have been. Like silica exposure, Sb, Cu and Mn exposure could have 

affected the health of a glass-worker's entve fimify. Future work with particular glass-

working lineages could indicate the extent of reproductive problems among traditional 

glass-workers, making it possible to hypothesize further about the fertility of glass-

workers in the past. 

Eyes 

In additnn to the possibility of infertility, glass-workers also had to worry about 

slowly going blind. Molten glass emits infirared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) radiatnn. 
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Infrared radiation, in particular, affects the eyes during glass-working. While it may 

seem that ultraviolet radiation would also cause problems for the eyes, Layton (1979; 20) 

claims "only negligible amounts are produced at glassworking temperatures.'̂  Kerkvliet 

and Dunham (1997:98) suggest, however, that ultraviolet exposure can cause an 

irritation that "feels like sand in your eyes." Mikl exposure to IR and UV radiatran can 

result in conjunctivitis, also known as pink eye, and chronic exposure to IR can result in 

cataracts (McCann 1992; 215). These conditions result because "the lens of the eye is 

poorly protected against overheating" (Layton 1979; 20). 

As Layton (1979; 20) describes, cataracts devek)p as a result of glass-working 

because "continual or repeated overheating can cause the lens to become ckiudy or 

opaque rather than clear." Historically, cataracts have been so common among glass-

bk)wers that they have been called "glass-bk)wer's cataracts" (McCann 1992; 218). As 

with silicosis, the damage to the eyes is cumulative and in antiquity would have been 

irreversible. 

The Byzantine period glass-workers wouki have been unaware of the constant 

infrared radiatran, because the eye is ill-equipped to send messages of pain. Kerkvliet 

and Dunham (1997; 98) have pointed out that while the skin "provkles its own warning 

mechanism by having a pain threshoU bek)w that of the bum threshoU," there "is no 

such adequate wam^ mechanism in the eye." A glass-worker woukl move away from 

the fiimace due to skin irritation tong before he would realize that damage is bemg done 

to his eyes. There seems to have been some knowledge about the effects of glass-
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working on the eyes, as Kazhdan (1991:853) mentions a Byzantine period text where 

"Moschos mentions a hyalopsos [glass-btower] who was blmded the flame.'' 

Today it is not difBcult to protect the eyes &om the danger of IR radiation, but it 

is expensive. All that is necessary to protect the eyes are IR resistant eyeglasses, such as 

those used by welders. Every safety gukieline for glass-workers recommends the use of 

these eyeglasses (Barazani 1980a: 47; Gruenig 1990: 3; Lawrie 1984:28; Rosso11990: 

225; Waller 1985:41). These eyegkisses protect the eyes from IR radiation as well as 

flying fragments of glass and other debris (Kerkvliet and Dunham 1997:97). I have yet 

to see a glass-blower who uses them, however. 

Infrared-resistant eyeglasses are widely available in the United States and Europe, 

but are not within the price-range of the traditk)nal glass-workers in the Near East. In 

&ct, the only traditk)nal glass-workers encountered who wore any sort of eyeglasses were 

the five older men whose eyesight had clearly begun to experience the negative effects of 

years of glass-working (Fig. 124). The four remaining glass-workers dki not wear 

eyeglasses of any sort. Once again, turning to a conskleratran of glass-workers in 

antkiuity, they woukl also not have had this sort of eye protection available. This lack of 

protectk)n coukl have left the glass-workers at a high risk for devetoping cataracts. 

A second recommendation for modem glass-workers to reduce the risk of 

ensure to heat and glare is to place shwkling around the finmaces (Barazani 1980a: 47). 

The glass workers m Jordan employed this strategy, havmg constructed a small brkk waD 

between the glass-bk>wer and the furnace opening, as discussed earlier (Fig. 125). While 

the short wall was buik to protect the glass-btower's body from the heat ofthe fiimace, it 
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would also provide protection for the eyes. It is possible that a similar strategy may have 

been employed in antiquity. 

Muscles 

In addition to the long-term consequences of glass-working, practicing the craft 

can also cause immediate discomfort. It is recommended that glass-blowers today go 

through a series of stretches to avoid the "neck, back, and shoukler stifbess and pain" 

that result from the practice of their craft (Spencer 1997; 95). This pain is primarily the 

result of carrying hot glass around the workshop on the end of a bk)w-pipe. While the 

length of the blow-pipe serves to distance the glass-blower from the heat of the glass, it 

also multiplies the weight of the glass. 

In addition to the upper body aches and pains, another physical ramification of 

glass-working is carpal tunnel syndrome. Carpal tunnel syndrome can be caused by the 

constant rotation of molten glass on the end of a bk}w-pipe. This rotation is necessary to 

keep the glass object symmetrical and avoid slumping. The repetitive nature of rotating 

the blow-pipe woukl directly contribute to the development of carpal tunnel problems. 

The simple act of sitting can also have negative physical repercussions. Sitting on 

the fk)or while working can cause further aches in the lower body, and could lead to 

arthritis in the knees or other joints. Approximatetyhalfofthe modem glass-workers 

that were observed sat on the floor. All of the bead-makers in Turkey and half of the 

glass-bk)wers in Egypt chose to sit cross-legged on the floor while working. 

Lest it seem that all of the physkal effects of glass-working are negative, it should 

be noted that glass-btowing leads to the toning of the muscles of the upper body. 
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Certainty in our image conscious society this would be considered a positive effect. In 

antiquity it would probably have gone unnoticed, as many people would have been 

engaged m physically demanding activities. 

The SIdn: Bunu and Cuts 

The final part of the body that suffers insults from glass-working is the skia The 

skin can be burned and cut by glass. Of the afOictions related to glass-working, these are 

the most avoidable. Bums are common because glass is very hot when is being worked. 

In addition to the danger of the glass itself there is the danger of the metal tools that 

come in contact with that glass. These tools become very hot and need a sufBcient time 

to cool down before the portion that was in contact with the glass is handled. Mai^ 

modem glass-bk)wers in the United States bear the scars of accidental contact with either 

hot glass or a hot hand tool; bums range from first to third degree. 

Bums typkrally occur due to inattention of the individual getting bumed, or the 

inattention of someone else in the workshop. Bums fix)m hot metal tools typically occur 

two ways; 1) The tools appear to be cool and are touched on the end that had recently 

been in contact with glass, or 2) The btowpipe has been heated more than usual and is hot 

further down toward the glass-bk>wer than expected. Bums firom hot glass are less 

common and are usualfy the result ofanequ^ment problem, such as a hole m high 

temperature gloves, or from hot glass flying around the studio as a result of the Mure of 

apiece. 

Hot glass and tools can bum not onty the skin, but also ck)thing. Today it is 

recommended that glass-workers wear natural fibers that will not melt to the skin and 
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heavy-duty shoes that cannot be penetrated by molten or broken glass (Barazani 1980a: 

47; Bond 1976: 28; Rossol 1990: 225). Waller (1985:41) goes as &r as to recommend 

wool or leather over cotton, as "cotton is more likely to bum."^ I am unaware of any 

glass-workers who choose to wear wool or leather while they work. At Sepphoris the 

glass-bk)wers could have been wearing linen, wool or leather clothing. They woukl not 

have had to worry about their ck)thing melting, but catching it on fire woukl still have 

been a problem. 

While the use of synthetic fibers wouki not have been an issue in antiquity, proper 

footwear may have been. Most of the traditional glass-workers I met with did not wear 

shoes while working (Figs. 126,127), and the same may have been true in the past. 

Working in a hot glass studk) while barefoot wouki have exposed the workers to the 

possibility of being burned by hot glass, or stepping on sharp shards of glass and getting 

cut. 

Feet are not the only body part that can be cut by glass. Glass wounds often occur 

in the upper body after a glass object is broken and a person handles it in an unsafe 

manner. Rossol (1990:220) has underscored that there are many points in the glass-

working process where "sharp glass splinters and shards are created" inchiding "when 

pieces are discarded, transferred to the pontH, or knocked ofif the pontfl into the annealing 

oven." These accidental glass wounds can be severe, and there are many modem glass-

workers in the United States who have severed a tendon in the hand/wrist region as a 

result of woridi^ with panes of glass. Poor annealing would increase the probability of 

getting cut by broken glass, as the stresses created under those conditwns are 
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ui^redictable. Poorly annealed glass can shatter at any time, potentially injuring 

someone either nearby or handling the object. 

In addition to short-term injuries such as bums and cuts, glass can also have long-

term effects on the skin. As discussed previously, molten glass emits ultraviolet light. 

Fig. 128 reveals a view into the fiimace of the Cairo workshop. The glass in the fiimace 

is emitting UV and IR radiation that can later affect the glass-workers. UV radiation can 

cause damage to the skin that ranges from sunburn to melanoma (McCann 1992; 218). 

Perhaps glass-bbwers ignore this potential threat because sunburn Sides, removing the 

damage visible to the naked eye, and skin cancers take 20-40 years to develop. 

Because these skin condituns disappear or lie dormant, glass-workers may not be 

aware of the risks that they are taking. An exan^ile of unnecessary risk-taking is the 

glass-worker wearing the tank top in Fig.129. It may seem that wearing less ck>thing 

would make an individual's body temperature lower, but in cases of exposure to extreme 

heat, the body ends up gaining more heat from exposure than it is k)sing by evaporatwn 

(Frisancho 1996; 33). In addition to the possibility of heat exhaustion, this glass-worker 

is exposing the skin on his arms and shouklers to potentially damaging UV radiation. 

Conclusions 

Looking at the physical effects of glass-working on an indivkiual's body makes it 

necessary to reconsider the lives of glass-workers in antiquity. It is clear that both their 

bodks and their quality of life were affected by the craft they practiced. As a result of 

glass-working they may have had a chronic cough, coukl eventually k)se their eyesight, 

and might even dk from an inability to absorb oj^gen. It shouki be remembered that 
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beautifiil or utilitarian objects were not the onfy products of glass-working, and that a 

host of physical aOments was also being created in ancient glass workshops. These 

workshops woukl have been full of dangerous items that had the potential to harm the 

craftsmen both immediately and over time. 

One comes away with a viswn of a sickly glass-worker, beaten down as a result of 

the dangerous practkes of his crafi. This is perhi^ an overstatement of the situation, as 

most of the glass-workers I have encountered appeared heaht^^. Again, however, the 

appearance of health on a macroscopk level can be masking internal problems. In 

additk)n to the many plQ^sical effects discussed above, Schwind (1984:178) has pointed 

out that in Early American glasshouses "infections of any sort spread rapidly because the 

blowpipe passed from mouth to mouth in the manufiicturing process." This woukl have 

also been true in antk^uity if bk)wpipes were shared. It seems unlikely that the passing of 

infections in this manner woukl have been as significant a problem for the glass-bk)wers 

at Sepphoris, as the workshops only seem to have enq>k>yed a few workers. Once 

infectwns were present in the populatran, however, the silk» in the hugs of the glass-

workers woukl have probabty aggravated cokls, allergies, asthmas, bronchitis, and other 

respiratory condituns (Bond 1976; 27). 

Of the two glass professuns discussed here, glass-making woukl have probably 

been the most hazardous in antk^uity. This is because of the exposure to airborne silka 

and various cok)rants that woukl have necessarily been a part of the professun. It shoukl 

be remembered, however, that this e^qiosure occurred in bursts and was not constant 
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Glass-blowers would have been under almost daily assault from the heat and UV and IR 

radiation coming from their furnaces. 

Taking a wider view and including his &niify, one must imagine the possibility of 

reproductive problems and children who were pushed into the craft at an early age. 

When asked, the glass-bk)wers in Cairo said that they woukl retire when they died. It is 

more likely that the Galilean glass-bk)wers woukl have retired out of physKal necessity, 

when they coukl no longer see the glass they were working. This was certainly the case 

in the femily of glass-blowers intervKwed in Afghanistan by the Coming researchers. In 

the resulting film, the youngest glass-worker described how his &ther and grandfiither 

'̂ vere crippled and blind when they died" (Coming; The Glassmakers of Herat). 

The questk>n that one is left with after considering the physkal ramifications of 

glass-working is; Why woukl aiQ^one have wanted to become a glass-worker? Certainly 

the physk»l effects would have been noticed, even if the life-spans were somewhat 

shorter. In India today it is wklely known that glass-working wiU '*cut short" the life of a 

worker by ten to fifteen years, even among the poorest population (Burra 1995:39). In 

part as a result of their perceptun of the craft, the glass-workers in the Near East have 

had a hard time convincing their sons to foUow in their footsteps. Rather than choosing 

the difScult career of glass-workmg, the younger generatrans have been opting for less 

physically taxing professions. 

In antk^uity it also appears that crafts such as glass-working were passed from 

frither to son. A14"* century manuscript about Jerusalem describes how the occupatrans 

of the servants of the Noble Sanctuaiy (Haram al-ShariQ, i^ikh mchided glass-woricers. 
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"were handed down from &ther to son" (Engle 1984:73). Engle (1984: 73) goes on to 

point out that "a glassmaker was cast into his role before he was bom.'' Perhaps in 

antiquity one did not choose to be a glass-worker, but was rather bom into the craft. It 

also seems clear from the Midrash that there was no general understanding of the harsh 

conditions of glass-working. In Numbers 11.17, it is said: "One who loved called 

him'son of a goklsmith'. One who hated him wouklcaU him'son of a potter'. One who 

neither loved nor hated him would call him 'son of a glassmaker'." 
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The Life of a Glass-blower at Scpphoris 

One of the primary goals of this dissertation was to utilize a variety of 

anthropological methods to develop inferences about the glass arti&cts excavated at the 

site of Sepphoris. From the resulting ethnoarchaeoiogkal, archaeometric and 

experimental data, it is possible to draw a general picture of the life of a glass-blower at 

the site. While the resulting picture is a compelling argument for the use of these 

techniques, it is stiU impossible to go beyond what the glass-blowers were doing and 

hypothesize about what they thought and feh. These limitations are to be expected, but 

should not be ignored. People are more than the sum of their behaviors, even if that is all 

that can be retrieved archaeological^. 

What follows is a hypothetkal account of the life of a single glass-blower at 

Sepphoris. Referring to a single individual rather than the group of glass-blowers who 

worked at Sepphoris is taking a bit of theatrical Ikense, but also serves to personalize the 

activities. Of course it is unlikely that aiQrone's life exactly foUowed this hypothetical 

path, and major events such as marriage and the birth of chiklren are not even considered. 

There is vahie in this exercise, however, as it helps the archaeok>gkal data to become 

more than mere shards in a box. 

Yonth 

The Sepphorean glass-bk)wer was probably bom mto a glass-btowing &mify, 

whkh wouM have aOowed for many incklental learning moments in the glass shop while 

growing up. The glass shop may have been a three-room a£&v, as in the upper city. 

Here the fiiture glass-bk>wer coukl have seen glass being produced in the cramped 
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furnace room, and sold in the glass shop. Even if he was not bom a glass-blower, be may 

have been apprenticed to the glass-blowers at a young age, perhaps between 9 and 12 as 

was seen in Afghanistan and India. It is likely that at this young age the fiiture glass-

blower served as an errand-boy for the glass-bk>wers, stoking the fiimace and procuring 

beverages. He may have been responsible for waking up early in the morning and 

starting the fire in the furnace, coaxing it to the proper temperature before the glass-

bfowers arrived. Spending hours in the hot glass shop woukl have aUowed him to 

observe how the experienced glass-bk)wers manipukUed the glass. When it was finally 

time to work with the glass, be wouki have been well-prepared. 

Apprenticeship 

At an unknown age, the glass-bfower woukl have started to work with glass. It is 

likely that he worked his way into the positran of glass-bk)wer by assisting the more 

experienced glass-bk)wers with some of their more conq)licated tasks. During this 

perfod, the other glass-bk)wers woukl have kept an eye on him, possibly offering verbal 

cues to correct his technique. The most important aspect of this period would be the 

number of hours spent working with glass, which wouki have aUowed him to devek)p a 

confidence that only experience can bring. 

Adulthood 

There wouki be a transitk)n point when the glass-bk)wer was no tonger consklered 

a learner, but rather a fiiU-fledged craftsmaa This transition may have been informal, or 

it may have been mariced by something as tangible as getting his own permanent statnn 

at the fiimace. By this point he wouki have devek)ped his own style of glass-working. 
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which could have involved sitting on the floor or in a chair, as well as a tool preference. 

This is a stage that would last for years, probably becoming monotonous at times. He 

would produce the glass tablewares and lamps considered necessary to daily life in 

Sepphoris and the surrounding villages. In the process he would also produce great 

quantities of debris—glass slag, threads and droplets—that would make their way into 

the archaeological record. Strange that this trash shouU be his legacy, leaving some of 

the only clues that he had spent years in &ont of his furnace. 

He may have been working with other &mily members, but at some point he 

would become the senior glass-blower. This may have included new duties such as 

buying the raw glass for remelting, selling the finished vessels, and building and 

maintaining the glass fiimace. It is also possible that other &mily members undertook 

some of these duties, particularly the selling of the finished products. Being k)cated near 

a market would have made it possil)le for consumers to enter at will and purchase glass 

objects. The &mily as a whole would thus have come into contact with a variety of 

different individuals in the pursuit of their craft. A steady supply of fuel was critical to 

their work, as well as access to k)cal clays, and thus they woukl have been both 

consumers and producers. 

If the experiences of the Afghani glass-bk>wers are to be considered typical, it is 

likely that the glass-blower's body Med him at some point, making further glass-

working impossible. This st^e coukl be pushed fiirther oflfby working seasonally, but 

woukl come eventually. In Afghanistan, the glass-bk)wers' eyesight Med first, but a 

whole host of other problems couM potentially end the work-life of the glass-bk)wer. In 
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order for the craft to survive, the glass-blower must have trained an apprentice, perhaps a 

son, to follow him before this happened. 

The Broader Implications of This Study 

Illuminating the life of an individual in the past, even if only a hypothetical one, 

was one goal of this dissertation research. In addition to this somewhat microscopic 

view, the research also yielded macroscopic implications. The broader picture of 

Galilean trade must be considered, along with the way glass is treated on archaeological 

excavations. Finally, it would be negligent to ignore the implications of this research for 

modem glass-workers, and thus a number of suggestions are given that should make 

practKing their craft a safer, more comfortable endeavor. 

Galiiean Trade 

The fk>w-charts for glass objects shown m Figs. 17 and 18 have implicatnns 

other than just where the glass went. As Renfi«w (1975:10) pointed out, there is a 

"counterpart to the exchange of goods, namely the exchange of information." The 

movement of glass and its raw materials around the landscape of ancient Galilee was 

undertaken by individuals. These indivkiuals, >A4)ether they were glass-makers, glass-

bk>wers, salesmen or consumers, necessarily interacted during their glass related 

transactk>ns. The nature of these imeractuns, beyond the exchange of goods or coin, is 

unknown. 

What we do know is that there was trade occurring between Egypt and individuals 

afong the Palestinian coast. These traders fiu:ilitated the movement of materials inland, to 

glass-making fiuilities. These transactk>ns did not have to be frequent, given that glass-
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making does not appear to have occurred regularly, but it did have to happen reliably. 

Trading with Egypt during the Byzantine period is already attested in other materials. 

Fradkin (1997:111) has convincingly shown that certain molhisks and fish were 

imported fi'om Egypt into the Galilee during the Roman and Byzantine periods. The 

glass arti&cts firom Sepphoris further corroborate that evidence. 

The composition of the glass firom Sepphoris suggests an even longer relatwnship 

between the Palestinian coast and Egypt. At many Near Eastern sites, there is a shift to 

the use of plant ash as a flux rather than natron during the Islamic period. This dkl not 

occur at Sepphoris. Smith (1963:289) has suggested that the shift in alkali source may 

have been the result of'inaccessibility of okler soda deposits or a growing unsuitability 

of this aOcalL" If there was a decrease in natron shipments out of Egypt, it does not 

appear to have affected northern Palestine. As Renfi'ew (1975: S3) has commented, 

continuous distributk>ns of an artifict "imply repeated interaction and effective 

communicatk)n flow." 

An even more constant flow of glass materials can be seen between the vark>us 

sites in Galilee during the Byzantine period. Some smaller sites produced glass from its 

raw materials, whkh was then transported to the large cities. On some level, then the city 

served the outlying communities as a source of both profit and finished objects produced 

by specialists that they could not afibrd k>calfy. Renfrew (1975:11) has described the 

city as "a 'communicatran engine'." Ak>ng with every toad of glass that entered or exited 

the city, there woukl have been information about what was going on in the region. 
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Finally, the purchase of glass objects would have brought individuals together, 

whether in the marketplace or in the glass-bk)wer's shop. These individuals may have 

crossed many religious and economic boundaries, as everyone needed the glass objects 

that were being sokl. This woukl have been true for pottery as well By considering the 

individual crafts and how they were produced and marketed, it is possible to imagine a 

web of interactions occurring daily in a city like Sepphoris. 

Glass and Archaeology 

After working on the glass excavated at a number of sites, advising others what to 

do with theirs, and reading many glass reports, it seems that it would be usefiil to 

synthesize that information into a user-friendly package. Two groups of kleas are being 

offered here. The first is a series of archaeological correlates concerning glass. Schiffer 

(1988:477) has described archaeological inference as '̂ the process of assessing and 

synthesizing diverse lines of evidence to produce well-founded statements about the 

past." It is hoped that these correlates will help others infer usefiil informatmn from their 

glass assemblages. The second set of ideas is a more practical guide to dealing with 

archaeok>gkal glass. 

Ideal Gbss Protocol 

As with any other archaeok)gical endeavor, the study of glass arti&cts shouki be 

well planned. This is somewhat complicated by the frict that we are dealing with 

archaeobgy, and it is impossible to predkt what will be excavated from one year to the 

next. Further complicating glass studies is a notion among some archaeologists that 

ancMnt glass is 'liare" at archaeotogkal sites (Renfrew and Bahn 1991:296). At Roman, 
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Byzantine and Islamic period sites within the Mediterranean region, nothing could be 

further from the truth. These soda-Iime-silica glasses were relatively stable, unlike the 

potash glasses produced in medieval Europe (Frank 1982: 13, Sease 1994:60). Prior to 

the fiekl season, however, clear goals must be establi^ied. Is the primary interest the 

relationship of the glass at the site to glass assemblages at other sites? Is the site likely to 

have remains of glass production? If it is a production site, will it be possible to 

determine the technical knowledge, relative skill and social organization of the glass-

workers who produced the glass? 

If it is clear from a preliminary survey that the site is likely to yiekl many glass 

arti&cts, it is preferable to have a glass specialist as part of the fieki sta£f. If remains of 

gkiss production have been found during surveys, it is even more imperative that a 

specialist be on hand during the excavatioiL This is because, as Reade (1987:33) has 

pointed out, 'Vhile fieki experience may sometimes be helpful, however, in consklering 

samples of glass and glazed materials, the archaeologist can also go seriously astray." 

Even though this is the preferred situation, it will not always be feasible to include such a 

specialist. For this reason a simplified guide to field identification of Roman-Islamic 

period gkiss has been created (Appendix F). It is not meant to supercede the expertise of 

a glass specialist, but to gukie archaeologists when no specialist is available. 

Ideally, while in the fiekl, all glass objects must be passed through the glass 

specialist, even beads and other objects that may eventual^ go on to other specialists. If 

the only glass objects that are recovered and given to the glass specialist are vessel 

fragments, then the probability of recognizing a site of glass manufacture is very slim. 
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Occasional^ the glass droplets that are an indicator of the manipulation of moken glass 

can be mistaken for beads by the untrained eye. Additionally, aU vessel fi-agments should 

be examined in the field, and drawn if possible. This is both because glass objects can 

deteriorate further once they are unearthed, and because it does little good to recognize a 

glass industry years after the site has been fully excavated. As everyone is aware, 

archaeology is destructive, and it is not possible to go back and change the way an area 

was excavated or to ask for something out of the ordinary to be saved. 

In order to determine the technical knowledge of the ancient glass workers, it 

would be usefiil to analyze samples of the glass objects and of any extant fiimace 

remains. Depending on the country, this may involve getting a permit to remove the 

objects and bring them to the United States for study. Using ICP-MS, XRF, or even 

SEM analysis (see Fischer and McCray 1999), it wouki be possible to characterize the 

glass and ceramic compositions and determine whether the materials chosen are those 

best suited to the task at band. It must be remembered, however, that the best materials 

may not have been available in the study regron. If the glass-workers were using the 

most appropriate available materials, that suggests a relatively high technical knowledge 

of their craft and its raw materials. 

The second question of interest deals with the relative skill of the glass-workers. 

This can be determined at both sites of productnn and sites of vessel importation. One of 

the primary indicators of skill is the symmetry of the vessels themselves, as well as the 

complexity of the forms produced. A second manner of determining the skill of the 

glass-workers is to consider their production debris. WhDe studying the glass assemblage 
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at the site of Aphrodisias in Turkey in 1996,1 came across what glass-blowers would 

recognize as the remnants from trimmed vessel rims. What was clear was that the glass-

blowers were, rather systematically, producing vessels with uneven rims. In order to 

make the rims straight, they were trimming off the skie that came up too &r. Thus, they 

did not have the skill to make the vessels even in the first place, but they did have the 

skill to fix their mistakes. 

The final issue under consideration is social organization. There are two primary 

ways this can be studied using an archaeological assembl^e. Using ICP-MS it should be 

possible to characterize the glass fi-om a site and, by considering the trace elements, use 

the resulting recipe to determine where the glass originated. More feasible right now are 

studies consklering the origin of the raw materials that went into the glass. ICP-MS or 

petrography could also be used to characterize the ceramic material used in a glass 

furnace and compare it with the pottery at the site. This comparison may shed light on 

the possibility of interactk>ns between the various pyrotechnk: crailspersons. Models for 

the social organization of glass production also must be drawn from ethnoarchaeological 

research and tested with replkation experiments. 

Modem Glass-working: A Few Suggestions 

Wood and PoweU (1993; 407) have pointed out that the work of archaeok>gists 

should be relevant to groups other than academics. Preucel (1991: 17) has gone fiirther 

and questk>ned the "social re^nsibilities of the archaeok>gist with regard to the uses of 

the past in the present." The life of ancient glass-blowers can be considered relevant to 

modem glass-bkiwers. No one shoukl argue that the life of a glass-worker, as described 
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in Chapter 7, was easy. It is hoped that the bleak descriptran of the health of glass-

blowers in antkiuity can create changes in the common practices of today's glass-

blowers. Many of the harmfiil aspects of glass-working have not changed in millennia. 

As Schiffer (1978:240) has pointed out, "the laws of nature are constant." Silica still 

acts on the human body the same way it dkl ISOO years ago. Whfle modem glass-

blowers have many safety measures available to them that were unheard of in antiquity, 

they only work when property used. With the possible suffering of ancient glass-blowers 

in mind, the foUowing suggestrans are being made for modem glass-bk)wers: 

1) Use cullet when possible, rather than batch. While cuUet does not meh as nicely 
as batch, often resulting in more bubbles, using it results in a much k>wer 
exposure to airborne silica. An intermediary sohition would be pelletized batch, 
as can be ordered from Spruce Pine Batch Company. Ahlwugh the prelieating of 
the batch that causes it to form pellets reduces the risks of silica inhalation, 
respirators are still mandatory. Whenever working with batch, whetlier toading it 
into a furnace or moving it around the studio, a respirator should always be used. 

2) Protect your eyes. Most glass-bk>wers today use ultravioiet resistant sunglasses 
that can be purchased almost anywhere. These glasses WILL NOT protect the 
eyes from tte infrared radiatnn that leads to cataracts. Lehman (1998: 1) and 
others have suggested the use of wekler's goggles in a shade #3 or #5, and that 
suggestion is advocated here. Lehman (1998:4) advocates using flip-up lenses, 
because wekier's glasses reduce visibility at the bench or marver, or hanging a 
piece of glass in these stiades 'in front ofthe gk)ry hole so that ttw gaffer looks 
through it when relieating." 

3) Protect your skin. This means wearing clothing that adequately covers the body. 
It also means that sunscreen should be used while working. 

4) Keep cool and hydrated. Wear cotton ck>thing and take frequent water breaks. 
Be sure that tlie work area has proper ventilatwn and does not get too hot. Your 
internal organs will thank you. 

Most glass-bk)wers are familiar with the suggestwns just given, but often these 

suggestk)ns are not heeded. In partkular, the correct eyewear is seklom used, and the 

exposure of the skin to ultraviolet radiatnn is virtual^ ignored. Hopefully the mental 

image of a blind, leathery retired glass-bbwer who is sk>wly suffocating due to lack of 
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o^gen absorption while his internal organs are fiuling will create more of an interest in 

these safety measures. 

Future Recommendations 

There is almost an unlimited number of avenues still left open in the field of glass 

and archaeology. These inchide the investigation of unpublished excavated material, 

further surveys of glass sites, long term studies of traditional glass-workers, a diachronic 

study of the health of modem glass-workers in the United States and archaeologically 

informed experimentation in modem glass shops. 

Surveys and Excavations 

Weinberg's (1964) pk)neering survey of glass &ctories in Western Galilee laid 

the foundation for this dissertation research. Similar surveys would be useful in other 

glass-producing areas. These surveys coukl take the form of sur&ce surveys, but shouM 

also take into account archaeok)gical work already done in the area. There is a great deal 

of useful glass data out there that is simply in need of publication. 

Glass Ethnoarchaeology 

In 1980, Watson (59) called for more ethnoarchaeotogical work because the 

opportunities to do so were "vanishing rapkify." Kramer (97) made a similar plea in 

198S when she pointed out that; 

Before the workl's remainmg traditional potters abandon their craft in &vor of 
more lucrative work, and before their wares are replaced vessels of metal, 
plastk, mbber, and [machine-made] glass, archaeobgists must take to the field so 
that cross-cultural generalizatk>ns about this crucial specializatran can be 
formulated, refined, and operatwnaHzed. 
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Almost twenty years later, the situation is even more dire. If there is ever to be a glass 

ethnoarchaeology that compares with ceramic ethnoarchaeology, it is important that 

research be conducted quickly. The craft of traditional glass-working is decreasing at an 

alarming rate. In his 1988 work, Kucukerman describes the city of Bodrum as one of the 

two "most important centres of the craft" of glass bead-making in Turkey (42). When I 

visited Bodrum in 1996, the craft was no k)nger practiced. Thus, any fiirther 

ethnoarchaeological research would be useful, as it will preserve the activities of a dying 

craft for future use. 

One way these studies couki be conducted would be by archaeological staff 

working nearby. Watson (1980:60) has argued that "any archaeological staff resident in 

an appropriate region of the Near East shoukl include someone whose primary duties are 

ethnoarchaeological." Because of the nature of the data already collected, however, it 

would seem more usefiil to conduct a k)ng-term study that woukl complement, rather 

than repeat, the information discussed in this dissertation. 

Kramer and Douglas (1992: 199) have pointed out that 

the ethnographk universe, in its very accessibility and diversity, constitutes a 
resource of unparalleled wealth—a mine of highly textured (if con4)lex and often 
frustratingly nuanced) empirical data that can enrich our understanding of the past 
both by suggesting previously unimagined behavioral correlates of the material 
record and by pointing to new, sometimes very specific, research questions and 
associated ana^k; technkiues that may fiirther iUuminate that record. 

If the political situation aUows for it in the future, the city of Hebron would be a 

very important place to conduct etfanoarchaeok>gical research on glass. Its glass industry 

was attested by outsiders as early as 1333 and undoubtedly began much earlier (Engle 

1991:96). Hamdan (1989:38) describes how during the 1930s and 40s there were "more 
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than 100 [glass] workshops in Hebron," but that by the late 1980s there were less than 

five. Hamdan (1989:38) claims this decline has resulted fix)m the introduction of 

machine-made glassware from abroad and the series of wars followed by the occupation 

of the West Bank by Israel 

A study of the Hebron glass industry woukl be important for devetoping 

inferences about archaeok)gical remains in the Near East, as well as in Italy. This is 

because there is good evklence that glass-bk>wers from the city moved throughout the 

Mediterranean, bringing their skills along with them. A k)ng-term study of glass-bk)wers 

in Damascus would also be a usefiil additk)n to glass ethnoarchaeok)gy. 

Study of Glass-worker's HeaUh 

The mformatk)n gathered for this dissertation, much of it anecdotal, suggests that 

a further examinatkin of glass-bk)wer's health is warranted. There are currently no data 

concerning issues such as the reality of k)ng-term exposure to silica m a hot glass 

workshop. The toll of heat stress shouki also be investigated. For these studies to yield 

useful informatk)n that coukl tead to further recommendatrons for glass health and safety, 

they must be diachronk. 

Two possible research scenarios come to mind. The study of the health of a 

single glass-blowing &mify over time could ofifer useful information about fertility and 

the k)ng-term effects of practking the craft. Another useful study wouU inchide a large 

cross-sectk)n of American glass-bk>wers. Idealfy these glass-bk>wers would submit to 

regular chest x-rays, as this is the onfy way to monitor silica exposure in the limgs. These 

glass-bk)wers couki also be studied to determine how much glass-bk)wing puts them at 
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risk for certain cancers and reproductive ailments by comparing a large sample to the 

general populatioa 

Informed ExpermtentaHon 

Further work with modem glass-bk>wers, as well as practical glass training for 

archaeologists, is also warranted. Renfrew and Bahn (1991; 271) have suggested that 

archaeok)gists should "seek the advice of modem e:q)erts in equivalent technok)gies." It 

must be remembered, however, that there are many differences between modem and 

anc^t technok)gies, even if they yieki similar artificts. The archaeobgist must 

therefore be on his or her guard when attempting to draw inferences from the practices of 

modem craftsmen. 

Conclusions 

The premise of this dissertation was that by investigating the Byzantine period 

glass industry of northem Israel using all that is available in the anthropological toolbox, 

one coukl come to an understanding of that technological subsystem. The klea of an 

integrated anthropology was champuned and an attempt was made to utilize methods 

from various aspects of anthropology. This approach made it possible to conskler the 

archaeological data within the context of human behaviors, and yielded conchisk)ns that 

stretch beyond a glunpse into the past. Wood and PoweU (1993:406) have lamented that 

"many archaeok)gists appear to think that their work has no impact on anything or 

aiqrone other than archaeok)gical objects and archaeotogists." FoDowing an integrative 

strategy, the importance of the archaeotogkal data moves beyond this bounded social 
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group, gains a wider audience, and has the possibility of influencing the lives of 

individuals outside of academia. 
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY 

Batch in): A mixture of the raw materials used in glass-making. Can be likened to a 
cake mix that has been assembled, but not yet cooked. 

Bench (n): A seat with two k)ng arms where a glass-bk)wer sits while shaping the glass. 
"There may be a small groove at the end of each arm to prevent the bbwpipe from 
rolling off the arms. To the right of those arms there is space for his tools." (Anonymous 
1980: 9). (Fig. 113) 

Block (n, v): "A bkick of wood hoUowed out to form a spherical recess. It was used, 
after being dipped in water to prevent charring, to form a bk)b of molten glass into a 
sphere as an initial operation..." (Newman 42). Also the act of using the block, Le.: 
"Then I'll block the glass". 

Blowpipe (n): A hoik>w metal tube of iron or steel used for bk)wing glass. 

Bubble (n): Specifically referring to the cavity of air that has been forced into the glass 
on the end of the blowpipe, by bk)wing through the btowpipe. One of the informants also 
mentions "bubbles", in reference to bubbles that can form in the glass as a resuh of &ulty 
gathering. 

Charging (v): Inserting batch or cullet into a hot furnace so that it can melt and be 
gathered later. 

Chunk glass (n): rough pieces of glass broken out of the furnace in which they were made 
(Freestone and Gorin-Rosen 1999: 108). 

Core (n): The cooled glass mass that is to have hot glass gathered over it. 

Crucible (n): A pot placed in the furnace to hold molten glass. 

Cullet (n): "Broken or refuse glass, often used for remehing" (Stem 1977:1). 

Fvamace {n)-. The piece of equipment in which glass is kept m a molten state. The 
temperature is approximate^ ISOO-ISOO '̂C. The glass can be accessed through a portal 
that may have a removable door. 

Gather (n, v): "A blob of mohen glass attached to the end of a GATHERING IRON, 
BLOW-PIPE OR PONTIL, preparatory to forming an object. It may be enlarged by 
collecting additional molten glass as work progresses, and the later gathering of the same 
cok)r does not appear as a layer but is fiised into one mass." (Newman 130). Also the act 
of attaining the 'bk)b' of glass, Le.; 'I'm going to go and gather some more glass'. 
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GLOSSARY - Continued 

Hot shop (n); A studio that has all the necessary equipment for glass-blowing. 

Jack line (n): An indentation in a glass obgect created by squeezing it with a particular 
glass-working tool, the jacks. 

Jacks (n): A metal glass-working tool that resembles a large pair of tweezers with blade
like tips. See Tools. 

Marver (n, v); "A polished metal slab...used to smooth the gather's sur&ce, give 
preliminary shape, and make the glass symmetricaL" (Anonymous 10). In antiquity it 
was probably a stone slab. Also the act of rolling the glass on the marver, i.e.; 'And then 
I marvered the glass'. One of the informants mentions a "roarving table", when referring 
to a marver. 

Moil (n): "The unused waste mohen glass left on a BLOW-PIPE or PONTIL after the 
removal of the paraison [bubble] or the object being made." (Newman 202). It is also 
the name for this material while still on the bk>w-pipe or pontiL Stem (1977: 1) points 
out that "this material is often used for cullet." (Figs. 26-27). 

Overlay (n, v): A layer of colored glass placed over a gather of either clear glass or a 
different cobr of glass. Also the act of doing so, Le.; 'Next I'm going to overlay some 
white glass'. 

Paraison (n): "inflated bk)b of glass before it has been knocked ofif the bk>w-pipe" 
(Stem 1977:1) 

Pipe: sec Blowpipe. 

Pontil knock-off: Similar to the moil on the bk)w-pipe, this is the glass that remains on 
the pontil after the objects has been removed. It pop off as the pontil cools. 

Potuil mart, a scar left on the base of a glass object when the pontil is removed. 

Pontil Rod (n): "A soiki rod smaller in diameter but about the same length as the 
blowpipe. The punty is used to add small amounts or 'bits' of glass for handles and 
decorations and to hold an object after it has been removed from the bk)wpipe." 
(Anonymous 2). 

Punty. set Pontil Rod. 

Punty-mart. see Pontil-mark. 
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GLOSSARY - Continued 

Shears-, large metal scissors used for cutting glass, see Tools. 

Stuff (v): To place the glass blob on the end of the blowpipe into a mold, Le.; 'It depends 
on whether or not we're going to stuffit'. 

Thread (n): A thin thread of glass extending from the furnace, which is often created 
when gathering glass that is not the ideal viscosity. Threads can also be formed from the 
excess glass left over after a handle or other additbn is attached to the body of the vessel. 

Tools (n): There are many glassblowing tools, but typically when using the term 'tools' 
glass-bbwers are referring to the set of hand tools ttm they use when siting in the bench. 
The three most common tools are Jacks, Tweezers and Shears (Fig. 34). 

Trail (v); To wind a bit of hot glass around an object horizontally. Also refers to the act 
of allowing a portion of the gather to drip off the end of the paraison after leaving the 
furnace. 

Tweezers (n): An over-sized pair of tweezers that glass-blowers use to grab the molten 
glass on the end of a blowpipe or pontil rod. See Tools. 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW FORMAT 

1. Why don't you start out by telling me your name. 

2. What were you doing out in the hot shop today? 

3. Now I'm going to ask you to define some terms for me; what's a gather? 

4. I've got some more specific questions; do you trap air when you're blowing? 

5. How would you e}q)lain how to trap air to someone who doesn't know how? 

6. How do you know when the glass is cool enough to gather a second or third time? 

7. When you are sitting in the bench, how do you, personally, turn the blowpipe? 

8. Why do you keep the gkiss rolling all of the time? 

9. How do you get in and out of the bench when you've got hot glass on the end of a 
pontil or bk)wpipe? 

10. The last question; Are there some glass colors that act differently than others, and 
how? 
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APPENDIX C: CONSENT FORM AND HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 

Centre College 
Project: It has been suggested by linguists that thought is mediated by language. The 
arts appear to be an arena in which language is not the primary mediating &ctor between 
thou^t and activity. This project is exploring the differences between what individuals 
engaged in crafts describe as their activities and the activities in which they are observed 
to be engaged. In order to gauge this difference, the project has two phases. In the first 
phase, individuals of varying skill levels are interviewed on videot^. For the purposes 
of this project, individuals working with hot glass have been chosen. During the video 
interview, the subject will be asked to describe the activities they will be undertaking in 
the hot shop. The second part of the project will be the vkleot^ing of the individual in 
the hot shop. While work^, the subject will be describing what they are doing. In both 
cases, the subject's speech will be transcribed (written down) at a later date. 

Consent 
Videotaped Images: I, the undersigned, give Alysia Fischer consem to vkleotape an 
interview with me as well as to videotape me blowing glass. I understand that tte 
videotape will be used for a class project at the University of Arizona and may be used in 
Alysia Fischer's dissertatk)n research. I( )do/( )do not give consent for the vkleotapes 
of me to be used outskle of the context of the Survey of Linguistkal Anthropok)gy course 
taught in the spring term of 1998 at the University of Arizona by Dr. Rudolf Gaudio. 
Editing and later exhibition of these films for academic ends in situations such as classes, 
seminars, conferences, workshops, etc. 

Transcripts: I also understand that the transcriptions which result from the videotapes 
will be used as part of the class project and may become part of Alysia Fischer's 
dissertatmn. These transcriptions ( )may/( )may not be used in possible future artkles or 
presentations by Alysia Fischer. 

I have freely chosen to partkipate in this project and I understand that at any time I may 
decide that I no longer wish to have my images or words used by Alysia Fischer. To that 
end, she has given me her contact information, as well as that of her professor. Dr. Rudolf 
Gaudio. 

Alysia Fischer Dr. Rudolf Gaudio 
Gi^uate Student Assistant Professor 
Department of Anthropok>gy Department of Anthropok)gy 
University of Arizona University of Arizona 
Tucson, AZ 85721-0030 Tucson, AZ 85721-0030 
teL 520-623-0743 teL 520-621-2305 
email <£ilysia@u.arizona.edu> email <^audio@u.arizona.edu> 

Signature;. Date: 

mailto:ilysia@u.arizona.edu
mailto:audio@u.arizona.edu
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Philabaum Studio 
Project: It has been suggested by linguists that thought is mediated by language. The 
arts appear to be an arena in which language is not the primary mediating fiictor between 
thou^t and activity. This project is exploring the differences between what individuals 
engaged in crafts describe as their activities and the activities in which they are observed 
to be engaged. For the purposes of this project, individuals working with hot glass have 
been chosen. In order to gauge the difference between what people say and what they do, 
the project has two components. In the first phase, individuate of varying skill levels will 
be the videotaped working in the hot shop. The second part of the project is a short 
videotaped interview. During the video interview, the subject will be asked to describe 
some of their activities in the hot shop. In both cases, the subject's speech will be 
transcribed (written down) at a later date for use in the project. 

Consent 
Videotaped Images: I, the undersigned, give Alysia Fischer consent to videotape an 
interview with me as well as to videotape me working in the hot shop. I understand that 
this videotape will be used for a class project at the University of Arizona and may be 
used in Alysia Fischer's dissertation research. I ( )do/( )do not give consent for the 
videotapes of me to be used outskle of the context of the Survey of Linguistkal 
Anthropology course taught in the spring term of 1998 at the University of Arizona by 
Dr. Rudolf Ckudk). Future uses coukl include editing and later exhibitfon of these films 
for academic ends in situations such as classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, etc. 

Transcripts: I also understand that the transcriptions which result from the videotapes 
will be used as part of the class project and may become part of Alysia Fischer's 
dissertatkin. These transcriptk>ns ( )may/( )may not be used in possible future artkles or 
presentations by Alysia Fischer. 

I have freely chosen to participate in this project and I understand that at any time I may 
decide that I no longer wish to have nqr images or words used by Alysia Fischer. To that 
end, she has given me her contact infotmatk>n, as well as that of her professor, Dr. Rudolf 
Gaudio. 

Signature; Date; 

Afysia Fischer Dr. Rudolf Gaudio 
Graduate Student Assistant Professor 
Department of Anthropology Department of Anthropology 
University of Arizona University of Arizona 
Tucson, AZ 85721-0030 Tucson, AZ 85721-0030 
teL 520-623-0743 teL 520-621-2305 
email <afysia@u.arizona.edu> email <gaudk)@u.arizona.edu> 

mailto:afysia@u.arizona.edu
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ARIZONA. 
HUUHSOMCBCMDI 

T>« iiMMusnYor 

{ >A«: lt£f KTH 

17 D«cmb«r 1996 

Alysia A. Fiachar, Ph.D. Candidate 
c/o Michael B. Schiffcr, Pb.O. 
Departaent of Anthropology 
Kaiiry Building. Room 314A 
po aox 21003:: 

U: UOOMBUtDCTXaO AMCZMf 9Ukg8 rOMUa TMBRILOOX tnoUOR TKK 
091 or sxnoaxAPBXC p»aMLLMts 

Dear .Ms. Fischer: 

He have received dccunmnts csnceming your above referenced 
project. Regulations published by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services C45 CFR Part 46.101 (b) (2)1 exentpc this type of 
research from review by our Committee. 

Please be advised that elaaraaee froa aesdeslc and/or other 
effleial authorltlee for aite(s) utere proposed reseeroh is to be 
coadacted snst be obtained prior to perfozBsnee of this study. 

Thank you fcr informisg us of ycur work. :f you have any questions 
concerning the above, please contact this office. 

Sincerely, 

dUui 0. Palmer, ffi.O., M.D. 
Chai:man 
Human Subjects OanBd.ttee 

JDP/js 
cc: Department/College Review Coonittee 
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APPENDK D: INFORMANTS* LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE 

Natasha: A student at Centre College currently in her first semester of Hot Glass class. 

Kasey: Employee at Philabaum Glass Studio. Has been blowing glass since 1996. 
Currently assisting Tom. 

Shane: A student at Centre College currently in his fourth semester of glass. Has worked 
for SteveP. 

Tommy: A graduate of Centre College, where he received a degree in Art (Hot Glass). 
Currently the Graduate FeUow of Art. Assists Steve P. 

Jerry: Employee at Philabaum Glass Studio. Currently blowing glass, has also done 
production lan^working. Current^ assisting Tom. 

Brook: A graduate of Centre College, where he concentrated in Hot Glass. Current^ 
owns and operates his own hot glass studk) (Glassbrook, Inc.) and assists 
Steve P. 

SteveH: Empk)yee at Philabaum Studio. Has an undergraduate degree in Glass. Has 
been working with glass off an on smce 1979. Currently asset^ Tom. 

SteveP: Professor, Centre College. Hasbeenworking with glass since 1981. Currently 
teaching hot glass technkiues and producing his own glass work. 

Tom: Owner, Philabaum Studios. Has been working with glass since 1981. Currently 
running the studk) and producing his own glass work. 

Louis: Employee at Philabaum Glass Studk). Currently bk>wing glass, has also done 
stained glass work. Assists Tom. 
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APPENDIX E: VIDEO TRANSCRIPT 
What's a gather? 

Natasha; "Minm. It's when you go into, uh, the glass furnace with either a blowpipe or a 
pontil and, uh, you put it IN the fiimace and you barely touch it into the glass, and 
then you turn it and you pick up the glass and let it cut itself off and then take it 
out, and that's to gather a piece. 

Kasey; '̂ Gathering is when you go into the fiimace and gather some hot glass [laughs]." 

Shane; A gather being each time you go to the furnace to collect new glass 

Tommy; '*A gather is...we we gather on a pipe, and you just d^ into the fiimace, and you 
just, uh you're turn, and you're gathering, and you just gather glass on the pipe". 

Jerry; "Mm, it's just a mass of glass that you collect on the end of your pipe." 

Brook; '*A gather of glass, can be on a bk)wpipe or on a pontil rod, and it's the MASS of 
hot glass at the end of said rod [laughs]." 

SteveH; '*A gather? Its, uh, it's a layer of glass. It's a dip." 

Steve? "*101, a gather is uh, every time we go into the fiimace and add glass to the 
piece by turning it into the, the, the uh molten glass and it will attach to the pipe 
and, uh, you kiww again, I use like six gathers so each time we, we gather glass 
we are we are attaching more glass to the pipe by turning it then letting the heat 
cut it as we come out." 

Tom; "A gather of glass is very similar to, when you use the term to gather from the 
fiimace is, a similar analogy would be to gather honey from a honey pot. Uh, 
because the consistency of the material is similar to tte glass and you gather it 
sk)wly around the honey rod or in the case of glass it's a hot bit rod or a pipe and 
you slowly turn the pipe and the glass gathers itself onto the end of the pipe." 

Louis; '*A gather is when you take a, a bk)wp^, and that's one that you can bk>w 
through, naturally, and you put it in tte fiimace and you twirl it around in your, 
with your hands and you get a certain amount of glass on the end of the pipe, take 
it out of the fiimace." 

How do yoa know when the gfaus is cool cnoagh to gather a sccond or third time? 

Natasha: "Hmm, I usualfy try and let it get pretty cokl, because, um, as somebody 
explained it to me like this, it's like uh, taking a honey dq)per and if the honey 
dq^ier has a k)t of honey on it already and you go m and try to, to get honey, it 
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VIDEO TRANSCRIPT - Continued 

&l]s and you don't get as much, and so like you tiy to take, like you know, a 
clean honey dipper into it and so you take a cokl uh, piece of gkiss a^ put it in 
there and it gatters more glass so, um." 

Alysia: "So how do you know when it's cokl enough?" 

Natasha: "Hmm, well, by cok)r and the, you know, you can tap it sort oC ot REAL 
lightly on the marver, marving table, and uh, thra if it makes a sound like it's 

hard, and you know, it doesn't go pUth and your bubble flattens out then you know it's 
hard enough that you know, you're fine. 

Kasey: 'The cok)r of it. You can telL Cause if it's too orange, it, it's harder to gather 
[laughs]. I don't know. Or ifit's too cokl you can get bubbles and stuff." 

Shane: Um, well I just do it by sight mainty, um, Tomn^, who was helping me, he, he 
likes to feel the heat coming off^ but I just do it by the color an4 uh, when it's 
pretty much lost all the red heat that's when I'm ready to go. 

Tommy: "Um, by sight. It's, um, it kinda, it loses its, like when it's hot its always has like 
a orange glow, so you can tell by sight it doesn't, its kind of; um, it's almost clear 
like its, you know, would be at room temperature, and, about, like, you can uh 
feel, not actually touch the glass, but you know, feel the heat, and, you know, its 
just kind oC you know as you do this more you kind of get a feel for it. 

Jerry: "I just look at it." 

Alysia: "So what is it about tooking at it, the cotor, the movement?" 

Jerry: "Yeah, it's mostly the color. We work really cold here, probably. Um, but, so I'm 
boktng at the color, I'm making decisions based on everything that's in that 
mass. You know, if there's, you know if we're working on one of the opal pieces 
that um, has an overlay that we have to stuff later, and things you know, so I 
usually let the cores get pretty cold so that they can't get vsiiacked out whfle I'm 
reshaping the new gather. Um., just a k)t of little decisk>ns like that, that's the 
main thing. Looking at it and going, is it, can I get away with that, is it, you 
know, or is it gonna screw things up..." 

Brook: "It's timing, it's uh, just, you do it long enough you get a feel for it, and, you wait 
too long and you're gonna let it crack, so the next time you realize, don't wait that 
k)ng. And it's kinda, you just get a, when we're working, eqpecialfy with Steve, 
you just get into a rhythm, and I've helped for Steve so k)ng now it's kinda 
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VIDEO TRANSCRIPT - Continued 

second nature that we just know, you know, we can either time it by the music 
that's playing, that's one way I do it, or, he walks out and gets a drink comes back 
and circles the studio and that's kinda like a timing system and, so it's um, it's not 
very precise, I guess it, you know, you could time, it, and Steve played around 
with that klea a little bit, and they IkkI like a little timer and stuff but, it's kinda, 
you just get into it, you sense it, I guess that's what it is." 

SteveH: "Uh, it's the color, nnstly, you can see the color in the moQ, if you're using, 
um, colored glass it's, you know, it's best to put it m a darker spot so, so you, you 
can see. It's different for each piece, if you're doing a k)t of color appUcatk)ns 
after the last gather, you want the, the gather before it to be, uh, a little stiffer, so 
it'll be a little colder. But it's mostly the color, the temperature cotor. 

SteveP; "Uh, partly by timing, uh, in my case, uh, we do it at different, different types of 
gathers, uh, we're doing, we're using gathers to build up mass, a mass of glass for 
the most part on the first six gathers and the very last gather we're doing wiiat I 
would call a strip gather or a very thin gather just trying to create a, a coating oC 
of heat, and sort of glue to pick things up." 

Tom: "Experience. Um, there are visual cues, one is to notice the amount ot color in 
glass is tost when heat is introduced. All cotor turns orange or yellow or white 
when glass becomes hot. Once the, that orange-yeUow-white state begins to 
dissipate, then the glass itself will show its true cotors or at least ck>ser to true 
colors, and also the form is stabilized and it's not moving, so that woukl be a time 
to gather more glass." 

Louis: "Well, I think just for the number of years that I've been doing it it's just a matter 
of looking at the cok)r of the glass. You can also tap it with a tool a^ if you get a 
metallic sound then you know it's ready to gather." 

How do you get in and out of the bench when yon have gfaus on the end of a 
blowpipe or pontil? 

Natasha: "CAREFULLY [laughs], cause you don't warn to bum yourself and you, you 
know, that END of pipe where the gkiss is is so hot, you know, you know, and 
you just touch it for a second and it bums you, managed to onfy do it once, but, 
um, you know, you get in there and you, you put it in, but you try not to let this 
hand, you know, cause you, you have this instinct where you want to go 'okay, 
come on now, we can do THIS'. But, um, you know, you have to sort of walk in 
kinda with your arms crossed, because you don't realty want to, scakl yourself 
SO. 
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Kasey; "[laughs] You move the pipe. But you have to keep it, keep the glass on center, 
SO. 

Alysia: "But what's the actual movement of getting in and out? If you have to describe 
from standing to sitting, how do you get from one to the other?" 

Kasey: "[laughs] Set one end of the pipe on the bench and slide yourself in, I guess" 

Shane: Mmm. [slight pause], uh, I think I do it wrong, uh, but that bench that I was on 
was really low, so I just go in with the left hand, kind of come around it, and if, if 
Fm going for a jack line or something where the glass will be really loose, TU 
even put my other hand, which Steve says not to do, but, um, but I just, I try to 
keep it on center on the way, set it down, step around it, and just roll away from 
myself and go for the block, or whatever tool Tm about to use. 

Tomno': " [pause] Well, you, um, you always have to like, the pipe you can only work 
like hal^y down because of the h^ so, you, uh, you have to be caref^ when 
you're going in and out of the bench just so you, you know, you don't bum your 
hand, and so, you uh, you approach the bench and then set your pipe down and 
kinda swing your body aroi^ the pipe and then sit down and thm bring the pipe 
to you. You, uh, you wanna then pull the pipe as close to you as you can as 
you're on the bench just so you uh, it's closer to you thus you don't have to reach 
around your...." 

Jerry: "Mm hmm. [pause] It depends. Like, say if I'm at the bench, and somebody else 
needs the bench, so sometimes I'll cut out through that section that's not there 
anymore, it's very convenient. Um, most of the time, you know, it's different, 
because the work environment, you know, we're deal^ with the shop like this, 
it's different if I'm making my own stuf^ or depends on what the piece is, but um, 
usually I just kinda walk over there and sit down. I like, I like whra um, I come 
out if I can just hit this end like a counterweight and just, it flips over and you go 
sit down like that. That's the most fun. And then if you have your bench set up at 
the right spot and you just, it's aU real smooth. It, um, Matt's realty smooth cause 
he sits around and practices aU day. But, you know, that move where you, you 
come and you set it down and it just kinda slides down the rail first. It's real 
gentle." 

Brook: "There're TWO ways, depends on the size you're using, the safest way is to come 
in and place the glass on tte furthest arm of the bench, whkh is ctosest to the 
tools, and then you swing it out a little bit, it's kinda like, uh, opening a, a stall 
door or something into a bam or something like that, and you swing the p^ out 
and you enter the bench and then you ahvays keep your r^ hand free cause it's 
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closer to the, the hot end, so you never want to touch the blowpipe, um, with your right 
hand, because that's just like a, a bad habit to get into. The othw way is, before you 
enter the bench, and this is something you can do with smaller pieces 

is you can, swing it out around your body before you get in the bench and then 
enter with your body first rather than the pipe first and that's a little more showy 
way of [someone ^A^lks into the room].'̂  

SteveH: ''Well if the piece is really small, like we're doing goblets, I'll lift the, the punty 
right ofifthe b^h with, you know, with the hand that I turn with. The more glass 
you have, it's, I use the ^ rail and pivot the pipe on the &r rail, get in and out 
that way." 

StevePrThat's, uh, something that we, uh, I have toy beginning students practice, I 
mean, you, you've got to learn to do that, it shoukl just be like walking around the 
studio because you, you're, you're peripheral^ controlling the glass and so you 
don't want to have to really watch and be aware of going in and out of the bench. 
But, the way you go in and out of the bench is, is basicalty you, you first uh have 
to switch to tte other skie of the p^ so you use the one arm of the bench as a 
fulcrum to take the weight of the piece then you can really control the pipe or 
punty with one hand as you swing around to the other, other side. Uh, getting in 
and out, in and out of the bench you've also got to be very consck)us of the level 
of pipe because that's affecting the shape of the piece if you're, you know, up 
high or down low, or w^tever so, um, you get in and out of the bench with a 
great deal of practice I think and just doing it it becomes totally second nature 
where you just, you know, you don't even think about it, you want to get in as 
qukkty, you know, and deliberate^ as you can and you kmw with beginners 
we're most concerned about them getting burned and grabbing the pipe too k)w 
and that sort ofthing and so we have little rules about how to do that." 

Tom: To me, part of glass bkiwing is choreograpl^r, and learning how to use your feet 
as well as your hands. And uh, when we, w^ I tram people to work I train them 
how to use the pipe as almost an inclement of dance. And you have to think 
about where your feet go, how you, how you use the bench as your armature to 
alleviate the stress of lifting. You never just lift it up and then move, you sUde it 
out, move your body deftfy to the skle and then gat^ it back in, then lift and 
move again \^4ik:h is much easier demonstrated, of course, with the bench in fixint 
of you. But I think most of it, it starts with your feet and your head and then your 
ha^ come in afterwards, but you have to think about where your body 
placement is and where you want to ultimate^ end up. I teach a tot about 
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visualizatioiL Visualize yourself from this place to that place, which is reheating. 
How do you get from h^e to there? And think it through before you make that 
move. So, you, you never sit down until the pipe is perfect, perfectly, once you 
slide the pipe in, move yourself in place, set tte pipe down, then YOU sit down. 
And the same is true with, with uh, coming out oC out of the bench. You never 
just stand up. You begin to slide, then you begin to stand up. And you move with 
it, as one, it's sort of a dance thing, and it helps with using centrifugal, and 
centriiugal force, you can actually do larger things and be a smaller person. It 
doesn't require a HUGE amount of strength, it requires a k)t of fine^." 

Louis: ''I uh, lay the uh, blowpipe on, on one arm of the bench and walk around it and sit 
down." 

When yon are sitting in the bench, how do yon turn the blowpipe? 

Natasha: "Hmm, uh, hmm, that's a good question, I never really pay much attention, I 
just try to roll it however I can, you know, I mean, whether I go all the way up 
arm or I'm using my hand ak>ne, and then, uh, usually I guess I just sort of pu^ 
down and roll and then to bring it back I try to just use my hand and my fingers..." 

Kasey: "How do I turn? [laughs] With my hand, no, with the palm of my hand. I'll 
move it from side to side and then, when it, when it comes back to me I'll just roll 
it back with my fingert^." 

Shane: Mmmm. [pause]. I couldn't really tell you for sure, it's just kind of a, I mean I 
don't know the exact motion, but it's just a smooth roll from front to back, I like 
to use the whole bench and, um, the most important part is just, uh, the change in 
dmctmn, making sure you increase the speed enough to where the glass stays on 
center, it's kind of a, almost jerking it back the opposite way. 

Tommy: "Um, well, I use my left hand, and um just usually, it's a lot with your fingers 
and, your, you know, your hand. You l^w, you just roll, you know, back and 
forth and you want to try and, like, use the whole, the iAix>te bench as opposed to 
just, you know real kinda sporadic. Just, I like to go back and, you know, real 
long roOs just so you have k>nger working time," 

Jerry: "Mm. Like this, and then I usualfy do the fingers on the way back. Um, and a lot 
of times when I'm turning Uke, and I learned this from Steve realty, he's, his 

hand's so big it k)oks like this hunbering kinda, uh oh that's on tape, but it's, ft's 
just this relentless hand, you know, just, and it's so big that he can do that real 

slow. But, um, you know, I just learned how to turn the pipe from watching other 
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people turn the pipe and assisting them by holding down the pipe on the bigger 
pieces to see how they turn the pipe and I just kind of would mimic that. At first 
it wasn't, you know, easy. So. a lot of times, like when I'm blocking, I'll 
block to tte end of the bench, and come off and bring it back, and then start again. 
Cause this is a k)t eas^ on my wrist than using my ^ers, and I'm always trying 
to be conscious of the proper way to use my body." 

Brook: "[pause] I, personally when I'm making a piece it's with my left hand and, you 
just sort of stride it out and then, reel it back in I guess are terms that you could 
use, uh, cause you're using your right hand towards the hand tools, so uh, if it's 
you know, up to a certain point I have an assistant that helps me turn on the 
bigger pieces as well, so then I would be completely free of turning the pipe, 
that's how it is when I help Steve as well" 

SteveH: "Uh, I try to keep my hand on the pipe all the time, sometimes you get, it gets 
where, uh, if it's a little out of control you know, you have to let go and readjust, 
but, uh, it's mostly wrist action, rolling from fingertip to heel." 

SteveP: "Uh, symmetrically, hopeful^, uh. Uh, how do you turn the bk>wpipe? Uh, with 
my hand." 

Alysia: "[laughs] Which one?" 

Steve: "With my left hand. Uh, you turn, how do you turn the bk)wpipe? That's a tough 
one. Uh, you turn it, uh, with a sense of rhythm, uh, you, you, you, you have to 
work out that the hardest part of turning is reversing directions, cause obviously in 
order to reverse you've got to stop at some point, so you learn sort of a way to 
ryhthmatkalty approach the turn, you, you almost, it's sort of a flip movement it's 
almost, it's, it's very difiScuk to describe it's a f-, something you just you leam to 
feel, where as you turn it you're releasing any kind of pressure you're putting on 
the piece with a tool, a block or jacks or, or tweezers, or anything because, if 
you're putting pressure on the piece as you make a turn then it's gonna make 
some sort of unst-, asymmetrical move or pressure on the piece. So you it's, it's 
sort of a rhythm that you leam where you, as you're approaching the turn it's sort 
of a flip move that throws the piece back onto center as you reverse directions." 

Tom: "Uh, there's a rocking motion with your hand, you can either roU it, in a continual 
manner, but the, the easiest method is to rock your wrist so you never bse contact 
with the pipe, so that it never swings up on you due to the weight that's on the end 
of the pipe. And that way you keep it flat to the bars of the pipe, of the bench 
itsel£" 
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Louis: "Um. By putting pressure on my pabn of my hand and pushing the pipe forward 
or backWd or towards, towards me." 
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APPENDIX F: A Simplified Guide to Romaii-blaiiiic Gbss Remains 

This guide is meant to introduce archaeologists to the types of glass remains they 
might reasonably encounter while excavating. While it is meant to be as comprehensive 
as possible, there are certainty some accidental omissions that must be inchided in the 
future. This guide seeks to describe the multitude of glass materials that might be 
excavated, offering a uniform set of terms for use in publication, as well as some possible 
interpretations of the arti&cts. Where possible, illustrations have been used to clarify the 
descriptions. 

What to do with Glass Artifacts 
The importance of a glass specialist at an archaeological site has been emphasized 

repeatedly, and they should be conned directly w^ien curating glass arti&cts at a site. 
McCray and Kingery (1998) have pointed out "there is much to be gained from the 
careful physical examination of glass objects and artifiKts."* At sites where there is no 
specialik, due to lack of funding or the scarcity of glass remains, the foUowing can serve 
as a guide. It would also be usefiil for the individual working with the glass to read 
Susan Frank's (1982) Glass and Archaeology and Newton and Davison's (1989) 
Conservation of Glass. 
In the FieM 
ColieOioH 

The Fiekl Director for the site must set a protocol for what sizes and types of glass 
shouki be kept. A general rule is to keep everything larger than a thumbnail, unless it is 
something unusuaL This means that whm there are shattered remains of a non-
reconstructable vessel, the excavator shouki strive to gather all of the large pieces. At 
sites generating thousands of glass sherds per working day it is not feasible to collect 
every visible fragment of glass, but smaller fragments that bear decoratk>ns or marks 
shouki also be collected. When something other than vessel fragments are found, such as 
beads and production waste, they should be kept regardless of size. 

At some sites only the vessel rims are collected, and this practice shouki be 
discouraged. It promotes a certain laziness among the diggers, who wiU not be diligently 
looking for the smaller items just mentnned. \X^thout these smaller items it is impossible 
to determine how the site ftu^kined within a wider glass trade. The Field Director 
shouki also perk)dk»lly check to see if all excavators are foUowing the collectk)n 
strategy. Subsequent artifiict counts can yiekl a skewed view if one excavator foUows the 
protocol dOigentfy while others have a more lax i4)proach. Grq)hs showing relative 
distributk>n of artifiicts across a site will either show the actual distributron, or will 
instead highlight the differences in collection strategies from area to area. Decismns 
about whkh glass objects are relevant shouki be made a gbss inspector back at the 
fiekl canq> rather than in the fiekL If there is noone tranied to do th^ it is best to save 
everything until a specialist can do the job. 
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Packing 
Out in the field glass objects should be placed in rigid containers to prevent 

further breakage. Unless you are excavating tombs, you are unlikely to run across many 
complete vessels. In the case of large fi-agile pieces or complete vessels, cotton or soft 
paper can be used to further cushion the object. 

Back at Camp 
PONT WASH THE GLASS!!: Glass and ceramic arti&cts are similar in many 

ways, but glass arti&cts should NOT be washed by anyone other than a glass specialist. 
The iridescent layer of weathering on the glass can be quite informative and is completely 
lost during the washing process. Even a glass specialist should rarely find a need to 
remove the weathering layers, except perhaps to check the cobr of a fi'agment that is 
highly weathered. 

Inspection: A single person should inspect all of the glass excavated at the site. 
By having one person took at everything, it shoukl be possible to notke differences 
across the site in form, function and identify locations of manu&cturing. This person 
should wear a respirator and work in a well-ventilated area when inspecting the glass. 
The respirator will lower this individual's exposure, whkh can be si^iificant over 
repeated seasons of digging. 

Drawing: Glass is drawn much like ceramics, and the same care in choosing 
examples to draw for publicatk)n should be used. Some useful examples of glass 
drawings can be found in Weinberg 1988 and GrifSths and Jenner 1991. 

Artifacts to keep an eye out for: 
In addition to the glass vessels, lamps, beads and bracelets that might make up 

your glass assemblage, there are a number of other arti&cts related to glass that it is 
useful to be aware of These arti&cts are related to glass production, and a guide for 
interpreting them can be found fiirther OIL 

Glass Threads and Droplets 
Glass threads (Fig. 21) and droplets (Fig. 22) can be created in a number of ways, 

all related to glass or vessel productwn. As glass is drawn out of a fiimace on a pontil 
rod or blowpipe, a thread of glass nu^ be acckientally drawn out of the fiimace, cooling 
and becoming incorporated into the archaeological record (Fig. 23). Glass being worked 
at a temperature that is less than ideal woukl be more prone to this occurrence as the 
viscosity of the glass would make separating the gathered glass finmthe larger glass 
entity in the furnace dififouh. Today molten glass is worked at tenq)eratures that give it 
the consistency of honey, but the glass in antiquity was probably more like working with 
carameL 

A related debris type is the glass droplet. Droplets can be fiirmed in much the 
same way as glass threads. Droplets can also be formed when a broken glass vessel is 
subjected to high temperatures, as high tenq)eratures will cause the glass to melt into 
rounded forms. Because of this, droplets abne are not sufBcient evidence on which to 
argue the presence of a devetoped gl^ industry. 
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Glass Slay (Figs. 24. 2S'> 
Weinberg describes glass slag as the '*waste from glassmaking—partially fused or 

over-flowed glass and other waste" (1988: xiv). Like glass threads, glass slag can be 
produced in a multitude of ways. As glass is mehed, the natron flux bums of^ effectively 
raising the melting point of the mixture. If the glass is reheated many times, it contains a 
much higher percentage of silica, eventually making it difBcuh to melt. At this point, a 
glass-bk}wer woukl dispose of the unusable glass and start over with glass containing the 
^propriate soda:lime:silica ratio. Slag can also be formed when foreign elements enter 
tte gl^, such as fiimace material 

Glass slag can also be produced when a fiimace is taken apart because of the poor 
quality of the glass or some sort of heating malfunctun. At this time the glass in the 
fiimace woukl have been removed and probably discarded, although remehing it wouU 
not have been impossible. For all of th^ reasons, there shoukl be a constant flow of 
glass slag into the archaeofogical record in workshop areas, making it a useflil glass 
workshop indicator. 

Moils 
A moil is the glass left on the bk)w-pipe after the finished object has been 

removed. This piece of glass pops off the bk)w-pipe as they both cool and the metal 
contracts (Figs. 26-28). The moils retain an inq)ressk>n of the bk)w-pipe, and are another 
bit of compelling evidence for a glass workshop at a site. 

Furnaces 
If you think you have a glass fiimace, this is definitely the time to caU in a 

specialist. This is for two reasons; 1) Very few Roman-Islamk period fiimaces have 
been excavated, and therefore this is an important undertaking that shoukl be under the 
supervisk)n of someone who knows what they're doing, 2) Glass furnaces, pottery kilns, 
aiKi to some extent metalhirgkal fiimaces have a number of similarities. Getting 
someone knowledgeable to klentify which industry you have can keep you fix>m steering 
in the wrong directbn. 

Glass-WoHtmg Tools 
All the glass-working tools you might run across win probably be made of metal 

This can be problematk; at some sites where metal corrosk>n is severe. If metal tools had 
been deposited in antkiuity, they may have sin^^ disintegrated. All the metal objects 
excavated at a site that has other compeOmg evklence for glass-working shoukl be 
examined and compared with the foOowmg list 

Jacks and Tweezers 
Jacks are a type of gkiss tool in use today. Jacks resemble very large, 30-40cm, 

tweezers (Fig. 34). Jacks are designed to constrict glass vessels while they are being 
rotated in order to remove them from btowpqies or to shiqie the bo<fy of a vessel (Fig. 
35). They are also used to shape the mouth of a vessel after the base is attached to a 
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pontil rod (Fig. 36). Evidence for the use of jacks at a site can inchide vessel fr^ments 
that have been constricted, often near the neck. 

The evklence for tweezers, w^h are simpty a larger variety of the modem tool of 
the same name, is more likely to be found on the glass objects at a site. It is important to 
examine the glass arti&cts for tool marks. Given that the main difference between 
modem jacks and tweezers is size, it is possible that the ancient glass workers were using 
a single tool that carried out the ftinctions of both modem tools. 

Shears 
Glass shears are much like scissors, except that they tend to have short, thick 

blades and slightly longer handles to remove the user's hand from the heat of the glass 
and give them the advantage of leverage (Fig. 34). Shears woukl have been used to cut 
impurities out of the glass, as well as to cut the end of handles before attaching them to 
vessels (Fig. 39). 

Blowpipes and Pontils 
A blowpipe is a hollow tube that aUows the glass-bk)wer to inflate the glass 

without getting burned (see Fig. 40). The blowpipes were almost certainly metal, 
probably 60-lS0cm in length, and would have been hoUow in order to allow the glass-
workers to inflate the glass they were working. At the site of Sepphoris, moils showed 
that the end of one of the bk>w-pipes m use there was 2.7Scm in diameter at its wklest 
point and tapered to at least 2cm in diameter and may have continued to get smaller. 
These dimensions are similar to those of a goblet-maldng bk>w-p^ that a glass-btower 
might use today. These bk)w-pipes are designed specifically for manipulating smaU 
amounts of gla^ into thin, del^e vessels. The flare at the end of the bk>w-pipe is still a 
feature of most modem bbw-pipes. This flaring fiicilitates gathering more gla^. 

Pontil rods are solid metal rods that are attached to the base of a vessel after it has 
been shaped on a btowp^ in order to finish its rim. In addition to boking for soUd 
metal ro^, the bases of glass vessel fiagments shoukl be inq)ected for pontfl scars with 
small flakes of metal adhering. As Bimson (1980:9) has described, ''when the finished 
vessel is finally removed fit)m the pontil, a round scar is formed at the point of contact 
between the two glass sur&ces." 

Optic Moki 
An optk mokl is usually a cup-shaped mokl with internal ribs that glass-btowers 

inflate a gatl^ of glass into (Fig. 43). Th^ ribs catch light, and for this reason 
contemporary glass-bk>wers describe the mokls that create them as '*optk." Anafysis of 
Islamk period mokls conducted by von Folsach and Whitehouse showed that the% glass 
molds were made of copper aUoys (1993; 150, 152). These moMs had mouth diameters 
of 7-9cm. While their moMs were metal, be sure to keep an eye out for stone or ceramic 
mokls, as both couU have been used. 
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Dating 
Glass dating is based primarily on the morphology of the object. Many ancient 

glass specialists who have looked at thousands of vessel fragments from a particular 
region can date the glass based on other attributes such as color and thickness. Because 
of regional variations, it is unwise for a novice to use these methods. Instead, published 
glass from sites of comparable chronology that are not too distant should be consulted. 
Generally the bases and rims are the most informative portions of the vessel for dating, 
but certain distinctive decorations can also be used. 

Guide to Interpretoitions; Do vnn havy a industry at vour site? 
Henderson (1989:44-47) has outlined four major types of glass sites for the 

Bronze and Iron ages that are also relevant for the later periods. I have added a fifth type 
of site based on the archaeological evidence from sites lOce Bet She'arim. 

1. Glass trading, possible glass-working. 
There are two types of glass trading sites possible. A site couki specialize in the 

trade of raw glass, which woukl be characterized by hmips of raw glass, possibly stored 
in jars for transport. It might be di£Scult to distinguish this type of site from type 5, the 
glass-making site. A site couki also be trading fully formed vessels that were produced at 
the site or elsewhere. Stacks of glass artifricts prepared for shipping would be one 
indicator that this type of trading was going on, but these are only likely to be found in 
earthquake, or other sudden, destructions. 

2. Glass-working. 
Glass-working sites can be klentified based on a large number of glass arti&cts 

coupled with at least one of the following; glass slag, threads, furnace remains. Other 
indkators that are not compelling enough on their own are droplets and malformed glass 
artifiu:ts. This is because both of these artifrtct types can be pr^uced when glass is 
subjected to high temperatures that may have nothing to do with glass-working, such as a 
house fire. 

3. Glass-working and possible glass-making. 
Identifying this type of site would be very tricky and would rety on all the 

evidence lines for a glass-working site as well as those for a glass-making site. 
Henderson (1989:45) lists malformed glass arti&cts, moUs, scrap glass, slag, and 
finished vessels as the arti&ct types characteristk to this type of site. 

4. Glass-working and probable glass-making. 
Glass-working can be identified with the lines of evklence described m Type 2. 

Glass-making can only be identified two ways, by the excavation of evklence of ^ed 
glass-making, such as lumps of glass that were not fully melted, or the excavation of 
specialized fiimaces as discussed in Type 5. 

5. Glass-making only. 
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A glass-making site should have himps of glass, but as Gorin-Rosen (1993:42) 
has pointed out, there may not be large quantities at the site as it was all shipped 
elsewhere. The nwin indi^or of a glass-making site woukl be specialized fiimace 
remains. Glass-making furnaces were large, single-use, rectangular a£&irs that coukl 
produce 8-10 tons of glass. If you think this is what you have, take a photograph and 
send it to a specialist who can tet you know if you're right. Improper^ fired hunps of 
glass coukl be another indkator t^ glass was made at the site. 
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APPENDIX G: ILLUSTRATIONS 
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FIGURE 1, Strategies of an Integrated Anthropology. 
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FIGURE 6, DnwiogofHMlengiass-inakiî fiiniace. 
AdqNed fiom Gorin-Roaen 1993:42. 



FIGURE?, Dca«viiigofglas9-Uowmgdq>ictk)iisfiomofltamps. 
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FIGURE 8, Photograph of detail of sarcophagus from the site of Aphrodisias, Turkey 
Photograph by Alysia Fischer, used with permission of Christopher Ratte. 



FIGURE 9, Disw^ofoenmic depiction of gfatts-wofker. 
Adqited fiom Canm and Lavoie 1997:197. 



FIGURE 10, Dnwmgofll'̂ ceiituiydqrictionofaglas»>woiker. 
Ad^jtedfiomCaronandLavoie 1997:198. 



FIGURE 11, Photograph of Somelaria furnace, stoke-hole view. 



FIGURE 12, Photograph of Somelaria furnace, "pipe-warmer" view. 
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FIGURE 13, Drawing based on WeiiAerg's interpretation of Somelaiia remains. 
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FIGURE 14, Attenole ntfeiptetatioii of Someiana remains. 



FIGURE IS, Mq) ofghss-blowmg workshops. 
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. A 
FIGURE 19, Excavated areas at the site of Sepfrfioris, IsneL 

A: Lower Maricet Area, B: Upper City, C: Roman period Theater 
Adq[ited fom Nagy et ̂  1996:12-13. 



HGURE20, USFbnifica. 
Onwing by James F. Stiaoge, used with bis pennmn. 
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FIGURE 21, Photograph of glass threads &om the site of Sepphoris, Israel 



FIGURE 22, Plwtograph of glass droplets from the site of Sepphoris, Israel 
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FIGURE 23, Photograph of glass thread created in modem glass studio by glass-blower 
Che Rhodes. 



FIGURE 24, Photograph of glass slag from the site of Sepphoris, Israel 



FIGURE 25, Photograph of discarded glass container from Sepphoris, Israel 



FIGURE 26, Photograph of modem glass bk>w-p^ with moiL 
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FIGURE 27, Photograph of modem mofls cracking off btow-pipe. 
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FIGURE 28, Photograph of moQ and impression from the site of Sepphoris, Israel 
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FIGURE 29, Burned olive pits firom the lower city glass workshop area. 



FIGURE 30, Photograph of Jordanian potters' kilns and fuel. 
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FIGURE 31, Photograph of Byzantine coin found with glass debris. 



FIGURE 32, Photograph of limestone "floor" in lower woricshop area. 
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FIGURE 33, Photograph of cross-section showing floor and hardened layer beneath. 
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Shears 

Jacks 
Tweezers 

FIGURE 34, Modem versions of the tools possibly used at Sepphoris. 
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FIGURE 35, Making a jack-line, g]ass-bk>wer Stephen Rolfe PoweQ. 
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FIGURE 36, Photograph of modem jacks in use opening a vessel mouth, glass-blower 
Alysia Fischer. 



FIGURE 37, Vessel fragment from Sepphoris with constricted neck. 



FIGURE 38, Photograph of tweezed droplet from the she of Sepphoris. 



FIGURE 39, Modem glass shears in use, glass-blower Che Rhodes. 



FIGURE 40, Photograph of glass-blower, Qie Rhodes, using a blow-pipe. 
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FIGURE 41, Photograph of glass-blowers Che Rhodes and D. H. McNabb attaching a 
pontiL 
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Figure 42, Pontil knock-off from Sepphoris with metal flakes. 



FIGURE 43, Photograph of glass-Uower Che Rhodes demonstratiiig the use of an optk 
mokL 



Figure 44, Glass-blower Chris Bohach blockiiig glass. 



FIGURE 45, Photograph of upper city domestk area, feeing north. 
Glass workshop is locat^ in the northwest quadrant. 



FIGURE 46, nans ofgiasswofkaiiopia upper cfty at SeppboiB. 
Dnwiogs used widi permismo of SRP. 



FIGURE 47, View of glass workshop from iue street. 
Photograph by Eric Meyers, used with pemussion from SRP. 



FIGURE 48, V»w of glass in wall plaster. 



FIGURE 49, View of bays in glass shop. 
Photograph by Eric Meyers, used with permission of SRP. 



FIGURE 50, Northern furnace room in glass woricshop. 
Photograph by Erk Meyers, used with permission of SRP. 



FIGURE 51, Photograph of burned wall-stones in northern room. 
Photograph by Erk; Meyers, used with permission of SRP. 



FIGURE 52, Northern rooms in glass workshop. 
Photograph by Eric Meyers, used with permission of SRP. 



FIGURE 53, Basin in central room in glass workshop. 
Photograph by Eric Meyers, used with permission of SRP. 
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FIGURE 54, Modem glass woiUiops under discussion. 



FIGURE SS, Gorece glass workshop buiklmg. 



FIGURE 56, Furnace room ofGorece glass workshop. 
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FIGURES?, Draw^ofbeadfimiaoesclieniBtic. 
Adapted fiom Kocukamui 1988:48. 



FIGURE 58, Photograph showing interk)r of Gorece fiimace, fiom work-station. 
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FIGURE 59, Stack of wood in Gorece workshop. 



FIGURE 60, Photograph of logs placed in stoke-hole of Gorece fiimace. 
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FIGURE 61, Pbotogr^h of work-station in bead workshop in Gorece, Turkey. 
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FIGURE 62, Photogr^h of back waO of bead workshop m Gorece, Turkey. 



FIGURE 63, Photograph of front of Na'ur glass workshop. 



FIGURE 64, Photograph of shop portion of Na'ur glass workshop. 



FIGURE 65, Photograph of Na'ur furnace room, with glass-blower at work-station. 



FIGURE 66, Photograph of woricstation in Na'ur workshop. 



FIGURE 67, Photograph of heat shield in Na'ur workshop. 



FIGURE 68, Photogrq)h of oil feed for Na'ur fiimace. 
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FIGURE 69, Annealmg unit in Na'ur workshop. 
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FIGURE 70, Photograph of exterior of Na'ur glass workshop. 
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FIGURE 71, Photograph of area behind furnace at Na*ur glass workshop. 
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FIGURE 72, Photograph of handmade tools in Na'ur workshop. 



FIGURE 73, Photograph of stan^ &bricated at another &ctory. 
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FIGURE 74, Photograph of "Allah" stamp. 



FIGURE 75, Photograph of front of Cairo glass workshop. 
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FIGURE 76, Photograph of fiimace charging in Cairo giass workshop. 



FIGURE 77, PlK)togr{q)h of glass bins in Cairo glass workshop. 



FIGURE 78, Photograph of workstation in Cairo glass workshop. 



nCURE 79, Photograph of workstation in use in Cairo glass workshop. 



FIGURE 80, Photograph of "master" and "apprentice" in Cairo. 
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FIGURE 81, Photograph of glass-blower with protective padding in Cairo. 
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FIGURE 82, Photognq)h of old glass shop in Cairo. 



FIGURE 83, Photograph of new glass shop in Cairo. 



FIGURE 84, Photograph of fiimace openings in Cairo. 



FIGURE 85, Completed eye-bead ready for aimealiiig in Gorece. 



FIGURE 86, Photograph of Egyptian glass-biower gathering glass. 



FIGURE 87, Photograph of Egyptian glass>blower shaping glass on the marver. 
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FIGURE 88, Photograph of Egyptian glass-blower shaping vessel usmg centrifugal 
force. 



FIGURE 89, Photograph of Egyptian glass-blower using jacks to indent the glass vessel 
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FIGURE 90, Photograph of Egyptian glass-blower gathering on the pontil while rolling 
the blow-pipe on his left leg. 
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FIGURE 91, Photograph of Egyptian glass-blower heating vessel and pontH. 
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FIGURE 92, Photograph of Egyptian glass-blower shaping vessel using gravity. 
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FIGURE 93, Photognqsh of Egyptian glass-blower putting vessel mto the annealing 
chamber. 
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FIGURE 94, Arcfaaeonietiy/E)q)erimental Archaeology feedback loop. 
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Figure 95, Pin for Expenmental Furnace. 



Figure 96, Experimental Bricks Drying on Rack. 



Figure 97, Pit for firebox. 
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Figure 98, First row of bricks in firebox. 



Figure 99, Second row of bricks in firebox. 
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Figure 100, Firebox entrance and vents. 
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Figure 101, Glass Tank. 



Figure 102, Completed Brick Constmctioii 



Figure 103, Furnace covered with wet clay. 
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Figure 104, Beginniiig of Firing. 



Figure lOS, Rear vent blow-out. 



Figure 106, Hole in upper right of glass tank. 



Figure 107, Pre-headng crucible in furnace door. 
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Figure 108, Stoking the fiimace. 



Figure 109, Glass melting m crucible. 



Figure 110, Heating the blow-pipe and pontiL 



Figure 111, Gathering fix)inthefiimace. 



Figure 112, Blowing the gathered glass. 



FIGURE 113, Photograph of modem glass-blowmg bench at Centre College. 
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FIGURE 114, Photograph of glass-blower Chris Bohach beginning to enter the bench. 



FIGURE 1 IS, Photograph of g]ass-bk)wer Chris Bohach entering bench. 
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FIGURE 116, Photogr^h of glass-blower Chris Bohach sitting in bench. 
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FIGURE 117, Photograph of glass-blower Chris Bohach turning pipe in bench while 
shaping gla«M 
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Figure 118, Diagram of Lungs. 
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FIGURE 119, Photograph of glass-blower D. H. McNabb wearing a respirator. 



FIGURE 120, Photograph of glass-blower smoking in Cairo. 



FIGURE 121, Photograph of glass*biower with protective padding in Cairo. 



FIGURE 122, Photograph of kettle on fiimace in Gorece. 



FIGURE 123, Photograph of vegetables on fiimace in Cairo. 



FIGURE 124, Photograph of g]ass*bk)wer wearing glasses m Cairo. 



FIGURE 125, Photograph of heat- îield in Na' 



FIGURE 126, Photograph of barefoot glass-bioMrer in Cairo. 



FIGURE 127, Photograph of berefi)ot glass-worker in Gorece. 
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FIGURE 128, Photograph of view into furnace in Cairo. 
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FIGURE 129, Photogr^h of glass-woricer wearing a tank top in Gorece. 
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